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DEVELOPMENT OF THE PLAN OF PENSACOLA
DURING THE COLONIAL ERA, 1559-1821
b y R O B E R T B. L L O Y D , J R .

T

E plan of present-day Pensacola reflects the influences of
such colonial powers as Spain, France, and Great Britain.
While all shared a common debt to ancient Roman practices of
city design, each culture had its own idea of city planning that
developed from its own particular history. The imposition of
these ideas on Pensacola, and the accommodations that each
culture had to make for the preceding one, led to an interesting
and unique plan.
Pensacola’s first settlement began on August 14, 1559, when
Tristán de Luna and his party sailed into Pensacola Bay. The
Spanish expedition was composed of thirteen ships carrying 500
soldiers and over 1,000 civilians. Ample supplies were included
for the colony. Enthusiastic about the harbor, de Luna believed
it to be “the best port in the Indies.“1
According to Spanish law, the first duty of an expedition
upon arriving at its destination was to find a suitable settlement
site. De Luna wrote to the king of Spain that “the site which has
been selected for founding the pueblo [town] is no less good,
for it is a high point of land which slopes down to the bay where
the ships come to anchor.” The pueblo would thus “command
a view of the anchorage.“2
The pueblo, situated adjacent to the bay named Bahia de
Santa María Filipina, was to be one of two settlements to secure
the northern frontier of Florida against other European intervention. The other settlement, and the primary of the two, was
to be Santa Elena (Port Royal) on the Atlantic coast. Only about
eighty-five settlers— less than ten per cent of the total expeditionary force— were to remain in Pensacola; the rest would
travel overland to settle in Santa Elena.

Robert B. Lloyd, Jr. graduated from Cornell University, and is on the staff
of the Catawba Regional Planning Council in Rock Hill, South Carolina.
1. Charles W. Arnade, “Tristan de Luna and Ochuse (Pensacola Bay), 1559,”
Florida Historical Quarterly. XXXVII (January-April 1959), 214.
2. Ibid.

[253]
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The plan of the pueblo of Santa María Filipina called for a
church, monastery, and governor’s residence fronting a central
plaza, as prescribed by Spanish laws. One hundred lots were to
be reserved for the families of the soldiers; the remaining forty
would belong to the church and the government.3 A grid was to
be used for the town’s street layout. According to Spanish custom, the settlement might have had one side of the plaza open
to the bay. Within a week of the expedition’s arrival in the bay,
disaster struck in the form of a hurricane. The colony grimly
managed to survive for two years, but by July 1561 de Luna’s
expedition had completely withdrawn. A concurrent attempt to
settle Santa Elena also had failed.
Stung by the cost and failure of the Florida colonization attempt, the Spanish crown was unwilling to attempt another settlement along the northern Gulf coast for nearly a century and
a half. The plan of the 1559-1561 settlement had no effect on
the layout of future settlements at Pensacola.
During the intervening years between the 1559 settlement
attempt and the next effort at colonization late in the 1600s
there was a significant development in Spanish planning theory
and practice. This development influenced greatly the later layout of Pensacola. Spanish colonial planning, initially unregulated, became more precise over time. In 1513 King Ferdinand
issued the first set of ordinances concerning city planning for
the New World. These statutes undoubtedly affected the 1559
Pensacola settlement.4 Sixty years later, Phillip II issued a comprehensive set of ordinances called the Laws of the Indies which
covered virtually everything pertaining to planning new settlements, including site selection, town layout, and political organization. The Laws were designed to promote maintenance and
orderly expansion of both the spiritual and temporal aspects of
the Spanish empire. 5 Colonists unfamiliar with city planning
concepts thus would be able to choose and develop a site with a
minimum of stress and effort. The resultant settlement would
be adapted to local conditions yet at the same time resemble
native Spanish towns.

3. Ibid., 213.
4. Dora P. Crouch, Daniel J. Garr, and Axel I. Mundigo, Spanish City Planning
in North America (Cambridge, 1982), 38-39.
5. Ibid., 23-27.
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In 1681, under Carlos II, the ordinances were revised under
the title, Recopilación de Leyes de los Reynos de los Indios. They
contained over 3,000 laws in nine books dealing with New World
development.6 The most important features of a Spanish settlement included the church and governmental buildings fronting
a main plaza and a gridiron layout of streets. The revised ordinances directly influenced the layout and development of Pensacola under the Spanish.
The groundwork for the next Pensacola settlement proposal
was laid during Juan Jordan’s 1686 visit to Pensacola. The welltravelled pilot called it “the best bay I have ever seen in my life.“7
Pensacola, although primarily viewed as a garrison to defend
Spain’s New World interests against other European powers,
was also conceived by some as a base for a great Spanish colony
in North America.
On June 13, 1694, due to the favorable review of Pensacola
Bay given by the Sigüenza expedition of the year before, Carlos
II ordered the viceroy to construct and occupy a presidio immediately. Meanwhile, Louis XIV of France, enjoying a break
between wars, was also outfitting four vessels for an expedition
to the Gulf coast.
When her intelligence sources discovered France’s plans, a
concerned Spain moved rapidly. On April 19, 1698, Carlos II
made the fortification of Pensacola Bay a top priority item; the
resources of the empire were quickly mobilized. Three ships
with 357 men left Veracruz under command of Andrés de Arriola, arriving in Pensacola Bay on November 21, 1698. There
they joined Juan Jordan, who had reached the bay four days
earlier from Havana with a force of fifty men in two vessels.
The expedition immediately began constructing a fort under
the direction of the Austrian Jaime Franck, who was considered
the best engineer in the New World. Franck’s presence in Pensacola indicates the significance of the site to Spain’s security.
Work on the fort progressed quickly, and not a moment too
soon, for on January 26, 1699, the French arrived. Anchoring
just outside the harbor entrance, the French expedition, now
numbering five ships and 200 men under the command of
Pierre le moyne d’Iberville, asked permission to enter the bay.
6. Ibid.
7. James R. McGovern, ed., Colonial Pensacola (Pensacola, 1972), 13.
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Arriola politely denied entrance, and the French, anxious not
to provoke hostilities, moved on and eventually settled Biloxi.
With the French threat temporarily removed, the Spaniards
returned to building their fort, to be christened San Carlos de
Austria. Problems developed immediately. Sand dunes and
strong winds alternately undermined or buried the fort. The
structure itself, a four-bastioned wooden stockade, was always
rotting. Franck despaired of making the fort capable of with8
standing attack. There were also problems with the cannon,
which did not have sufficient range to prevent enemy ships from
entering the harbor. In an attempt to seal the harbor from attack, a battery was built on Santa Rosa Island at the mouth of
the bay.
The presidio itself was of standard Spanish design. The
Royal Presidio of Monterey, California, dating from about 1771,
was almost an exact duplicate in both scale and design.9 The
palm-thatched huts of the settlement, built in and around the
presidio, were a constant source of fire danger.
Impressed soldiers and convicts did little to improve the
quality of early Pensacola society. During the first Spanish
period, the population of Pensacola remained fairly constant at
around 200, including several women. The post was considered
such a hardship area that it was difficult to encourage immigration to the area.10
Spanish fears of continued French designs on the area were
well founded. On May 13, 1719, a French force from Mobile
captured the battery on Santa Rosa Island. The next day French
forces entered the harbor in three ships and began firing on the
fort. Realizing the hopelessness of defending a rotting fort, the
Spaniards surrendered. They were allowed to embark for Cuba,
where they immediately prepared a counterattack. On August
14, 1719, an expedition from Havana retook Pensacola, but
another French force recaptured the fort and held it until late
in 1722, when they returned it to Spain as part of the peace
treaty of the War of the Quadruple Alliance.
8.

Jaime Franck to Martin de Sierra Alta, February 19, 1699, 61-6-22/10,
Archivo General de Indias, Seville (hereinafter AGI, with appropriate
dates).
9. Crouch, Garr, and Mundigo, Spanish City Planning, 252-53.
10. William B. Griffen, “Spanish Pensacola, 1700-1763,” Florida Historical Quarterly, XXXVII (January-April 1959), 247.
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When Don Alejandro Wauchope, the new Spanish commander, arrived in Pensacola on November 25, 1722, there was not
much left of the settlement. The only remaining structure was
a palm-thatched hut which served as shelter and fortification.
Wauchope’s orders were to build a canal across Santa Rosa
Island and thus scuttle the bay by lowering its water level. When
this ludicrous proposal failed, a new presidio was constructed
on the sand-bar island, manned by 150 troops. The official settlement was then transferred from the mainland to the island.
By February 1723 the settlement was well under way. Barracks, an 800-square foot warehouse, and about forty other
wooden structures had been constructed. A British map and a
Spanish engraving show the new town strung out along the sand
bar in a regular grid pattern. 11 While the settlement was oriented
towards the bay, it lacked a protective stockade. This was due,
no doubt, to its insular location. The fort was built east of the
settlement, scarcely a defensive position. For the most part, the
plan follows the ordinances detailed in the Laws of the Indies.
The settlement appeared to display aspects of both a presidio
and a pueblo. Although in theory this was not possible, in actuality the mixing of several different types of settlements was
fairly common. Little else is known about the settlement of Santa
Rosa Punta de Sigüenza, even though its development was fairly
extensive.
On November 3, 1752, a severe hurricane struck and completely destroyed Pensacola. After the storm, survivors scattered
throughout the bay area. Some moved to the blockhouse and
Indian mission of San Miguel, located on the mainland a few
miles east of old Fort San Carlos, while others built a new
blockhouse and remained on Santa Rosa Island.
Pensacola continued in a state of disarray until 1757, when
the new governor, Don Miguel Roman
´ de Castilla y Lugo, finally
arrived after being delayed by shipwreck. He designated Fort
Miguel, the present site of Pensacola, as the new presidio of
Pensacola. Threats of Indian attacks caused the commander to
build a wooden stockade which was larger than the one con-

11. “Plan of the Harbor and Settlement of Pensacola,” Vertical file: “Maps
1763-1781,” Pensacola Historical Museum, Pensacola, Florida (hereinafter
PHM, with appropriate file designation). See “View of Spanish Town of
Pensacola Bay, 1743,” Vertical file: “Maps 1723-1762,” PHM.
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structed in 1698.12 Inside were a church, warehouse, barracks,
and a few other buildings.
Trade and mutual assistance developed between Mobile and
Pensacola. During the next three years Spanish jurisdiction was
extended to over thirty leagues from Pensacola. Two Indian
pueblos, Escambe and Punta Rosa, were aggregated to act as
buffers against the natives. Three haciendas were also developed. 13
This expansion was in line with Spanish law; a settlement
was to include both the town and the surrounding countryside.
The layout of Pensacola was similar to that of the earlier mainland settlement: emanating from the east and west gates of the
centrally-located stockade, roads ran parallel to the bay for a
short distance. Small palm-thatched huts occupied the lots
alongside the roads.
In 1761 an Indian uprising wreaked havoc on the settlement.
The two Indian pueblos and the haciendas were burned, and
for a while Pensacola itself was threatened. Although the effects
on the pueblo were devastating, the Spaniards immediately
began rebuilding, and by the time of the British occupation two
years later there was much improvement. Most of the structures
in Pensacola were new.
The Treaty of Paris in 1763 transferred the Floridas to Britain. That year the Spaniards departed from Pensacola with
hardly 800 persons, including 100 Christian Indians. A few went
to Havana, but the majority left for Veracruz.
During the sixty-five years of its existence, Pensacola had
remained essentially a military garrison manned usually by
about 200 soldiers. There were few families, and the ratio of
men to women was very high. Other than the site location, no
permanent physical record remains of the first Spanish period.
On August 1763, Colonel Augustín Prevost arrived in Pensacola, which had been designated as the capital of the newly-organized crown colony of West Florida. Accompanying him was
the third battalion of the Royal American Regiment. British
opinions of Pensacola were far from flattering. The town consisted of about 100 deteriorating huts encircled by a dilapidated
stockade. Brush had been allowed to grow too close to the struc12. “Plano del Presidio de San Miguel de Panzacola, September 2, 1763, PHM.
13. Griffen, “Spanish Pensacola,” 260.
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ture, and the place was in a shambles. However, British appraisals of the area’s natural resources were favorable.14
On October 21, 1764, George Johnstone arrived in Pensacola as the first civil governor, and he immediately set about
developing the town. The first order of business was to
straighten out the land problems which had arisen when the
departing Spaniards had sold lots to speculative British settlers.
Johnstone’s idea was to disallow nearly all the claims— both real
and spurious— on the grounds that the Spanish titles were invalid. Speculators were given preference at later lot sales as compensation for their loss.15
Elias Durnford, provincial surveyor, was directed to draw
up a plan for Pensacola. Durnford was a twenty-five-year-old
British engineer who had served with distinction during the
Seven Years War. Through family connections he had secured
the job as engineering officer and surveyor in West Florida. An
excellent draftsman, Durnford had a strong background in the
methodology of colonial city development, which he applied in
designing the plan of Pensacola. His plans and sketches of
Havana, Cuba, were of such quality that a number of them were
engraved by order of the king. 16 The town surveys for Natchez,
Campbelltown, and parts of Mobile all followed the original pattern laid down by Durnford for Pensacola. Thus his influence
on town planning along the Gulf coast was considerable.17
In a letter written January 15, 1774, Durnford described the
plan of the settlement: “The town of Pensacola is regularly laid
out in oblong squares, on the side of the Bay, over against which
shipping anchor, from a quarter to a mile distance. The longest
streets of the town are about three-quarters of a mile in length,
and the cross streets which are at right angles, in length a little
more than one-quarter of a mile. The streets are 90 feet, 80 feet
or 40 feet wide. The squares for building are divided into twelve
Lotts, each 80 feet on the front, by 170 feet [deep]; towards the
Country are low swamplands laid out in Garden Lotts about
14. A more complete account of British development of Pensacola’s plan can
be found in Clinton N. Howard, The British Development of West Florida,
1763-1769 (Berkeley, 1947), 6-19.
15. Ibid., 31.
16. Leora M. Sutton, “Information About the English Government House that
Stood at the site of Old Christ Church,” PHM (acquisition number 75.5.14).
17. Howard, British Development of West Florida, 33.
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Figure 3:
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First Spanish Subdivision of 1807-1808. Plan
includes subdivision of portion of area
occupied by stockade, capping of open-faced
blocks, and provision for St. Michael's
Cemetery.
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Figure 4:
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Spanish Platting North of Durnford Survey.
The former British garden lots were
subdivided into eighty-eight lots in 1809.
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Figure 5:
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1813 Subdivision of Central Military Plaza.
Stockade was demolished and land platted
Two
into approximately thirty-two lots.
open squares, Seville and Ferdinand, were
created a t t h i s time.
This subdivision gave
downtown Pensacola i t s b a s i c form.
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one-fourth of a mile wide out of which issue two small Brooks
which supply the town with water.“18
In the center of the town was a large plaza, some thirty acres
in area, facing the bay. In the middle of the plaza was a stockade
of cypress stakes about ten feet high. This was flanked by stronghouses of pine planks joined to the stockade on each corner.
Within the enclosure the principle buildings were the house of
the governor, the barracks for the garrison, and several
storehouses.19
The grid layout of the city had been so designed that when
the stockade was no longer needed, the exterior streets could be
extended into the central plaza. When this was done, all the
buildings formerly located in the stockade would be perfectly
centered in the new blocks. Similarly, the grid could be extended
out from the original survey. Thus, according to British plans,
Pensacola was eventually to have a simple grid pattern. The
design was similar to plans for several tidewater towns in Virginia. 20
The British, in contrast to the Spanish, had much more
latitude in the design and implementation of their plan for Pensacola. As set forth in the minutes of the Council of February
3, 1765, the terms for settlement list only ten prescriptions in a
mere two and one-half pages.21
Among the demands made on would-be property owners
was the payment of a quitrent of six English pence on each town
lot. Furthermore, a lot was to be enclosed by a fence and contain
a livable house of not less than fifteen by thirty feet, with at least
one brick chimney. Petitioners were divided into five groups on
the basis of ability to improve the land. Lots were allocated by
a lottery.22
As commerce between the British and the Spanish developed, Pensacola grew. Illegal trade and Pensacola’s status as
a colonial capital ensured it some measure of prosperity. Mean18. Elias Durnford, Report to the British Government, January 15, 1774, Vertical file: “Pensacola-History-British (1763-1781),” PHM.
19. Joseph Purcell, “A Plan of Pensacola and its Environs in its Present State,
1778,” Vertical file: “Maps 1781,” PHM.
20. For additional background see John W. Reps, Town Planning in Frontier
America (Princeton, 1969), 106-44.
21. Transcription of a Council held at Panzacola, February 3, 1765, Vertical
file: “Pensacola-History-British (1763-1781),” PHM.
22. Ibid.
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while, several local economic ventures were developing. Local
clay deposits soon supplied a thriving brick-making industry.
The rich muck in the swamps was highly prized for rice production. Trade in furs, fish, and indigo helped bring money into
the area. Surveyed by Durnford in 1767, and in use by 1770, a
road from Pensacola to Mobile helped stimulate even more
trade. The prospering colony began receiving immigrants from
Louisiana and British colonies on the Atlantic coast.23
Overseas events soon affected Pensacola dramatically. In
1779 Spain and France declared war on Great Britain. The
Spanish governor of Louisiana, Bernardo de Gálvez, chose this
opportunity to seize Natchez, Mobile, and Pensacola. After
fierce fighting, on May 9, 1781 the British forces at Pensacola
surrendered to de Gálvez. Thus, after only eighteen years of
control, British rule of Pensacola ended. Nevertheless, the
changes made by the British in the town’s plan would form the
basis for the present-day city.
Despite great strides, the Pensacola reacquired by the
Spanish was hardly an impressive sight in 1781. The town maintained the physical appearance it had taken on during British
domination, occupying a strip of territory about a mile in length
along the bayfront and extending inland about a quarter of a
mile. On the north it was bounded by a swamp, and on either
24
side by two small streams. The town was still within the bounds
of the original Durnford survey, signifying only a relatively
modest growth in population.
After the British garrison and settlers left Pensacola, fewer
than 300 people (mostly Canary Islanders and French Creoles)
remained. The once lucrative British trade in lumber, naval
stores, skins, and indigo collapsed with the return of Spanish
rule. Outlying British plantations were abandoned, and Pensacola became even more dependent on outside supplies. However, American entrepreneurs began migrating to West Florida,
and a prosperous trade in deerskins, cotton, and lumber soon
developed under a benign Spanish rule.
During the early 1780s Spanish authorities in Pensacola
suggested relocating the site of the settlement due to its deterio23.
24.

Howard, British Development of West Florida, 36-37.
Bernardo de Gálvez, Map inset in José Porrua Turanzas, Diario de las
Operaciones Contra la Plaza de Panzacola, 1781 (Madrid, 1959).
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rating condition and its vulnerability to British and American attacks. They chose the site of the old 1698 Fort San Carlos because of its defensibility. Don Joaquin de Peramas, a military
engineer, planned the new town.25 In a 1784 plan he proposed
a gridiron of rectangular blocks, 440 by 210 feet in dimension,
with twenty lots each. Four streets, each about forty feet wide,
were included in the plan. The plaza, enclosed on three sides,
was open to the shore in accordance with Spanish concepts of
planning. The town was to be surrounded initially by a wood
stockade, but as the settlement grew a more permanent wall
with bastions would replace it. 26 The proposal for relocating the
settlement site was rejected by the Spanish Crown in 1788 due
to lack of funds. However, the plan to rebuild Fort San Carlos
was approved, and a small village, San Carlos de Barrancas,
grew up next to the fort.
Shortly after 1800 the first subdivision of Pensacola took
place. A section of land was detached from the central plaza,
divided into lots, and sold at public auction. The fact that this
subdivision took place where it did reveals the decrepit condition of the stockade. The new lots were located in the northern
part of the structure. In 1806 the Spanish Intendant Juan Ventura Morales held the sales invalid, but the subdivision remained, for reasons unknown. In 1807 Morales ordered an official survey of that section of land.27
As capital of Spanish West Florida, Pensacola assumed
greater strategic importance with the Louisiana Purchase of
1803. The Louisiana Purchase, which did not include Pensacola,
extended the length of the Mississippi valley and west to the
Rocky Mountains. The first burst of Spanish enthusiasm for
planning occurred under Governor Vincente Folch between
1807 and 1809. During that time “the Town being in the greatest disorder and confusion in relation to lots and streets, their
dimensions and directions, it was ordered to make an examination . . . determining the dimension of all the lots and streets,

F. de Montequin, “Maps and Plans of Cities and Towns in Colonial New
Spain,” (Ph.D. diss., University of New Mexico, 1974), 792-93.
26. Joaquin de Peramas, “Plano de Fuerte de San Carlos, October 20, 1784,”
Vertical file: “Maps 1781,” PHM.
27. Lyle N. McAlister, “Pensacola During the First Spanish Period,” Florida
Historical Quarterly, XXXVII (January-April 1959), 301-02.
25.
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giving names of these, correcting as far as possible the defects
[in the plan].“28
In the years since the 1781 Spanish occupation of Pensacola,
there had developed land problems due to title disputes, encroachments of buildings onto streets and lots, disrepair of the
stockade, and land pressures on unsurveyed areas of the pueblo
due to population growth. The Spanish ayuntamiento (municipal government) focused its attention on solving these land
problems and adapting the English plan to Spanish concepts of
town layout.29
Vincente Sebastian Pintado was the surveyor responsible for
nearly all the resurveying in Pensacola. Governor Vincente
Folch originally retained him as a special adviser on the town
resurveying. Lieutenant Colonel Gilbert Guillemarde, assisted
by a townsman, was to have resurveyed the town on behalf of
the ayuntamiento. However, Guillemarde died early on in the
project, leaving the work to be completed by Pintado. Pintado
was surveyor general of the province, and as such was entirely
at the king’s service. This meant that he was responsible to the
governor, but could be “loaned” to the ayuntamiento for the
project. He appeared well versed in Spanish concepts of city
planning, as he knowledgeably cited the Recopilación in his explanation of the town survey.
Late in 1807 and early the following year, the ayuntamiento
requested Guillemarde and Pintado to resurvey and close off
blocks that under the English had been only partially surveyed.
This would straighten out the titles of individuals who owned
the partially-surveyed land. These open-ended blocks existed at
the fringes of the pueblo, particularly on the north side and
along the bayfront. When this area was relatively unpopulated
land ownership was not a concern, but as the population increased there was a need to resurvey the open-faced blocks and
clarify land titles. Provision was also made for St. Michael’s
Cemetery so that “it may answer the pious ends for which it was
granted.“30
28. Vicente Pintado, “Summary of Pensacola’s Resurvey to His Majesty of West
Florida, October 26, 1814,” Miscellaneous manuscripts file, box 5, folder
4, PHM.
29. Based on letters written by Pintado, Governor Vincente Folch, and the
ayuntamiento, from 1807 to 1814, Miscellaneous manuscripts file, box 5,
folder 4, PHM.
30. Pintado to Spanish intendant, March 1, 1808, PHM.
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In 1809 Pintado surveyed the first planned expansion of
Pensacola north of the old Durnford survey. The legal aspects
of the expansion were discussed by the ayuntamiento, consulting the Recopilación for proper procedures. In a letter to the
ayuntamiento dated November 21, 1809, Pintado outlined his
plan which would divide the former British garden plots into
eighty-eight lots of one arpent (.85 acres) each. The garden lots
were an important aspect of Spanish planning. The area surrounding a pueblo was dedicated to agricultural production.
According to Intendant Morales, the number of garden lots
must equal the number of residential town lots. The British had
made the same requirement. Morales was also responsible for
the renaming of Pensacola’s streets. The planned expansion was
not extended farther north because the slope of the hill of St.
Michael (North Hill) made agriculture difficult.
The plan itself contained three major streets: Palafox, on
the west, which was tripled in width; Alcaniz, on the east, which
was also tripled in width to 180 feet; and the major east-west
artery, Garden Street. The widening of the streets might be
explained as Pintado’s intent to make them major boulevards,
which they have become. Tarragona Street, midway between
Palafox and Alcaniz, was later extended north, through the garden lots. There were two other east-west streets: Chase and Gregory.
The expansion of the pueblo into the swampy area north of
Durnford’s survey made it necessary to deal more comprehensively with the drainage system. Pensacola’s inhabitants used the
two streams which formed the eastern and western boundaries
of town for washing and drinking water. By this time, environmental degradation of the streams was occurring, primarily due
to overbuilding in the vicinity of the streams. The problem had
been dealt with partially in 1808 by reserving a few lots bordering the eastern stream, but in 1811 the ayuntamiento ordered
that all lots immediately adjacent to the streams be reserved for
public use in a natural state. In addition, the ayuntamiento decided to maintain the east-west ditch that ran near Garden Street
and close to the newly-created garden lots, linking the two
streams. Built during British rule, the ditch served to drain the
swampy land and maintain the flow of water through the
streams.
In September 1810, the physical appearance of Pensacola
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was described in an article that appeared in the St. Louis Gazette.
The writer counted three main east-west streets and five smaller
cross streets. On the main street, parallel to the bay, stood about
130 houses. The other two parallel streets also had about 130
houses. All except one were of wood, each having one story and
a porch. The exception was the brick former residence of the
British governor. The town maintained a spacious appearance
due to the number of empty lots.31 Apparently, despite the land
subdivisions, the appearance of Pensacola had not changed
much since the British had left.
With the outlying parts of the pueblo properly surveyed, the
ayuntamiento turned its attention to the interior central plaza.
In 1813 Pintado surveyed the central plaza, and by the end of
the year the ayuntamiento had approved his plan. Pintado, although he was aware of Durnford’s original plan for the subdivision of the central plaza (in one letter he called the plan primitive), chose to survey an original layout. This is due to the differing cultural ideas of a Spanish pueblo, and the fact that encroachments had seriously affected the original survey. It is also
possible that Pintado wished to be somewhat more creative than
the original plan allowed. The surveyor showed considerable
skill in subdividing the military plaza, which had formerly contained the stockade.
The central plaza was subdivided into approximately thirtytwo lots. Pintado originally planned three open squares: Plaza
Ferdinand, Seville Square, and a third square two blocks due
north of the old officers’ barracks. The third square was planned in classic Spanish style with roads intersecting at all four
corners of the square, and two roads bisecting at its midpoint.
The church and important government buildings were to
have been built on part of the third square, but two residents
held title to two small lots on the western side, preventing the
planned construction. In 1807, in order to obtain complete title
to the lots which formed the square, the ayuntamiento decided
to tear down one of the houses and buy the other one for use
as a parish house.32 Apparently the homeowners successfully
resisted the order to move, for six years later the ayuntamiento
ordered Pintado to close the section of Bru Street that bordered
31. McAlister, “Pensacola,” 306-07.
32. Vincente Folch to Juan Ventura Morales, September 3, 1807, box 5, folder
4, PHM.
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on the square on behalf of the landowners. This action benefitted the landowners even further by giving them more land. A
new site for the church had been found bordering Plaza Ferdinand, at the present site of the city hall.
Church Street was created to connect the eastern Seville
Square and the western Plaza Ferdinand at approximately their
midpoints. In one letter Pintado mentions that the crossaxial
street was planned for “the sake of regularity and symmetry.“33
The two squares were formed from that part of the Military
Square just east and west of the walls of the old stockade.
At the new site a Roman Catholic church was built on the
median of Church Street facing west on Plaza Ferdinand. That
aspect of the plan was very likely modelled after the Bienville
plan of New Orleans, which showed similar arrangement for
the church. Furthermore, the cross street (Tarragona) deadended at the site of the former officers’ barracks. This large
building was located midway between the two new squares,
exactly in the geographical center of town. Had the original
church square been retained, Tarragona would have directly
linked the officers’ barracks with that square.
The plan was both aesthetically beautiful and extremely
practical. Spurred by Pensacola’s status as capital, the central
plaza subdivision was a remarkable use of Spanish planning,
modified by French design ideas and adapted to an essentially
British town layout.
In order to prevent future occurrences of street and property encroachments by landowners of the type that had caused
the shifting of Baylen Street eighty feet to the east, the ayuntamiento also ordered that any new lot being built upon must
first be surveyed by the city surveyor. The ayuntamiento, having
at last straightened out the land problems, in 1814 provisionally
divided the pueblo into four barrios or wards.
In November 1813, the ayuntamiento rewarded Pintado for
his effort with several choice pieces of land in the garden lots
along what is now Gregory Street. The widow of Guillemarde
was also compensated by the ayuntamiento for her husband’s
work.

33.

Pintado, “Field Notes of Resurvey, December 1, 1813,” box 5, folder 4,
PHM.
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During the next few years, as Spanish control of Pensacola
continued to falter, West Florida came under increasing American pressure for annexation. In a ceremony in Pensacola on
July 17, 1821, Andrew Jackson presided over the transfer of
West Florida from Spain to the United States. Thus ended the
colonial era of Pensacola’s city layout.
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REID v. BARRY: THE LEGAL BATTLE OVER
THE “BEST LOCATION” IN ORLANDO
by J ANE Q UINN

T

HE Florida Supreme Court case, Robert R. Reid et al. v. Bishop
Patrick Barry, cleared the cloud of title of the Roman Catholic
Church to its downtown Orlando property. The final decree in
Circuit Court, Seventeenth Judicial Circuit, was announced in
Orlando, on June 21, 1927.1 The judgment also established that
in Florida a bishop is a corporation sole and that a deed of
property to him and to his successors conveys ownership in the
bishop’s corporate capacity. The bishop who was first involved
in this lawsuit was John Moore of St. Augustine, who presided
over the Catholic Diocese of Florida from May 13, 1877, to July
30, 1901.2 The Orange County property that was the basis of
the litigation had been sold to Bishop Moore on May 20, 1881,
by Robert R. Reid, Sr., of Palatka and his wife.3 The Reids by
deed had conveyed title to block 33 in Reid’s Addition to Orlando, the community’s first subdivision4 The deed did not
specify that Bishop Moore could or would build a Catholic
church on the property, but a letter to him from Reid (which
was not in the public records) makes that inference.5 At that
time Bishop Moore was also securing other sites for future Catholic churches in the area. He purchased lots in Maitland on May
17, 1881, and in Sanford, November 3, 1881.

1.
2.

3.
4.
5.

Jane Quinn lives in Orlando, Florida. She is a writer for The Florida Catholic
and is the author of Minorcans in Florida, Their History and Heritage and The
Story of a Nun: Jeanie Gordon Brown.
Robert R. Reid et al. v. Bishop Patrick Barry, Chancery 6694, October 17,
1924; final decree, Chancery 436, June 21, 1927, on microfilm, Orange
County Courthouse, Orlando, Florida (hereinafter cited as OCC).
Bishop Moore was born in Rossmead, Ireland, June 24, 1834. He emigrated to Charleston, South Carolina, and entered the seminary there to
study for the priesthood. He completed his studies in France and Italy, was
ordained a priest in Rome, and returned to Charleston at the beginning of
the Civil War. Father Moore was elected bishop of St. Augustine on February 16, 1877, and was consecrated May 13, 1877.
Warranty deeds, S 319 Willcox and X 112 Reid, microfiche, index department, OCC.
Ibid.
Robert Reid to John Moore, June 6, 1881, Diocese of Orlando Archives,
Orlando, Florida (hereinafter cited as DOA).
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Father William J. Hamilton, pastor of the Immaculate Conception parish in Jacksonville, assisted by Captain Robert R.
Reid, Sr., helped build the first Catholic Church in Palatka in
1858.6 Father Edmond Aubril, who served in Palatka between
1858 and 1861, blessed and dedicated the church, which was
named St. Monica. During the Civil War, Reid was a captain in
the Confederacy military, possibly in a unit from his native state
of Georgia.7 After the war, he operated a grocery business in
Palatka, and began to acquire property in and around the Orlando area.
The earliest date on record in Orange County involving a
transaction by Reid was as the grantee of a mortgage deed to
James P. Hughey of Orlando on April 18, 1867.8 Hughey, later
one of the incorporators of Orlando, served as clerk of the circuit court and clerk of the town council. He had arrived in
Orlando in 1855 from Georgia to homestead land on the south
side of Lake Lucerne. About the same time, William A. Patrick
had moved into Orlando from South Carolina, and he bought
land from W. A. Lovell in what is now downtown Orlando.9
Later, when Patrick and Lovell became involved in a land boundary dispute, they called upon Reid to help mediate the prob6. Reid, a convert, was of great assistance in securing contributions to the
church, circulating a subscription list among both Catholics and non-Catholics. See Michael V. Gannon, “Parish Histories in the Diocese of St. Augustine,” unpublished galleys, 1968, in the P. K. Yonge Library of Florida
History, Gainesville, Florida.
7. When Reid applied for a Confederate soldier’s pension as a resident of
Lincoln County, Georgia, he listed himself as a member of the Company
A, 1st Regiment Georgia Militia. There are no records for this unit; few
militia records survived the war. There is a Robert R. Reid, private, Company F, 22nd Regiment Georgia Volunteer Infantry, listed in the Index to
the Compiled Service Records of Confederate Soldiers in Georgia Units,
National Archives, Washington. “Captain” Reid of Palatka was probably
one of these Reids researched in the Georgia Department of Archives and
History, Atlanta, Georgia.
8. Courthouse records in Orange County were lost in a fire in 1869, with the
exception of Book D. See index to deeds, M-R, Grantee Book, from earliest
records to January 1, 1916, OCC; Robert R. Reid to James P. Hughey,
Book D, 563, OCC.
9. Eve Bacon, Orlando: A Centennial History, 2 vols. (Chuluota, 1975), I, 13;
William Fremont Blackman, History of Orange County, Florida: Narrative and
Biographical, 2 pts. (DeLand, 1927; reprint ed., Chuluota, 1973), I, 84-85.
Lovell arrived in Ocala in 1854 from South Carolina. He later lived in
Mellonville, Orlando, and Apopka. He was superintendent of Orange
County public schools from 1869 to 1873. While in Orlando, Lovell set up
a sawmill, grist mill, and a cotton gin on the northwest side of Lake Eola.
He also was a merchant and owned Lovell’s Hotel.
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lem. For compensation, they gave Reid a tract of land which he
would later lay out. 10 Reid married Lovell’s daughter, Mary, and
they continued to live in Palatka. Subsequently, Patrick and Reid
argued about property boundaries, but they were able to work
out an agreeable settlement. Reid accepted that portion of the
land lying east of the railroad tracks, and Patrick, believing that
he had the best of the bargain, took the property west of the
tracks.11 Reid then hired Samuel A. Robinson to plat his newlyacquired acreage. 12 It’s name in the public records is “Robert R.
Reid’s Addition to Orlando.”
Reid invited representatives of the Sisters of St. Joseph of
LePuy from St. Augustine to Palatka in 1876, and helped them
select a lot on the corner of Lemon and Fourth streets for a
convent which was built that same year. Reid, Martin Griffin,
and the McGill, Price, and Shelley families were Catholic, and
they welcomed the sisters and their school to the community.
Funds to purchase the lot and the building had been obtained
from France by Reverend Mother Marie Leocadie Broc. Day
schools for both black and white children were organized by the
sisters in 1876. The white school became the Academy of the
Sacred Heart. Mother Superior Broc supervised the organization of the convent in Palatka before she returned to her headquarters in France. 13 In 1876, the priest at St. Monica Church
also served Catholics in Marion, Orange, Brevard, and Volusia
counties.14
William Forward, Reid’s son-in-law, and his daughter, Jessie,
witnessed the May 20, 1881, warranty deed transaction which
conveyed the Reid lots 3 and 4, block 33, to Bishop Moore and
his successors.15 At that time, Robert Reid informed the bishop
10. Bacon, Orlando, I, 13.
11. Ibid., 81; Blackman, Orange County, 163.
12. Plat recorded on June 16, 1881, OCC. Note in pencil on the record says
the plat was surveyed August 1880.
13. Sister M. Julia, comp., Sheaves Gathered From the Missionary Fields of the Sisters
of St. Joseph in Florida: 1866-1936 (St. Augustine, 1936), 55-56.
14. Jane Quinn, The Story of a Nun: Jeanie Gordon Brown (St. Augustine, 1978),
254. The Palatka academy was closed in 1915. At first prominent non-Catholics sent their children to the academy, but “gradually prejudice and
bigotry spread insidious poison,” and only a few Catholic and Protestant
pupils remained. See Julia, Sheaves, 56.
15. William F. Forward was the clerk of court in Putnam County, and was
married to Reid’s daughter, Annie J. They were residents of St. Augustine
by 1900.
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by letter that he was donating the equivalent of $400 in cash and
property as part of the transaction.16 Development of early Orlando lay south of this block purchased by Moore. The church
lots were in the center of a fast-growing section and “the best
location in town,” according to James M. Willcox, a Philadelphia
attorney, who represented the Catholic parish in Maitland.17
While Reid was himself a Catholic, he sold lots to other religious
denominations, who planned to put up church buildings in Orlando. In a letter to Bishop Moore, Mr. Willcox asked, “If you
find yourself in position to start your Orlando improvement, I
hope you will let me know, as we all feel a great interest in it.“18
The first Catholic Church construction in Orlando began with
the laying of the cornerstone for St. James Church on January
23, 1887. At the same time, Father Felix P. Swembergh, the first
priest of the diocese of St. Augustine to reside in Orlando, was
building a church in Sanford. 19 His leadership in both places
was disrupted in the autumn of 1887 when Bishop Moore sent
him to Tampa to replace a priest who had died while assisting
yellow fever victims. About a month after Swembergh arrived
in Tampa, he also became a victim of the epidemic, and his
successor had the job of completing the churches in Orlando
and Sanford. While St. James Church was in use by February
1888, it was not completed until June 1891. The rectory was
probably ready two years later. The Sisters of St. Joseph built a
separate building for their convent school in Orlando in 1889.
As a result, by the beginning of the twentieth century, the Catholic Church property included the church building, a rectory,
convent, and school. The property was then bounded by Orange
Avenue, Jefferson Street, Main (now Magnolia) Street, and
16. The letter shows that Reid had sold the undeveloped property in Orlando
to Bishop Moore, even if he did make a personal gift of cash and land.
The letter reads in part: “You will perceive that I made the consideration
$1,050. My reason for that is to place you on the same footing with the sale
of other lots to the different denominations, it being for my interest to do
so. For instance, my price for the Block was $1,200, and I gave you one lot
at $300 at 1/2 price, $150, which bases it at $1,050. You have given me
$800 cash and I present you with the $250 and 1/2 lot $150 equal to $400
being my donation . . . Prices are going up daily more or less. Your Block
would now bring more than $1,200. I sold a lot in Block 30 adjoining yours
for $400. You see that would make the Block worth at least $1,600.”
17. James M. Willcox to Moore, February 15, 1884, DOA.
18. Ibid.
19. Felix P. Swembergh to Moore, June 7, 1887, DOA.
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Robinson Avenue. These same buildings were on the property
in 1924 when the suit was filed by the heirs of Robert R. Reid,
Sr., against Bishop Patrick Barry of St. Augustine.20 Barry had
been appointed bishop in 1922, two years before the litigation
began.
Louis C. Massey was a partner in an Orlando law firm with
Judge T. Picton Warlow. The firm had represented the Sisters
of St. Joseph in a Florida real estate dispute in 1895, and Bishop
Michael Curley in another matter in 1921. 21 Bishop Barry
turned to the firm also when Richard Reid’s heirs decided to
dispute church ownership of the Orlando property which had
become so valuable.22
Eugene Carpenter, a graduate of the University of Florida
College of Law, was a member of the firm. Reid v. Barry was the
first case Carpenter presented to the Florida Supreme Court.
He had briefed the case carefully in British and American law
books, and before going to Tallahassee had worked closely with
his senior associates, Massey and Warlow. Carpenter went first
to Jacksonville, and then by train from Jacksonville to Tallahassee. There had been little media attention toward the case, and
when Carpenter later returned to hear the court’s decision, the
only ones who knew he had won the case were the few people
who were in the courtroom. The court found for the church; it
ruled that a bishop is a corporation sole and that a deed of
property to him and his successors conveys ownership in the
20. Patrick Barry, fifth bishop of St. Augustine (1922-1940), ws born in Inagh,
County Clare, Ireland. He attended Mungret College, Ireland, and was
graduated from St. Patrick College, Carlow, Ireland. He was ordained June
9, 1895. His pastoral ministry in Florida included Jacksonville and Palatka.
When Michael Curley became bishop on June 30, 1914, he made Father
Barry his vicar general and rector of the St. Augustine cathedral. Barry
succeeded Curley as bishop on May 3, 1922. Barry delivered the baccalaureate address to the 1934 graduating class at the University of Florida.
21. T. Picton Warlow, “The Coming of the English to Florida in the Eighties,”
unpublished mss., 1937, in Mrs. Martin Anderson Papers, Orlando, Florida; Massey and Warlow to Michael J. Curley, May 21, 1921, DOA. Bishop
Curley was born October 12, 1879, in Athlone, Ireland. He studied at
Mungret in Ireland and was ordained in Rome on March 19, 1904. He was
serving at his parish in DeLand, in 1914, when he became bishop. He was
later archbishop of Baltimore and archbishop of Washington, D. C.
22. Conversation with Eugene Carpenter, Sr., July 10, 1984, in Orlando. Warlow came to Orlando in 1884, formed a law partnership— Massey and Warlow— in 1894, and continued his extensive practice into the 1920s as Massey, Warlow and Carpenter. He became judge of Orange County Criminal
Court of Record in 1911.
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bishop’s corporate capacity. Not only was it a landmark case, but
it had been in litigation a long time-from 1924 until June 21,
1927.23 The Reid heirs did not appeal the decision.
Robert and Mary Reid’s two children, Robert Reid, Jr., and
his sister, Jessie Ireland, were the main litigants in the case
against the bishop. In 1924, when the case began, Robert was
residing in Chicago working as an agent for the Northwestern
Life Insurance Company. Mrs. Ireland was living in Palatka.
They and the other heirs had retained the Palatka firm of
Thomas B. Dowda and J. J. Canon to represent them. It was
their claim that Bishop Barry held no title nor interest to block
33 in Orlando, the property conveyed to Bishop Moore in 1881.
The deed for this property had been recorded in the Orange
County courthouse on July 20, 1923.24
In his will Robert Reid, Sr., had urged his children, “for
your dear old very humble Papa, engrave his memory deep in
your hearts, with fervent prayers for the repose of his poor soul.
Have Masses said for us all, poor sinners.“25 Whatever Reid’s
religious piety, his heirs wanted to secure title to the Orlando
property that he had once held. There is no record of their
attempting to regain the lots Reid had sold to other religious
groups. The Reid heirs were concerned with the legal concept
of “life estate,” an estate whose duration is limited to the life of
26
the party holding it. In English law, private corporations are
divided into ecclesiastical and lay. Ecclesiastical corporations are
those organized for spiritual purposes, or for those administering property held for religious uses.27 A corporation sole is one
person only and his successors, who are incorporated so as to
give them legal advantages, particularly that of perpetuity,
which in their natural persons they would not have.
23.
24.

Ibid. Carpenter and his partners were Episcopalians.
Deed Book 232, 198; later re-recorded to correct an error in record of
deed, Deed Book X, 112, OCC. Bishop Barry’s lawyers amended their bill
with Exhibit B on a document filed in Orlando, December 18, 1924. Exhibit
B was a warranty paper showing that Robert Reid, Sr., and his wife, Mary,
sold block 33 to Bishop Moore on May 20, 1881 for $1,050, described on
the map or plat of the town of Orlando as Robert R. Reid’s Addition to
Orlando.
25. Chancery 6694, OCC; Julian C. Calhoun, judge of Putnam County Judge’s
Court, attested to Robert R. Reid’s will in his office on September 13, 1924.
26. Black’s Law Dictionary, 4th ed. (St. Paul, MN, 1968), 1074.
27. James W. Day, “Extent to which the English Common Law and Statutes
are in Effect,” University of Florida Law Review, III (Fall 1950), 316.
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The question of a bishop as a corporation sole was raised
most recently in the case of the Reverend Sun Myung Moon,
leader of the Unification Church. He was sent to prison after
the United States Supreme Court refused to hear his appeal of
a 1982 conviction for tax evasion. Moon had been supported by
a friend-of-the-court brief filed with the Supreme Court at its
October term, 1983. The amici (friends) included Catholic
Bishop Ernest L. Unterkoefler of Charleston, South Carolina,
several business executives, a publisher, lawyers, teachers, veterans of the armed forces, and a number of Catholics. While the
latter group did not, of course, claim to represent all Catholics,
they informed the court that their views represented a sizable
segment of the American Catholic community. One section of
the brief stated: “The practice for which Reverend Moon was
condemned-taking and holding in his own name property
given to him for church purposes-is a long-established practice
of the Roman Catholic Church and of other religions in
America. Since the Edict of Constantine, civil authorities have
recognized the validity of bequests to the Catholic Church, and
throughout this Nation’s history, the Catholic Church and other
religious bodies have held property through individual spiritual
leaders, constituted as ‘corporations sole’. The corporation sole
is a form of property ownership tracing its origin to colonial
times; judicial decisions recognizing it appeared as early as
1807.“28 The brief, initiated by Bishop Unterkoefler, noted that
several states specifically allow the incorporation of bishops of
the Catholic Church as corporations sole, and ownership of
church property through the corporations sole is provided by
statute in fifteen states.
The attempt of the amici in the Moon case shows the relevance of Reid v. Barry to Florida history. It may have seemed
unusual in 1927, when there was still much anti-Catholic sentiment present in Florida, for the Florida Supreme Court to render a decision in favor of a Catholic Church official. One scholar
calls it ironic in view of the small percentage of Catholics then
living in Florida and in the South. The most intense period of
28.

Brief Amici Curiae for Bishop Ernest L. Unterkoefler, Clare Booth Luce,
Eugene J. McCarthy, Robert Destro, and a Coalition of Catholic Laymen,
in the Supreme Court of the United States, October Term, 1983, No.
83-1242, Sun Myung Moon and Takeru Kamiyama, Petitioners v. United States
of America, Respondent.
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hostility in the South against the Catholic Church was from 1900
to 1920, but there were still many problems throughout the
twenties. It was a time “singularly notable for the absence of
Catholic migration into the South or Catholic growth either by
size or influence.“29
Attorney Eugene Carpenter’s recollection concerning the
case has dimmed somewhat, but he still recalls how his partners
were pleased that the court had stressed in its decision the concept of corporation sole, which had been a strong feature of
their case.30 The bill filed by Bishop Barry against Robert Reid
and his sister came within the jurisdiction of Circuit judge
Charles O. Andrews, Seventeenth Judicial District of the State
of Florida, in Chancery. 31 Orlando attorney Thomas Warlow
was sworn in as agent of Bishop Barry on September 19, 1924;
Benjamin McCain Robinson was the clerk filing the bill.32 Publication of the legal notice in the Orlando Reporter-Star appeared
once a week for eight weeks, beginning October 2, 1924. Judge
Andrews sent orders to Reid in Chicago to appear in court, and
he issued a subpoena to Mrs. Ireland in Palatka, returnable
November 3, 1924, to appear on December 1 to answer the
premises. On October 17, 1924, the Reid family attorneys asked
for the case files, and their request was granted. Putnam County
Sheriff W. M. Canon received a subpoena for Mrs. Ireland and
read it to her on October 18. Robert R. Reid, personally and as
the executor of his father’s will, and Mrs. Ireland were present
in Judge Andrews’s court on November 3,. 1924.33 Their attor29. Samuel S. Hill, Welcome the Stranger: Contemporary Ministry in the Church of
Florida (Boynton Beach, 1983), 28. The ruling of the Florida Supreme
Court in favor of the Catholic claim in Orlando came just one year before
the election of Herbert Hoover as president. Many Floridians rejected
Alfred E. Smith, the Democratic party nominee, because he was Catholic.
The Ku Klux Klan was active in Florida during the campaign.
30. Conversation with Eugene Carpenter, Sr., July 10, 1984, in Orlando. During the time that Reid et al. v. Barry was under litigation, the Florida Supreme Court included William H. Ellis, chief justice, and Louis W. Strum,
James B. Whitfield, Glenn Terrell, Rivers H. Buford, and Armstead
Brown.
31. Charles Oscar Andrews was a circuit judge until 1925, and later served as
United States Senator, 1936-1946.
32. Blackman, Orange County, pt. II, 3-4. Robinson, a native of Alabama,
bought sixty acres in Orlando in 1874 and moved there in 1891. He served
as clerk of the circuit court there for twenty-three years.
33. Chancery 6694, OCC. Thomas B. Dowda and J. J. Canon filed the statement of appearance of the Reids’heirs. Sheriff Canon and Attorney Canon
may have been related.
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neys, in answer to Barry’s exhibit of the bill in Chancery to quiet
land title and to declare the bishop to be the owner of the land
under dispute, argued that Barry “has no title nor interest in
the premises described,” that there was no equity in the bill, and
that Barry had not stated a case which would entitle him to any
relief in equity from the Reid family.34
A demurrer to the bill was filed by the Reids’ lawyers on
December 1, 1924. Counsel for both sides agreed to an amendment by Barry’s attorney. The warranty deed held by the bishop
was filed in Orlando, December 18, 1924.35 Judge Andrews
overruled the demurrer on December 22, and gave the Reids
thirty days to plead or to answer Barry’s bill of complaint. The
Reids entered an appeal on January 16, 1925, and three days
later Judge Andrews considered the Reids’ application for an
order superseding the interlocutory decree and fixed the
amount and condition of the supersedeas bond. Andrews ordered that the interlocutory decree be stayed upon the furnishing of a $500 bond by the defendants. The Reids wanted the
order of supersedeas dissolved; their attorneys argued that it
would prolong litigation, delay final adjudication, cause them
great loss, and hold up the growth of Orlando. The lawyers also
stated that staying the decree prevented the Reids from proceeding against Barry, and that the order had been issued without notice to the Reids or to their counsel. The bill designating
all parties claiming interest under Robert Reid’s will was filed
with the Florida Supreme Court by Judge Andrews on January
19, 1925.36
A transcript of the record, begun on February 16, 1925, in
the Orange County Circuit Court, was filed with the Florida
Supreme Court on March 20, 1925. The demurrer had attacked
the bill for want of equity, and the title to the land was questioned. The supersedeas order was granted on the twentyseventh day after the order overruling the demurrer was made.
The supersedeas order effectively stopped all proceedings in
the circuit court until the Florida Supreme Court could rule.
The motion to dissolve the stay was denied. The case came
34. Chancery 6694, OCC. The Palatka firm’s letterhead was used in the item
that acknowledged the warranty deed.
35. Ibid. See Reid et al. v. Barry, December 4, 1925, Southern Reporter, CVII
(1925), 264-65.
36. Chancery Order Book No. 17, January 15, 1925, 299, OCC.
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under study by the court beginning December 4, 1925, but the
justices did not hear the case until April 14, 1927.37
Bishop Barry contended that the deed to Bishop Moore had
conveyed the property to the Catholic Church in perpetuity.
The Florida Supreme Court agreed that it was the purpose of
the deed in question to vest full title in fee, with full power of
alienation, in Bishop Moore and his successors in their official,
as apart from their individual, capacities, and that as the title
was to pass, not to the bishop’s heirs, but to his successors in
office, the use of the word “heirs” would have been meaningless;
the law did not require it. The deed was absolute on its face
acknowledging the payment of a valuable consideration, to wit,
$1,050, and conveying the property in Orlando to the bishop
and his successors in their official capacities. Justice Armstead
Brown wrote the Florida Supreme Court’s decision. Using precedents set in other states, the court ruled that Bishop Barry was
a corporation sole entitled to hold property and to pass it on to
his successors in their official position as bishops of the church.
This, Justice Brown noted, was because Florida had by statute
adopted the common law doctrine of the corporation sole.
Under common law, a bishop was a corporation sole, and a deed
to him and his successors was understood to convey the fee to
such bishop in his corporate capacity. Justice Brown said that
the word “successors” was as necessary as the word “heirs” to
the conveyance of an estate inherited by a natural person.
Brown noted the land had been purchased: “No doubt the price
of $1,050 was considered a good one in those early days. And
the wording of the deed shows beyond a doubt that Mr. Reid,
Sr., intended to convey the title to the then-bishop . . . and his
successors, without the remotest indication of any idea that his
children should have the right at any future time to take it away
from them.“38
The Florida Supreme Court decision favoring Bishop Barry
was filed in Orange County on May 20, 1927, forty-six years to
the day of the date of the original deed to Bishop Moore by Mr.
and Mrs. Reid, Sr. The original frame church of St. James in
Orlando, the two-story frame rectory on Orange Avenue, and
a frame garage on East Jefferson Street were replaced in the
37. Southern Reporter, CXII (1927), 846-60.
38. Ibid., 859.
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posed of roughly one-half of the original property. Portions
facing on East Robinson, Magnolia, and East Jefferson streets
were sold by Monsignor James G. Bishop, pastor of St. James,
to the federal government. It became the site for the post office
and federal offices. The final decree on Reid v. Barry had made
it possible for the parish to sell part of the land. The decree of
June 21, 1927, signed by Circuit Judge Frank A. Smith, successor to Judge Andrews, showed that A. E. Carpenter, attorney
for the bishop, and George B. Carter, guardian answering for
the Reids, were present when Judge Smith issued the final decree.39
The diocese of Orlando when it was established on June 18,
1968, comprised Brevard, Highlands, Indian River, Lake, Marion, Okeechobee, Orange, Osceola, Polk, St. Lucie, Seminole,
Sumter, and Volusia counties. The passing of deeds from one
bishop to another took place through the legal instrument of
quit claims. For example, Bishop Paul Tanner of St. Augustine
executed a quit claim on June 18, 1968 (recorded July 29, 1968)
to Bishop William D. Borders as bishop of the diocese of Orlando, and his successors in office, a corporation sole. This quit
claim pertained to the deed to the property upon which the
cathedral of Orlando was built.40
The effect of Reid v. Barry upon legal decisions since 1927 is
revealed by the column of citations that make reference to it in
Shepard’s Southern Reporter Citations. More pertinent to Catholics
in Orlando today is the realization that if the Florida Supreme
Court had not ruled in favor of Bishop Barry in 1927, members
of the Cathedral Parish of St. James would not be looking forward to the celebration of their centennial on the very property
where their church first began in Orlando in 1887.41

39.

Remaining to the Catholic parish after the sale were 186.76 feet from lots
3 and 4, block 33, according to the plat as recorded in Plat Book C, 62-63,
OCC.
40. Quit claim deed, DOA.
41. Shepard’s Southern Reporter Citations, 2 vols. (Colorado Springs, 1977), I, 989.
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READY CASH ON EASY TERMS:
LOCAL RESPONSES TO THE DEPRESSION
IN LEE COUNTY
by R. L YN R AINARD

W

HEN the Great Depression spread to southwest Florida, it
caught an unprepared population by surprise. In response, the people of Lee County united in an effort to use local
public and private resources to alleviate want. Although moderately successful at first, community efforts alone could not surmount the hardship brought by the Depression. Only massive
federal aid would accomplish that goal, bringing in its wake,
however, other unforeseen results. New Deal programs did reduce economic trauma, but they also fundamentally altered attitudes about the causes of proverty and about the purpose of
federal assistance. Ultimately, New Deal grants were used for
unnecessary and extravagant, though prestigious, community
improvements. Assisting the poor became a purely incidental
goal.
As late as the spring of 1930 it appeared that the economic
maelstrom shaking the rest of the nation would leave Lee
County and its county seat of Fort Myers relatively untouched.
Local newspapers reported a booming economy— with hotels
full of visitors, new construction, both planned and underway,
and projections of population growth to 75,000 within a decade.
Such harbingers of disaster as a decline in county building permits and the arrival of bands of ragged transients were ignored.
The leader of the Fort Myers American Legion scorned the
northern refugees of the Depression, explaining that “very few
such beggars are worthy of any help whatsoever.” Their plight
came from an unwillingness to work, not from a vast and impersonal economic catastrophe.1
When the Depression struck, it introduced Lee County to

R. Lyn Rainard is assistant professor of history, Tidewater Community
College, Chesapeake, Virginia.
1. Fort Myers Press, December 4, 1929, January 1, March 12, 13, July 2, 1930;
Fort Myers Tropical News, September 24, 1930.
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the twin tragedies of record unemployment and widespread
hunger. Although the two forms of hardship were obviously
linked, neither public nor private agencies in the county were
prepared to attack both simultaneously. The magnitude of the
Depression prompted relief efforts that focused either on feeding the hungry or employing those in need of work. From the
start re-employment claimed the most attention, but it was efforts to ameliorate hunger that first introduced the county to
the advantages of federal money.
At the onset, Fort Myers Mayor Josiah H. Fitch announced
that “it is the duty of the city administration to endeavor to
relieve as far as possible the unfortunate condition existing at
present in Fort Myers due to lack of employment of the laboring
class.” He then established a city employment bureau and directed it to locate work in the private sector. Within the week
positions had been found for the forty-eight white job seekers,
and twelve of the fifty-four unemployed black men and women
had been placed in the sugar mills of Clewiston, fifty miles
away. 2
Unrelated financial difficulties dating back to 1923 had already forced cuts in city and county services. The city government had curtailed public works programs by forty-one per cent
and cut funds to Lee Memorial, the local hospital, by fifty per
cent. As a result, early attempts to alleviate want were dependent
on private sector employment and voluntary financial support.
Mayor Fitch’s city employment bureau simply could not meet
the needs created by persistent unemployment.3
To fill the void left by inadequate city and county programs,
the Kiwanis Club set up a committee to stimulate employment
in private enterprise and also temporarily to employ the remaining jobless at dollar-a-day public works projects until more lucrative jobs could be found. They intended to keep every unemployed worker laboring at a task, no matter how insignificant,
and earning wages, no matter how small, until permanent place2. Fort Myers Tropical News, January 27, 28, 1931; Charlton W. Tebeau, A
History of Florida (Coral Gables, 1971), 398.
3. Karl H. Grismer, The Story of Fort Myers (Fort Myers, 1949), 228-32; Fort
Myers Press, July 10, 1930; Fort Myers Tropical News, September 20, May 3,
1930; Fort Myers City Council, Minute Book, Vol. VII, March 10, 1933,
addendum, p. 4 (hereinafter cited as Minute Book, with appropriate volume, date, and page number. Minute Books are located at the Fort Myers
City Hall).
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ment could be achieved. The club asked local citizens making
more than day labor wages to contribute not less than twentyfive cents weekly to help finance the program. The needy, they
concluded, could be supported through local donations and individual exertions.4
Club members immediately recognized that the emergency
demanded resources beyond their limited means. In response,
they called together seventeen other county civic associations to
organize the Fort Myers Employment Council and to implement
fund raising and employment assistance plans on a grander
scale with beneficence restricted to the “worthy.” J. G. Holst,
Ronald Halgrim, and Walter Edelblut, three leaders of the
council, collected data to determine genuine need prior to
granting assistance. Each applicant had to complete a questionaire providing detailed information on varied subjects including residency, personal property, and health. Within a week
thirty men had been hired by the Employment Council and sent
to supplement the city maintenance corps. The council supplied
the funds to hire the unemployed while the city provided supervision and public works projects. Public and private sectors
cooperated to alleviate hardship.5
By the third week of September council members congratulated themselves that all white families would be off welfare rolls
within sixty days. Work had been located and wages paid for
115 men who willingly accepted dollar-a-day jobs. Moreover,
their efforts had attracted favorable national attention. Allan
Johnston, a representative of President Hoover, charged with
investigating conditions in the southeastern states, inspected the
local program and confirmed that “the manner in which this
city has cared for its unemployed has attracted considerable at4. Fort Myers News-Press, August 20, 27, 1931.
5. Participating groups included the Kiwanis, Ministerial Association, Merchants Association, American Legion, Rotary Club, Elks Club, Realty
Board, Knights of Columbus, Woman’s Community Club, Fellowcraft
Club, Junior Business Women’s Club, East End Citizens League, Tropical
Lodge of Masons, Business and Professional Women’s Club, Chamber of
Commerce, and Plant, Flower, and Fruit Guild. See Fort Myers News-Press,
August 28, September 4, 1931; Fred LoudermiIk, “History and Events of
Rabe O. Wilkinson, Post 38, The American Legion, 1930-1931,” in Art
Tolp, “A History of Rabe O. Wilkinson Post 38, The American Legion;
Fort Myers, Florida,” unpublished typescript at the Fort Myers Historical
Museum.
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tention.” He went on to warn the city, however, that while the
Depression might ease with the winter harvest, it would intensify
as seasonal low employment returned with warmer weather and
thus relief efforts could not be short-lived. Current success,
though, captured more attention than jeremiads.6
As the opening of the citrus- and truck-farming activities
relieved the council of the burden of furnishing employment,
the number of men employed in public works dwindled to ten
daily by mid-November. In its two months of operation the Employment Council aided 180 men. In that period of time
$1,226.46, most of which had been raised on the twenty-fivecents-a-week basis, had been expended. Every week the council
had fielded two crews— one black, one white— assigned to such
tasks as cleaning the city cemetery, improving the local golf
course, maintaining McGregor Boulevard, and clearing Edison
Park, East End, and various other parkways. Still, the efforts of
the council had never equaled the task. Never had the employment fund been adequate to hire the entire number of men in
need of work, and the relief system was overburdened by transients in search of food and employment who traveled to Florida
to escape the cold northern winters.7
As the summer of 1932 approached local organizations again
settled on a scheme to stimulate private building and to return
to the “income-tax,” or weekly subscription assessment, on all
employed persons as the means of financing work relief. Mayor
Fitch urged the Employment Council to establish a two-dollar-aday pay schedule, but the council feared they would lure cheap
labor away from the citrus groves and thus refused. Thirty solicitors then began canvassing the entire county in search of
funds. Weekly contributions of twenty-five cents, fifty cents, or
one dollar were sought from individual workers, whereas
businessmen were asked to contribute one per cent of their
payroll. Within a few days $1,000 had been pledged. The initial
flurry of donations, though, subsided as the constant plea for
charity left people insensitive to the needs of the poor and unwilling to meet the seemingly endless demand for support. The
desperately needed $6,000 dollars proved an unattainable goal.
The council announced on May 1 that receipts were forty per
6. Fort Myers News-Press, September 23, 26, 29, 1931.
7. Ibid., November 8, 18, 1931.
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cent below those of 1931, and that anticipated large donations
had never materialized. Only 260 persons had agreed to make
regular contributions, leaving the council less than $100 weekly
to employ and assist over 100 families. Furthermore, the council
predicted that the number of people seeking employment would
grow beyond the 300 families already receiving federal surplus
food distributed by the Red Cross.8
From the beginning needy citizens had depended on charity
for sustenance as well as employment. The earliest efforts to
help the poor had centered on providing food and clothing
rather than employment through the area’s principal welfare
agency, the Lee County Welfare Federation. When local government funds became inadequate the agency sought public donations. These never matched the need, and when the Welfare
Federation failed to meet local requirements civic associations
provided support.9
As early as February 1930, the Elizabeth Benevolent Society,
one of the oldest charitable organizations in the county, raised
funds and made clothing for the Welfare Federation. Other
benevolent orders and individuals also assisted. The Elks Club’s
annual Christmas drive provided for the destitute during the
holidays, bakeries donated day-old bread, and the director of
the Barron Collier Bridge dedication festivities in Punta Gorda
contributed three barrels of fish. Another 225 pounds of fish
supplied 150 families with two fish each. Still, early community
efforts were sporadic and without organization.10
More substantial and better organized relief efforts were
pioneered in 1931 by the Fellowcraft Club, a branch of the local
Masonic Lodge. A Follies benefit held at the city’s “Pleasure
Pier” for an admission donation brought in sixteen barrels of
food, scores of garments and shoes, and an unreported amount
8.

Ibid., March 30, April 7, 8, 24, May 1, 1932. The charge that government
jobs unfairly competed with private ones was eventually voiced in Fort
Myers. See William E. Leuchtenburg, Franklin D. Roosevelt and the New Deal
(New York, 1963), 92.
9. Fort Myers Press, February 17, September 24, 1930.
10. Fort Myers Tropical News, December 24, 1930; Fort Myers Press and Tropical
News, July 7, 1931; Fort Myers News-Press, August 29, 1931. In June 1985,
the author sent an eighteen-item questionaire to Depression-era Lee
County residents. Seven of the twenty questionaires were returned, and
those are on file in the Fort Myers Historical Museum. See W. Stanley
Hanson, Jr., to author’s questionaire, July 12, 1985; Mary W. Sheppard to
author’s questionaire, July 1985.
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of money, all intended for local distribution. Under the direction of Mrs. Robert R. Gresham, 102 families received immediate help. Blacks of the “Safety Hill” district of the city,
objected to having been ignored. About 125 strong, “ragged,
unkempt and claiming to be hungry, they stormed the office of
County Judge L. Y. Redwine . . . begging for food,” but were
easily dispersed by the police. The Fellowcrafts responded to
the criticism and demonstration by opening a downtown distribution center to serve blacks and whites alike.11
While civic associations and charitable-minded individuals
continued their efforts to provide food and clothing to the
needy, Walter Edelblut, in charge of directing the societies’welfare program, collected data to determine each family’s true
condition and the causes of discomfort. People deemed able but
unwilling to work were cast beyond the pale. Of the ninety-three
families applying to the Edelblut committee, twenty-one were
turned away.12
As with unemployment statistics, the numbers of needy continued high throughout the winter. Twice as many families required help from the Christmas fund in 1931 as the previous
year, and yet the campaign to raise money to support the annual
program fell thirty per cent short of its goal. Mrs. J. T. Chapman, head of the 1931 drive, complained that the response to
her call for help had been discouragingly slow. Nevertheless,
300 families, one third of them black, received assistance. Thirty
thousand pounds of provisions, ranging from lard to nuts to
toys, were distributed to familes living in Bonita Springs, Estero
Island, Pine Island, Alva, and Fort Myers. Because of the demands of anxious creditors local government could allot no
more than $500 monthly to the Lee County Welfare Board.
Responding to the growing burdens, the board, under the
leadership of newly-elected president David W. Ireland, tried to
reduce its caseload by restricting assistance to county residents.
Allowing transients to go hungry, though, proved to be an unrealistic policy. 13

11. Fort Myers News-Press, August 26, 27, 1931.
12. Ibid., September 4, 9, 1931. These figures from September 1931 represent
only local white families; a separate committee had been set up by the
“Negro churches” to aid the black community.
13. Ibid., December 9, 19, 1931, January 7, April 28, 1932.
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The evidence that the hardships of the Depression could not
be ameliorated at the local level forced even the most hesitant
to turn to the federal government for help. The shift from local
aid to national aid actually came about gradually during the last
year of the Hoover administration. The Red Cross, itself unable
to raise sufficient funds to match local needs, supervised the
earliest distribution of federal largess in 1932 when it meted out
the first of several carloads of flour to 300 families. The families
received a three-month supply of flour, varying from twentyfour and one-half to forty-nine pounds, depending on family
size. White families picked up flour daily between 9:00 A.M.
and noon. Once all needy whites had been served, blacks could
claim their supplies.14
After the summer of 1932 local efforts were restricted to
Christmas drives, occasional donations of food, and the establishment of public vegetable gardens. But the continuing effort
and success of the Red Cross to wrest surplus supplies from the
federal agencies relieved hunger far more effectively. In September the organizations managed to acquire 350 pounds of
government cloth, thus demonstrating the advantage of petitioning for federal aid.15
The Christmas fund-raising drive of 1932, under the leadership of Al Williams, marked the last effort to resolve the crisis
by relying primarily on efforts at the local level. As Christmas
drew near, the Fort Myers News-Press announced that all needy
families would receive aid and that the children of poor families
would receive a “New Deal from Santa Claus” at Richmond
Dean’s annual Christmas street party. The fund helped provide
baskets of food packed with hams, potatoes, coffee, and flour
to 588 families. But collections of $852.38 amounted to substantially less than those of previous years.16
Two explanations help account for the collapse of locally
financed relief programs in the winter of 1932-1933. The
people of Lee County discovered that they could not afford to
make charitable contributions when their own families were
counted among the needy. Concomitantly, citizens appear to
have concluded that the arrival of federal funds relieved them
14. Ibid., May 1, 22, 1932.
15. Ibid., September 3, 1932.
16. Ibid., November 27, December 24, 28, 1932; Robert Halgrim to author’s
questionaire, July 1, 1985.
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of any obligation to aid their less fortunate neighbors. Federal
aid completed the obliteration of private benevolence in the
county.
The idea of seeking federal assistance in relieving hardship
had been advocated in mid-1932 when Mayor Fitch requested
state aid in procuring federal funds for a fresh-drinking-water
system, a new hospital, a public market, and bridges connecting
the barrier islands on the Gulf edge of the county. Fitch anticipated that it could take up to a year to receive the grants, but
he thought the final results would be worthwhile. Within a
month of the original announcement of the funding search the
News-Press proclaimed the city’s eligibility for three per cent
loans from the Reconstruction Finance Corporation for a public
market and a soft-water plant. When Florida received a one-half
million-dollar RFC loan guarantee, the city began to orchestrate
plans to spend its share.17
Federal largess, then, had an impact upon Lee County prior
to the election of 1932. The county had requested substantially
more money than Washington granted, but the monthly grant
of $3,000, via the state government, put 200 men to work three
days each week. The federally financed program followed the
same system as that of the Fort Myers Employment Council,
with the workers receiving one dollar a day. The new program,
like the former one, sought to rehabilitate needy families
through self-help in an effort to preserve and perhaps even
enhance their self-image.18
The project, organized as the Lee County Council for Federal Emergency Relief and headed by F. Irving Homes, president of Lee County Bank and a representative of the Barron G.
Collier interests, placed Mrs. Travis A. Gresham and George
Fox in charge of the women’s and men’s employment programs
respectively. Canning, clothes-making, golf-course maintenance, city clean-up, city-park construction, the removal of
abandoned pilings on the riverfront, airport work, road cleanup, and stadium repairs at Terry Park, winter home of the
Philadelphia A’s, received federal aid.19
17. Fort Myers News-Press, July 28, September 2, 1932.
18. Ibid., October 10, 12, 1932; Minute Book, VII, September 30, 1932, 160.
19. Fort Myers News-Press, January 28, 1933; Herman J. Hastings to author’s
questionaire, July 1985; Grismer, Story of Fort Myers, 328.
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The workers, though pleased with the opportunity to be employed, complained about the poor wages. One worker
suggested individuals “are being tortured by slow starvation.”
Reportedly, poor work resulted because of the continual weakness from hunger under which men functioned. An investigation of the charges resulted in an upward revision of the hourly
minimum wage to thirty cents an hour. However, the policy of
allowing men to work only sufficient hours to meet their
families’most basic needs remained in force and was a cause of
frequent complaint. New funds inevitably resulted in increased
numbers of employees rather than improved salaries.20
From the outset, federal programs were labor intensive.
Their goal was reemployment, and any improvement of physical
conditions in the community was simply a by-product of the
labor. The projects consisted largely of road building and improvement and clearing drainage ditches. During the winter of
1933-1934 the Civil Works Administration was widely praised
for hiring all the idle men in the county. The News-Press hailed
the program for eliminating direct relief and allowing everyone
with the exception of the ill and the infirm to be self-supporting.
No longer would there be anyone in need of such necessities as
“shoes, clothing, school lunches, medicines or . . . medical, dental or nursing service.” The editor of the News-Press announced
that the higher wages would allow people to free themselves of
the dreaded dole and that the work would be restricted to useful
tasks of lasting benefit. He added that “every man who wants
work can have it at a living wage.” The destitute of the county
responded with enthusiasm. Over 700 workers labored for the
CWA, nearly one-third of the county population of employable
adults, collecting a weekly payroll of $8,000.21
Even though Lee County benefited from a Hoover administration post office and frequent allotments of cash, the New
Deal won more public acclaim than any previous program or
combination of programs. There was good reason for this. CWA
20.

Fort Myers News-Press, August 3, September 9, 1933. See also Lee County,
County Commissioners Record, Vol. VII, December 18, 1933, 235
(hereinafter cited as County Commissioners Record, with appropriate volume, date, and page number. Commissioners Record available at the
County Courthouse, Fort Myers).
21. Fort Myers News-Press, November 26, 27, December 3, 1933; Minute Book,
VIII, November 24, 1933, 28.
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funds provided employment for every relief case and removed
a tremendous burden from local government and charitable organizations, and at the same time those funds provided “a
payroll which is giving an income to people who haven’t had any
for a long, long time.” People were working, and soon they
would be spending money. It appeared that the answer to the
Depression had been found.22
The celebration lasted only until February, when word arrived that drastic cuts in CWA projects had been ordered by
federal relief administrator Harry Hopkins. “We must create a
consciousness among the people that they must help themselves,” lectured Florida CWA chief C. B. Treadway, “and not
lean altogether on federal relief.” Seen from Floridians’ viewpoint, the irony in both Treadway’s statement and Hopkins’s
plan was striking. Once the hardship of the winter had passed,
workers were expected to return to private employment. But in
Florida, and especially in Lee County, winter was the high-employment season and summer was the season of greatest
hardship. Hopkins abandoned Lee County during the season of
its greatest need. By the end of February the county’s allotment
of CWA jobs had dropped from a high of 736 down to 272, and
Lee was again gripped by massive unemployment.23
After the cancellation the Federal Emergency Relief Administration took over most of the work of the CWA employing
personnel at reduced pay to build the Bayshore and Pine Island
roads just north of the Caloosahatchee River, continue repairs
on Terry Park, and begin construction on a fishing pier at Fort
Myers Beach. Under the guidance of Farmer J. Bowen, director
of FERA operations in Lee County, a geodetic survey and mosquito and tick eradication projects were launched. The two programs— FERA and CWA— differed only in the number of
simultaneous operations undertaken and the level of wages
paid. 24
22.
23.

Fort Myers News-Press, December 11, 1933, January 1, 1934.
Ibid., February 20, 28, 1934. Late in the decade David Shapard commented
on the area’s unusual cycle of seasonal employment. See Shapard to J.
Hardin Peterson, January 21, 1939, Box 102, J. Hardin Peterson Papers,
P. K. Yonge Library of Florida History, University of Florida, Gainesville.
24. Fort Myers News-Press, March 16, 27, 1934; J. Willard Oliver, ed., Narrative
Report, Florida Work Progress Administration, December 15th, 1935 to January
15th, 1936 (n.p., n.d.), 37. See also George Mann, Sr., to author’s questionaire, July 1985.
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Gradually, the amount of federal money entering Lee
County increased. Home Owners Loan Corporation monies had
become available in December 1933, some CWA money continued to trickle into the county, the Federal Energy Relief Administration poured in large amounts of funds, and the Works
Progress Administration initiated a massive flood-control and
channel-deepening project of the Caloosahatchee. The number
employed by the FERA reached its peak in the fall of 1934,
when 1,200 people labored at jobs as diverse as recreational
park supervision, golf course beautification, mosquito control,
and clearing vacant property. Then, in November, salaries suffered budget cuts in that reduced family income from $9.00 to
$7.50 weekly. In an area where 100 per cent support ranged
from $25 to $30 weekly, this sum still prevented thousands from
going hungry in Lee County.25
A change in local attitudes about federal aid occurred when
the Works Progress Administration replaced the FERA. Under
the CWA and the FERA both the Fort Myers and Lee County
governments had diligently worked to create construction projects specifically aimed at employing all available workers needing jobs. The goal was to provide relief to the unfortunate.
Under the WPA local governments sought approval for construction projects intended primarily to enhance the physical
appeal of the community rather than combat unemployment.
When unemployment began to decline and existing federal projects assured full employment of those without jobs in the private sector, local government continued seeking additional
funds. Henceforth, the purpose of project requests was community development, not employment.
The watershed was the successful application for a watersoftening plant. Applications for the coveted project began with
Mayor Fitch’s first request for federal funds in mid-1932. By
1935 Fort Myers had its third Depression-era mayor, but the
softwater plant had yet to be approved. In an effort to overcome
agency opposition, Mayor David G. Shapard traveled to
Washington to make a personal appeal. Shapard, a Fort Myers
hotel owner and Vanderbilt University graduate, found several
allies to assist him in his campaign in the nation’s capital. Morton
25.

Fort Myers News-Press, June 3, 16, July 14, August 1, 1934; Minute Book,
VIII, June 15, 1934, 55; ibid., January 4, 1935, 99.
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Milford, one-time Washington correspondent and former
owner and editor of the old Fort Myers Press, now serving as a
public-relations director, for the WPA, agreed to help as did J.
Hardin Peterson, congressman from central Florida. Shapard
returned to Fort Myers with a promise of $370,000 in funds.26
Shapard’s success at capturing the plum sought by two previous mayors whetted his appetite for federal projects to the
extent that he pledged previously committed funds to projects
requiring matching local money. At the same time, the school
board struggled to meet day-to-day operations. The aggressive
drive for new grants’and loans came even at a time of steadily
improving employment statistics. Frank Ingram, WPA district
administrator, contended that even with a reduction of
$500,000 in county requests, local unemployment did not warrant the remaining $750,000 in new projects. WPA district engineer W. E. Robertson added that “Lee County already has
more projects than available labor.” Directors of the
Caloosahatchee River dredging project doubted “whether the
249 jobs starting at 7 o’clock Monday morning, Dec. 2, could be
filled by accredited WPA workers in Lee County.” The NewsPress added that the twelve WPA projects employing 161 men
and 100 women in the county were substantially undermanned.
“Lee county is fortunate,” the paper explained, “in having more
projects than there are unemployed persons to work, while
other counties have more unemployed men than available
jobs.“27
Labor shortage notwithstanding, Mayor Shapard called for
federal funds for a farmers’ market, insisting that “Lee county
has a real claim for such a project.” The rhetoric is revealing.
Stress on the needs of the unemployed had been replaced by
stress on the area’s right to federal projects. Federal funds, it
was hoped, could turn Lee County into a community able to
attract investment and settlers.28
26. Fort Myers News-Press, September 16, October 1, 1935; R. A. Henderson,
Jr., to Peterson, September 24, 1935, Peterson to Grover E. Gerald, September 21, 1935, N. F. Lavigne to B. M. Wade, September 15, 1935, in
Box 72, Peterson Papers.
27. Fort Myers News-Press; October 29, November 1, 23, 28, December 11, 1935;
Minute Book, VIII, October 24, 1935, 179. For 1936, see Oliver, Narrative
Report, 20.
28. Fort Myers News-Press, December 15, 1935.
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The city council meeting of September 10, 1936, adopted a
six-year plan for WPA and PWA applications. The twenty-nine
projects on the list included a library, a hospital, new roads,
road improvements, a clubhouse for the golf course, an open-air
amphitheater, a city airport, and a single building that would
serve as city hall, fire station, and police station. The availability
of federal money drove local government into a spending
frenzy.29
The race to win approval for projects aimed at building a
more impressive community is nowhere more clearly illustrated
than in the project to create a city yacht basin. The Harvie E.
Heitman estate offered $12,940 and a 700-by-435-foot parcel of
Caloosahatchee River waterfront property in settlement of
$29,000 in delinquent taxes. Mayor Shapard recommended the
settlement with the idea of requesting $150,000 to $200,000 in
WPA money for property improvements. The city council accepted the Heitman offer with the intention of building a yacht
basin and waterfront park. A 700-by-300-foot basin could provide slips for sixty-eight boats from thirty-three feet to eighty
feet in length. Reportedly, the $147,000 request was for “a
$250,000 job . . . designed in such a way that it can be built by
the WPA for less.” With the help of Senator Claude Pepper the
project made its way through the WPA system with only $60,000
trimmed from the budget. By this time the eight projects under
operation in the county needed substantially more than the 226
current employees. The stage had been reached where the local
allotment of WPA workers exceeded the number available for
work. The inconvenient labor shortage during the economic
upswing of 1935-1936 sparked a controversy that continued into
the economic slump of 1938. As Mayor Shapard continued his
drive for larger projects, including a $300,000 airport on the
north shore of the Caloosahatchee, the numbers of unemployed
workers steadily dwindled. By November 1937 the number had
fallen to between 250 and 300, although the mayor and others
disparaged the accuracy of the figures complaining that some
workers lost their certification even when they took temporary
jobs and others simply failed to renew certification.30
29. Minute Book, VIII, September 10, 1936, 275.
30. Ibid., July 1, 1936, 249; Fort Myers News-Press, April 21, July 2, November
29, December 18, 1936.
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The constant effort to increase the number of certified WPA
workers in the county eventually led to charges that a city official
threatened blacks with arrest if they failed to register for WPA
certification. Local officials denied the charges, which went no
further than a newspaper story. The welfare director from District II, Martha Parrish, had visited Lee County and later used
Lee County policy as an example of a mistake to be avoided by
other communities. She told Winter Haven residents, “Don’t
consider the number of projects you want first, but make a survey of your unemployment situation and then design your projects to absorb the unemployed.” Lee County, Parrish declared,
had determined first what they wanted to build and then hastily
tried to establish the need to qualify for federal funds. The
WPA did not consider the charges against the county sufficiently
serious to warrant corrective action. Within a week of the story’s
publication, the county allotment of WPA workers increased by
175 men, and by midyear, as the Depression again intensified,
the allotment reached the 1938 high of over 500 men and
women. 31
After 1935, with the transfer in funding from FERA to
WPA, local authorities had to assume the burden of supporting
the elderly, the infirm, and the chronically unemployed. The
change severely tried local government, which had proven unable to collect taxes, had fallen behind in bond payments, and
still energetically searched for new public works programs.
Rapidly mounting debts caused county projects to grind to a
halt, leaving county government unable to pay commissioner’s
salaries or buy the gasoline needed to transport WPA workers
to the field. The county blamed the required sponsor fees for
their financial woes. Commissioner Harry Stringfellow defended the county’s public-works policy, stating, “We’ve spent a
pile of money but we haven’t spent a cent that shouldn’t have
been spent.” The commissioner recognized that federal support
would not be permanent, so he advocated cashing in on the
program and postponing other obligations.32
Debt slowed the quest for new construction projects. County
officials declared a three-month moratorium on new projects,
31.

Tampa Morning Tribune, July 16, 1938; Fort Myers News-Press, July 23, 1938;
County Commissioners Record, VIII, July 7, 1938, 301.
32. Fort Myers News-Press, July 7, 1938; County commissioners Record, VIII,
September 13, 1938, 332.
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while the city launched a crackdown on tax delinquents. Mayor
Shapard fumed that Fort Myers would remain a backward little
community because the twenty-five to thirty people who owned
most of the property refused to pay their taxes. City and county
joined forces in an effort to force the payment of back taxes,
offering to cancel delinquent taxes in exchange for full payment
of those due for 1937. By 1937 the city had been demanding
tax payments from Gilmer Heitman for sixteen years. Within
the year Heitman agreed to a compromise, paying $9,383.14 of
the $15,088.64 due. At the same time, Alice Tonnelier paid
$11,000 in back taxes. The decision by Heitman, Tonnelier, and
others may have been a response to city threats to cut off water,
sewer, and gas service from the property of tax delinquents or
to the newly-established practice of printing the names of tax
delinquents in the local newspaper.33
The failure of citizens to pay taxes in a regular or timely
manner exacerbated city and county financial troubles, leaving
the school board to search for new methods of financing its
operations. The school superintendent proposed charging a
five-dollar tuition fee to keep school doors open for nine
months, but instead asked parents to pledge financial support
to the educational system, a request that resulted in $1,739 in
contributions. Finally, as the school year drew to the end of its
already shortened term, the superintendent announced that
teachers would receive only two thirds of their final month’s
salary. 34
The city also struggled with rising operating expenses. The
Welfare Board began floundering in the fall of 1938 and continued to do so into the next year. A predicted cut in Welfare
Board services threatened to leave over 400 crippled individuals, elderly persons, and children without support. The city,
which had long been in arrears on its monthly contribution to
the Welfare Board, looked for ways to raise money and end the
crisis. The five-cent welfare tax on theater tickets instituted in
the spring brought an outcry and a petition with 1,200 signa33. Fort Myers News-Press, March 2, August 3, October 10, 1938; Grismer, Story
of Fort Myers, 240; New York Times, March 9, 1938.
34. Fort Myers News-Press, January 11, 15, 25, April 11, 1939; County Commissioners Record. Vol. VIII, April 5, 1939, 400. Additionally, the city was
five months in arrears on its contributions to the Welfare Board. See Minute Book, VIII, May 23, 1939, 178.
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tures demanding immediate repeal— a demand to which the
council acquiesced. Finally, voluntary public contributions and
a special monthly movie benefit at the new Arcade Theater
helped forestall the curtailment of welfare support.35
The city launched a program selling tax certificates to raise
revenues. By offering a refunding plan extending debt repayment until 1969, raising the tax to fifty-five or fifty-seven mills,
and cutting salaries of city employees by ten to fifteen per cent,
the city council circumvented a court order requiring that the
tax rate be raised to 100 mills in order to make payments to
holders of city bonds. Local governments struggled to survive
during the last two years of the decade.36
Salaries had been cut and taxes raised to keep the government operating, the school board teetered on the brink of closing down, the Welfare Board desperately looked for additional
support, and unemployment slowly improved. Each operated to
reduce the need or the ability of local government to rely on
WPA or PWA projects. And yet the drive for additional federal
funding continued unabated. The county sought funding for a
$100,000 hospital, which would require skilled laborers unavailable in the county, and new roads costing $70,000, while the city
called for $150,000 in funds to surface and drain city streets, a
joint venture with the county for an $100,000 armory, and an
$100,000 airport.37
The purpose of federal construction projects had become
distorted. When the money first became available, it served as
the salvation of Lee County and those people who had suffered
from the impact of the Depression. Neither local governmental
nor private funds sufficed in ameliorating the effects of
economic disaster. Only the vast resources of the federal government managed to blunt the hardships resulting from the De35. Fort Myers News-Press, May 27, 31, June 14, 1939; Minute Book, IX, May
25, 1939, 180.
36. Fort Myers News-Press, September 8, October 7, 14, November 30, 1938,
June 25, 27, 1939.
37. Ibid., October 6, 27, November 16, 1938, June 22, 1939; County Commissioners Record, VIII, September 13, 1938, 332; ibid., March 22, 1939, 418;
Sheppard questionaire. See also federally-funded projects and allocations
in Campaign Files, Box 33, Claude Pepper Papers, The Mildred and
Claude Pepper Library, Florida State University, Tallahassee; “Allocation
of Funds,” Box 22, Charles O. Andrews Papers, P. K. Yonge Library of
Florida History.
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pression. But the availability of ready cash on easy terms, and
an age-old desire to see the area rapidly develop into a thriving
metropolis, led local officials into an unprecedented and unwarranted spending orgy. Before the New Deal had come to a close,
the cost of federal projects in Lee County surpassed the 1925
assessed valuation of county property.38
The future looked brighter as the final year of the decade
began. Not even the announcement of WPA employment cutbacks dampened local spirits. Eager to attract attention to WPAfinanced improvements, the city council approved a $250 contribution to help finance the Edison Pageant of Light. But government extravagance, so appealing during the Florida boom
of the twenties and the building heyday of the thirties, eventually haunted the city. During the 1940s as a result of debts
incurred during the Depression that had been piled atop earlier
debts, Fort Myers announced plans to declare bankruptcy.39

38.

Florida Works Progress Administration, Analysis By Counties in Congressional
District, No. 1 of WPA Projects in Operation as of April 30th 1939 (n.p., n.d.),
1; Charles Donald Fox. The Truth About Florida (New York, 1925), 232.
39. Fort Myers News-Press, August 7, 1939, March 27, 1940, 312; Minute Book,
IX, March 27, 1940, 312.
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THE TONY TOMMIE LETTER, 1916:
A TRANSITIONAL SEMINOLE DOCUMENT
by H ARRY A. K ERSEY , J R

O

N October 4, 1916, a young Seminole boy named Tony
Tommie wrote a letter to his friend Frank Stranahan, the
trading post operator at Fort Lauderdale on the New River.1
Tony was sixteen years of age at the time, and had completed
one year of instruction at the Fort Lauderdale elementary
school. His brief note contained a plea for a $10.00 loan with
which he could purchase a number of items, the most interesting
of these being some “little alligator[s]” to be raised for re-sale to
tourists. Unfortunately, there is no record of Stranahan’s response. However, given his long-standing friendship with the
Seminole people who frequented his store, and the fact that he
had known Tony’s family for many years, it is likely that the
loan was granted.
An analysis of this letter, written by an Indian to a white man
nearly seventy years ago, offers new insight into the nature of
cross-cultural relationships on the Florida frontier early in this
century. The letter itself may be viewed as an interesting document confirming Seminole success in “white man’s schooling”—
or at least the beginning of this transitional adaptation. Furthermore, Tony’s letter appears to be the earliest sample of Seminole
use of written English still extant. The unedited text of the letter
follows:
Oct. 4, 1916
Mr. Stranahan
My Dear friend
I will write you a note, and I wont you lone me some
money $10.00 now. I got it little bite but I wont buy little
alligator with I just wont bore for you now, if you can’t
Harry A. Kersey, Jr., is professor of history at Florida Atlantic University.
1. Tony Tommie to Frank Stranahan, October 4, 1916. This letter, a gift
from Mrs. Stranahan, is in the author’s possession.

[301]
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do it coud let me know I am going sent the boys get little
alligator for me, if I don’t it. Can you lone me, it $5.00
be allright I think answer my letter. I wont get My bicyles
an shoh, and some school books to. if I don’t buy little
alligator, I paid you back soon.
goodby
Yours truly
Tony Tommie
To appreciate the letter it must be set in a context of the
Indian trading period in Florida between 1870 and 1930.2 During that era a number of trading houses were established at
various places in the lower peninsula to accommodate a volume
business in bird plumes, alligator hides, otter pelts, and other
items which were in great demand by the international fashion,
industry. The Seminoles would hunt and trap throughout the
Everglades, then bring their catch to the nearest trading post
where they received cash for their goods. They subsequently
purchased items ranging from rifles and sewing machines to
clothing and canned goods for which they paid cash to the
storekeepers. Thus a unique feature of the Indian trade in Florida was the reliance on cash transactions rather than barter. The
best known trading posts were William Brickell’s store on the
Miami River, George Storter’s at Everglades on Allen’s River,
Bill Brown’s “Boat Landing” on the west side of the Everglades,
and Frank Stranahan’s store on the New River. The Seminoles
were generally welcomed when they visited the frontier communities which grew up around the trading sites.
Frank Stranahan, a native of Ohio, arrived at the New River
in January 1893. He had come to manage the ferry and overnight camp for passengers on the stagecoach line running between Lake Worth and Biscayne Bay. Stranahan opened a small
store and began trading with the Seminoles who had camps in
the Everglades west of Fort Lauderdale. During the 1890s there
was a major Seminole settlement at Pine Island which was visited
2.

For an account of the Indian trading posts in Florida during this period,
see Harry A. Kersey, Jr., Pelts, Plumes and Hides: White Traders Among the
Seminole Indians, 1870-1930 (Gainesville, 1975), 1-158. A brief treatment of
the New River trade is contained in Alan C. Craig and David McJunkin,
“Stranahan’s: Last of the Indian Trading Posts,” Florida Anthropologist, XX
(June 1971), 45-49.
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Tony Tommie as a child in the early 1900s. All photographs are courtesy of the
Fort Lauderdale Historical Society.
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often by whites. In this century a Seminole informant, Sam Huff
who was born at Pine Island ca. 1872, reported that all save two
of the inhabitants were Mikasuki Seminoles. One, the wife of
Old John Jumper, was a Cow Creek Seminole of the Tiger sib.
According to one scholar, “She was the mother of Annie Tommie (wife of Doctor Tommie who was the mother of six wellknown Tommie brothers (Ben Frank, Frank, Brown, Jack, Sam,
and Tony B.M.).“3 Sam Huff noted that although Old John
Jumper’s wife was a Cow Creek, and the children learned Creek
from her, the family ordinarily spoke Mikasuki.
Apparently these Seminoles moved their camps sometime
around the turn of the century for reasons still unexplained.
Sturtevant records, “I was told by a usually well-informed
Seminole . . . that the Pine Island settlements dispersed about
1900. He remembers visiting the place in 1901 and finding it
abandoned. He maintained that some of the people moved onto
the New River nearer the present Fort Lauderdale— among
those was Old John Jumper’s wife— and some moved south,
closer to Miami. I presume Annie Tommie and her sons went
with her mother.“4 Thus by 1901, there was a Seminole settlement on the North Fork of the New River in close proximity to
the Stranahan store. The main camps were those of Old John
Jumper’s wife and her daughter Annie Tommie, in which both
the Creek and Mikasuki languages were spoken. It is not clear
whether Tony Tommie, the youngest son, was born before or
after the move from Pine Island, however, the most likely date
of his birth is 1898 or 1899. His brother Brownie recalled that
Tony was born three weeks after the Green Corn Dance, which
was traditionally held in late May or early June.5 Doctor Tommie
is reported to have died around 1904.6
In 1900 Frank Stranahan was married to Ivy Julia Cromartie, an eighteen-year-old teacher who had come to New River
the previous year to teach in the first school for the Fort Lauder3. William C. Sturtevant, “A Seminole Personal Document,” Tequesta, XVI
(1956), 58.
4. Ibid.
5. Bill McGoun, A Biographic History of Broward County (Miami, 1972), 48.
6. Fort Myers Press, June 16, 1904. The death of Doctor Tommie was reported
by Bill Brown, the trader at “Boat Landing” in the Big Cypress. Tommie
had successfully treated one of the Brown children and was a friend of the
family. It is likely that Annie Tommie learned the practice of herbal
medicine from her husband.
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Annie Tommie is the elderly woman in the center of the photograph; Tony
Tommie is the male standing to her right.
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dale settlement.7 Following her marriage, Mrs. Stranahan, no
longer a public school teacher, began to take an interest in the
Seminole children who accompanied their parents to the store.
In 1901, Stranahan built a two-story building that was to serve
as the trading post downstairs and, later, had family quarters
above. Mrs. Stranahan realized that the wide verandas would
make an ideal open-air school setting for the Indian children.
She often recounted her experiences in teaching the children
their ABCs.8 For the first year or so, the Seminole children
would not come near her, but then a rapport was established,
and they roamed the Stranahan household freely during their
visits. Mrs. Stranahan thought it was her Christian duty to work
with the youngsters so they would be prepared to deal with the
white man’s culture. Many Seminole children learned to read
and write by examining materials as they gathered on the
Stranahan porch or, later, around her Model-T Ford which she
drove through deeply-rutted sand to the nearby camps.
One of the Seminole families which accepted Mrs. Stranahan’s friendship and educational efforts was that of Annie Tommie. She had respected status as a herbal healer, and was widely
recognized as the “Medicine Woman” of the local Seminole
group.9 Therefore she could be more independent of action
than other Seminole women of that day. When the federal Indian Service opened the Dania Reservation in 1926, Mrs. Stranahan took Annie Tommie and some other Indians there in her
automobile, and persuaded them to relocate their camps to the
government land. Earlier, Tony Tommie had become eager to
attain an education, and with the support of Mrs. Stranahan
and Broward County school superintendent R. E. Hall, he entered the Fort Lauderdale elementary school in 1915— although
he was already approximately fifteen years of age.10 The reminiscences of his teachers and classmates reveal that Tony was
an affable and intelligent youngster who was well liked by the
townspeople. He cut a dashing figure in his brightly-hued
7.

August Burghard, Watchie-Esta/Hutrie (Little White Mother) (Fort Lauderdale, 1968), 1-3. See also interview with Mrs. Frank Stranahan by Samuel
Proctor, November 4, 1970, SEM 1 ABC, University of Florida Oral History Archives, Florida State Museum, Gainesville.
8. Harry A. Kersey, Jr., “Educating the Seminole Indians of Florida, 18791970,” Florida Historical Quarterly, XLIX (July 1970), 23-25.
9. Burghard, Watchie-Esta/Hutrie, 28.
10. McGoun, Broward County, 48.
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Seminole shirt and long trousers, and was invariably barefooted
even in the classroom. He entered the third grade and made
rapid progress. “He was a good student,” one teacher recalled,
“and he was very anxious to learn and especially did he want to
learn how to read and spell. He learned to read and write and
to spell down here . . . he went fast because of his age . . . he
11
had intelligence, he just hadn’t had the opportunity.“ Although Tony was older than his classmates there was no friction,
and the white children seemed to be proud of his success in the
classroom. After two years in the public school, Tony Tommie
was sent to a federal boarding facility to complete his education,
and did not return to Florida until 1921.12
In his 1916 letter Tony displayed a fair mastery of penmanship, punctuation, and spelling— albeit tending to the creatively
phonetic. He was also consistent in the use of contractions. It is
the content of the letter, however, which tells us much about his
acculturation. His interest in purchasing “little alligator[s]” for
re-sale to tourists reveals an enterprising spirit common to the
period, which had been absorbed through contact with non-Indians. By this time Frank Stranahan had sold his store and was
engaged in a variety of business ventures— including the sale of
live baby alligators. These were usually purchased from
Seminoles as hatchlings for a few cents each, then raised to
salable size in pens at the Stranahan home. The Stranahan papers contain quotations from OSKY’S, a Jacksonville firm
specializing in alligator products, offering to purchase live alligators on a scale of fifteen cents for “baby size” to thirty cents
13
for those three feet in length. Obviously there was a substantial
profit to be made in the alligator traffic, and Tony was aware
of that fact. It is also interesting that Tony wanted to purchase
a bicycle, shoes, and some school books, this at a time when
Seminole youngsters were more likely to spend money on consumable items and went without shoes much of the year. Most
noteworthy, though, was the tone of confidence which he displayed in approaching a white man many years his senior about
11.

Interview with Eleanor Boyd Miller by Donald Pullease and Barbara Mann,
April 19, 1969, SEM 13 A, University of Florida Oral History Archives.
12. McGoun, Broward County, 49.
13. OSKY’S to Stranahan, April 13, 1914, Stranahan Papers, Box 13 “Alligator
Trade” folder, Fort Lauderdale Historical Society, Fort Lauderdale, Florida.
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Tony and Edna John Tommie, his wife.
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a loan. There was an assumption of social parity born of interaction with white society, which was often missing in other
Seminole dealings with non-Indians. Tony Tommie would retain this self-confident posture throughout his lifetime.
The entry of this young Indian into the white man’s school
marked a departure from tradition, but as was pointed out in
the report of the Indian agent in Florida, L. A. Spencer, “Tony
B.M. Tommie completed the work of two grades in the public
school of Fort Lauderdale during the past year. The fact that
we have one boy in school by tribal permission is an advance. . . .
The time is not far distant when the tribal law forbidding education and providing that persons learning to read and write
have their ears cropped will be repealed.“14 Apparently there
were no serious repercussions within the small Indian enclave
as a result of Tony’s schooling. Nevertheless, Sam Tommie recounted that his brother was ostracized by many of his own
people and won only grudging permission of the elders to attend school.15
Even though Tony Tommie was the first Seminole on the
east coast of Florida to attend school he had been preceded in
the 1870s by Billy Conapatchee, a young Mikasuki-speaking Indian from the Big Cypress region. Billy had been befriended by
Captain Francis A. Hendry of Fort Myers, who was identified
as “one of the largest cattle owners in the state, a worthy and
warm friend of the Indians, and one of the few in whom they
confide.“16 In an 1879 letter to Captain R. H. Pratt, the army
officer and noted Indian educator who had recently visited the
Seminole camps in Florida, Hendry wrote: “I am happy to state
that little Billy Fewel (Tonapacho) is now stoping [ sic ] with me
and going to school, our school having commenced since your
departure.“17
Billy Conapatchee, whom the Fort Myers citizens called by a
combination of his anglicized and Indian names, lived with the
Hendry family for three years. He attended the Fort Myers
“Academy” with the Hendry children and other youngsters
14.

Nash, “Survey of the Seminole Indians in Florida,” Sen. Doc. 314, 71st
Cong., 3d sess. (Washington, 1931), 34.
15. Interview with Sam Tommie by Harry A. Kersey, Jr., March 14, 1969, SEM
14 A, University of Florida Oral History Archives.
16. William C. Sturtevant, “R. H. Pratt’s Report on the Seminole in 1879,”
Florida Anthropologist, IX (March 1956), 6.
17. Ibid.
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Tony Tommie as an adult.
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from the town. There are no surviving records of his school
work, these having been destroyed when the “Academy” burned
in 1886. However, it was generally held that Billy had done
acceptable work and was well received in the community.18
Billy’s decision to learn white ways had placed him at odds with
his own people and his life was in jeopardy. The tribal elders
reportedly condemned him, and only the pleas of his father and
the intervention of Captain Hendry saved him. By 1885 Billy
Conapatchee had returned to his home in the wilderness and
was forbidden to share his knowledge with others in the tribe.
Thus, his experience was an isolated one rather than the beginning of a transitional period in Seminole education.
Tony Tommie’s education brought him notoriety but not
high status. He had attained some prominence among the
loosely-knit group of Seminoles who lived in the vicinity of Fort
Lauderdale, and as an adult he became a self-proclaimed
spokesman for his people. At least once he went to Washington
ostensibly to negotiate for the tribe. Many non-Indians, such as
tourism promoters and journalists, called him “Chief,” but he
was never acknowledged as a leader by Seminoles in other parts
of southern Florida. In fact, the council of elders in the Big
Cypress was so indignant that an old Medicine Man, Ingraham
Billie, had a message sent to United States Senator Duncan U.
Fletcher angrily denouncing Tony as “a fakir and traitor to his
tribesmen,” and accusing him of seeking only publicity and financial gain for himself. 19 The 1930 Nash report on the
Seminoles in Florida noted: “Certainly no man in the last 50
years has exercised authority over both the Okeechobee and the
Cypress groups. Nothing [is] more absurd in Seminole history
than the habit of Miami newspapers conferring the title [chief]
in these days of the twentieth century on Tony Tommie.“20
Moreover, Tony did occasionally become a disruptive influence. In 1927 a day school was opened at the Seminole agency
near Dania, and the superintendent reported: “On the Sunday
preceding Tony Tommie, a self-styled chief of the Seminoles,
and certain white friends professing great friendship for and
interest in these Indians, visited the camps in my absence and
18. Fort Myers Press, March 7, 1885; Kersey, “Educating the Seminole Indians,”
20-21.
19. St. Petersburg Daily News, February 15, 1927.
20. Nash, “Survey,” 25.
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impressed upon the Indians that the children would all have to
submit to vaccination as the first step when the school opened.
Thereupon all the Indians fled from the camp except one family, and the school opened with but three pupils.“21 Ironically,
this was the same superintendent who had lauded young Tony’s
educational efforts in 1915.
By the late 1920s the days of trading in pelts, plumes, and
hides had all but ended, and many Seminoles fell upon
economic hard times. While most Indian families remained in
their Everglades camps, others sought refuge on federal reservations, or entered the wage labor economy by working for
farmers in the area. Yet another group earned its income by
taking up residence for at least part of the year in commercial
tourist villages located at Miami and St. Petersburg. Historically,
most reports on these attractions have been written by federal
officials who reviled them as being degrading and demoralizing
to the Indians who were exploited for economic gain. However,
recent studies based on interviews with Seminoles who actually
lived there, give a kindlier aspect to life in the tourist villages.
Certainly the Indians went there of their own free will, and, as
one writer points out, the lifestyle was not too different from
what they followed in the Everglades— they were just getting
paid to let tourists watch them perform everyday tasks.22 In addition, the trading posts and craft shops at the villages provided
an outlet for Seminole-made goods from which they derived
income. Granted that the operators of these villages reaped the
greatest profits, most Seminoles evidently did not view them as
oppressors or exploiters in the way that non-Indian reformers
did.
In 1917 the Coppinger’s Tropical Garden located on the
Miami River, hired two Mikasuki Seminole families to set up a
village in the attraction. Soon thereafter another village opened
at the Musa Isle Grove, also located on the river, and was greatly
expanded by 1919. It is reported that “There appears to have
been a majority of Mikasuki Seminoles from the Broward
21. Ibid., 34.
22. Patsy West, “The Miami Indian Tourist Attractions: A History and Analysis
of a Transitional Mikasuki Environment,” Florida Anthropologist, XXXIV
(December 1981), 200-24. See also Dorothy Downs, “Coppinger’s Tropical
Gardens: The First Commercial Indian Village in Florida,” Florida Anthropologist, XXXIV (December 1981), 225-31.
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County area who were early employees of both tourist attractions: [including] Doctor Tommie’s family (Annie Tommie).“23
Tony Tommie was also listed as one of the headmen at Musa
Isle during the 1918-1940 period. Apparently he was not content to remain a passive “show Indian,” but instead took an
active role in staging events for tourists and visiting dignitaries.
The city of Miami actively promoted both attractions by taking
notable guests there for special events such as an Indian wedding. In 1926 the Miami News described in detail one such wedding, that of Tony Tommie and Edna John, staged before a
capacity crowd at Musa Isle.24 John Osceola performed the ceremony, and the crowd flung coins and bills to the bridal pair.
According to a white employee at the attraction, the couple had
been married long before the public ceremony. This is disputed
by Tony’s family, some of whom claimed that he was never
married to Edna John.25 It was spectacles such as this which led
Seminole agent James L. Glenn to complain: “This is neither
Indian nor a wedding, and the people of Miami know it, and
even some of the tourists know it.“26 Nevertheless, the staged
weddings continued to be popular at the tourist attractions.
On February 18, 1928, Edna John Tommie died of tuberculosis.27 She had lived her final days in a chikee set away from
the main tourist area of the Musa Isle village. The following day
she was buried at a Miami cemetery along with all her personal
effects. The Seminoles conducted their customary observance
of mourning in an undeveloped area near Musa Isle, and Tony
Tommie was prominent in his grief. It has been speculated that
Tony and Edna, married or not, had known each other for a
long time and most likely one infected the other with tuberculosis. His family suggests that he contracted the disease while
attending an Indian boarding school, probably in Oklahoma.28
23. West, “Miami Tourist Attractions,” 204.
24. Downs, “Coppinger’s,” 215-16.
25. McGoun, Broward County, 49.
26. James L. Glenn, My Work Among the Florida Seminoles (Gainesville, 1982),
102.
27. McGoun, Broward County, 49; West, “Miami Tourist Attractions,” 211.
28. McGoun, Broward County, 48. It is believed that Tony Tommie attended
the Carlisle Indian School. However, there were two schools by that name,
one in Oklahoma, and the more famous institution in Pennsylvania. It is
most likely that Tony attended the Oklahoma school; the eastern school
closed in 1918.
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Over the next two years Tony’s health deteriorated to the point
that he was sent west to recover, spending time in Shawnee,
Oklahoma, Phoenix, and San Francisco. In August 1930, he
returned to Florida, claiming to be cured. However, he soon
worsened, and died on April 6, 1931, at the Jackson Memorial
Hospital in Miami. Christian services were conducted in his
honor at the Dania Methodist Church, and then he was buried
29
in traditional Seminole style. Throughout his life Tony Tommie had uniquely attempted to bridge the gap between Indian
and non-Indian ways, and it was fitting that the rites of both
cultures should blend at his passing.

29. Ibid., 49.
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FLORIDA HISTORY RESEARCH IN PROGRESS
This list shows the amount and variety of Florida history
research and writing currently underway, as reported to the
Florida Historical Quarterly. Doctoral dissertations and master’s
theses completed in 1985 are included. Research in Florida history, sociology, anthropology, political science, archeology,
geography, and urban studies is listed.
Auburn University
John M. Dollar— “The Independence Movement in the
South” (Ph.D. dissertation in progress).
Castillo de San Marcos National Monument, St. Augustine
Luis R. Arana— “Conservation and Revitalization of Castillo
de San Marcos and Fort Matanzas” (publication forthcoming).
Flagler College
Thomas S. Graham (faculty)— “The Civil War in St. Augustine” (continuing study).
Florida Agricultural and Mechanical University
Jogindar Dhillon— “Perceptions of the Quality of Life
Among Blacks in Florida: A Case Study” (continuing
study).
James Eaton (faculty)— “The Influence of Black Colleges on
the State of Florida: 1890 to 1960” (continuing study).
John T. Foster, Jr. (faculty) and Sarah W. Foster (faculty)—
“‘From A Springtime of Hope’: Efforts to Encourage
Freedom in Reconstruction Florida” (continuing study).
Waldra Lowry— “The Christian Family in Tallahassee, Florida: 1950-1965”; “The Black Family in Tallahassee, Florida: 1954-1980” (continuing studies).
Grace Maxwell— “Dr. Effie-Carrie Mitchell-Hampton: A
Florida Pioneer in Medicine” (continuing study).
[315]
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Larry E. Rivers (faculty)— “The Plight of Haitian Refugees
in Florida: 1971-1984”; “Slavery in Gadsden County, Florida: 1821-1860”; “Medical Practice in Jefferson County,
Florida: 1825-1865”; “James Hudson: Political Activist in
Tallahassee, Florida: 1950-1980”; “Reconstruction in Leon
County, Florida: 1860-1880” (continuing studies).
Victoria Warner— “The Minority Elderly in Florida: A Case
Study” (continuing study).
Larry Wright— “Hispanics, Blacks, and Women in the 1984
Florida Election”; “The Impact of the Reagan Administration in the State of Florida” (continuing studies).
Florida Atlantic University
Donald W. Curl (faculty)— “An Illustrated History of Palm
Beach County” (publication forthcoming).
Donald W. Curl with Fred Eckel (faculty) — Lost Palm Beach
(published 1985).
Harry A. Kersey, Jr. (faculty)— “Seminole Indians of Florida” (continuing study).
Raymond A. Mohl (faculty)— “Metropolitan Growth and
Political Change in Miami, 1940-1982” (continuing study).
Florida Southern College
J. Larry Durrence (faculty)— “Role of the Southern Association of Women for the Prevention of Lynching in Florida”
(continuing study).
Paige Alan Parker (faculty)— “Participation of Blacks in
Local Government in Florida” (continuing study).
Florida State Museum
Edward Chaney— “Archeological Excavations at Fountain of
Youth Park and Nombre de Dios Mission, St. Augustine”
(master’s thesis in progress).
Kathleen Deagan (faculty)— “Historical Archeology and
Ethno-History of Blacks and Indians in Spanish Colonial
St. Augustine” (continuing study).
Jerald T. Milanich (faculty) and Charles M. Hudson, Jr.
(University of Georgia)— “The Hernando de Soto Expedition in Florida” (continuing study).
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Florida State University
Frank W. Alduino— “Prohibition in Tampa” (Ph.D. dissertation in progress).
Michelle Alexander— “Palaeoethnobotany of the Ft. Walton
Indians of Leon County, Florida; High Ridge, Velda and
Lake Jackson Sites (master’s thesis completed).
Kathryn Hollard Braund— “Political, Economic, and Social
Impact of Trade with the British on the Creeks, 17631783” (Ph.D. dissertation in progress).
Michael Lee Braz— “A History of the Greater Miami Opera,
1941-1983” (Ph.D dissertation completed).
David Coles— “A Fight, a Licking, and a Footrace: The 1864
Florida Campaign and the Battle of Olustee” (master’s
thesis completed); “History of the Florida Militia and National Guard” (Ph.D. dissertation in progress); “Florida
Troops in the Union and Confederate Armies, 18611865”; “Tallahassee and Leon County in the Civil War”
(continuing studies).
Robert C. Crandall (faculty)— “Academy Education in Antebellum North Florida, 1821-1860” (continuing studies).
James M. Denham— “Violence in Antebellum Florida”
(Ph.D. dissertation in progress).
Glen Doran— “Windover Farms Archaeological Project”
(continuing study).
Charlottee Downey-Anderson— “Desegregation and Southern Mores in Madison County, 1856-1980” (master’s thesis
in progress).
Mary Louise Ellis— “Benjamin Chaires— Entrepreneur of
Territorial Florida” (continuing study).
Peter P. Garretson (faculty)— “General William Wing Loring: A Floridian Pasha in the Egyptian Army, 1869-1979”;
“Pasha Loring’s Dispatch to Khedive Ismail Following his
Defeat at the Hands of the Ethiopian Emperor at the Battle
of Gura, 1876” (continuing studies).
Peter P. Garretson (faculty) and David Coles— “Life of General William Wing Loring” (continuing study).
Bruce Grindal— “Cultural History of Education in Gadsden
County” (continuing study).
James P. Jones (faculty)— “History of Florida State College
for Women” (continuing study).
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Wali Rashash Kharif— “The Refinement of Racial Segregation in Florida after the Civil War” (Ph.D. dissertation completed).
Rochelle Marrinan— “Archaeology of Patale Spanish Mission
Site, Leon County” (continuing study).
Felix R. Masud— “The Cuban Refugees as Political Weapons,
1959-1980” (Ph.D. dissertation in progress).
Janet Snyder Matthews— “History of Sarasota and Manatee
River, 16th-19th Centuries” (master’s thesis in progress).
Joe M. Richardson (faculty) and Maxine D. Jones (faculty)—
“Bibliography of Florida Blacks” (publication forthcoming).
William Warren Rogers (faculty)— “A History of Saint
George Island” (continuing study).
William Warren Rogers (faculty) and Jerrell H. Shofner—
“Trouble in Paradise: A Pictorial History of Florida During
the Depression” (publication forthcoming).
Mary E. Tripp— “Longleaf Pine Lumber Manufacturing in
the Altamaha River Basin, 1865-1918” (Ph.D. dissertation
completed).
Lynn Ware— “The Apalachicola-Chattahoochee River Valley, 1821-1860” (Ph.D. dissertation completed).
J. Leitch Wright, Jr. (faculty) — Creeks and Seminoles: Destruction and Regeneration of the Muscogulge People (publication
forthcoming); “History of the American Indians” (continuing study).
George Mason University
William S. Willis (faculty)— “Francis Philip Fatio: Swiss Settler in British East Florida” (continuing study).
Hillsborough Community College
L. Glenn Westfall (faculty) — Key West: Cigar City, U.S.A. (published 1985); “Eduardo Hidalgo Gato, Key West Cigar
Manufacturer” (research in progress).
Historic Key West Preservation Board
Sharon Wells— “Key West and the WPA: A Tropical Depression”; “Stanley Papio: A Catalog of the Keys’ Folk
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Sculptor’s Works” (continuing studies); Solares Hill’s Walking and Baking Guide to Key West” (research completed).
Historical Association of Southern Florida
Dorothy J. Fields— “Black Archives, History and Research
Foundation of South Florida” (continuing study).
Stuart McIver— “Biscayne Bay Yacht Club” (continuing
study).
Daniel O. Markus, Rebecca A. Smith, Randy F. Nimnicht,
Eugene Provenzo, Asterie Provenzo— “School Days: A
Centennial History of Dade County Schools” (exhibition
forthcoming).
Arva Moore Parks— “Coconut Grove”; “Coral Gables”;
“Mary Barr Munroe, Resident of Coconut Grove” (continuing studies).
W. S. Steele— “Forts, Camps and Military Reservations of
Florida, 1821-1865” (continuing study).
Jean C. Taylor— “South Dade County” (publication forthcoming).
Patsy West— “Photographic History of the Seminoles and
Miccosukees”; “Seminoles in Tourist Attractions” (continuing studies).
Historic Pensacola Preservation Board
Alan Gantzhorn— “The Socialist Party in Pensacola, 19001934” (continuing study).
Historic St. Augustine Preservation Board
A m y T . Bushnell— “Eighteenth-Century East Florida
Ethnography”; “Biographical and Demographical Data
Base for St. Augustine, 1565 to 1821”; “A Magic Lantern
History of St. Augustine and East Florida from 1503 to
1845”; “The King’s Standard: The Governor of the
Spanish Florida Provinces, 1565-1702”; “Father Paiva’s Demonic Game”; “Governor Fernandez de Olivera’s Letter to
the Crown in 1612”, transcribing and translating; “Women
of the Parallel Politics: Spanish and Hispanized Indian, in
Seventeenth-Century Florida” (continuing studies); “The
Noble and Loyal City, 1565 to 1668” (publication forth-
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coming); “Southeastern Indians as Subjects of the Spanish
Crown”; “The Town of Black Veils: Clothing in
Eighteenth-Century St. Augustine” (continuing studies).
James Smith and Stanley Bond — Stomping the Flatwoods: An
Archaeological Survey of St. Johns County, Florida; Before the
White Man: The Prehistory of St. Johns County (published
1985).
Robert H. Steinbach, Amy T. Bushnell, Jimmy Smith, and
Stanley Bond— “St. Johns County Archaeological and Architectural Site Survey” (continuing study).
Paul Weaver — Historical Properties Survey of St. Johns County,
Florida (published 1985).
Hong Kong Baptist College
Barton Starr (faculty)— “Loyalists in British East Florida,
1763-1783”; “The Provincial Militia in British West Florida” (continuing studies).
Jacksonville University
George E. Buker (faculty)— “Florida’s Environmental Problems” (continuing study).
Louisiana Collection Series, Birmingham, Alabama
Jack D. L. Holmes— “Vicente Pintado: Spanish Surveyor
General for Florida and Louisiana”; “Medical History of
Pensacola and Fort San Carlos de Barrancas, 1781-1821”
(continuing studies); “The Last Hurrah: Spain’s 1805 Expedition through Louisiana and Texas”; “Harwich, the
Iberville Canal, and British Plans to Link the Mississippi
with the Gulf of Mexico, 1768-1779”; “Charles Blacker
Vignoles and his Description of South Florida in 1822”;
“Spanish Laws for Florida and Louisiana: The Writings of
Joseph White” (research completed).
Louisiana State University
Paul E. Hoffman (faculty)— “Spanish and French Explora—
tion of the Southeastern Coast, 1521-1587”; “Cuban Papers Project, Spanish Louisiana” (continuing studies);
“Spain and the Roanoke Voyages”; “New Light on the
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Documentation of the Voyage of Vicente Gonzalez, 1588”
(essays completed).
Loyola University, Chicago
Julius Groner— “Some Aspects of the Life and Work of John
Ellis, Crown Agent for West Florida 1763 to 1776” (master’s thesis in progress).
Mississippi College, Clinton, Mississippi
Edward N. Akin (faculty)— “Henry M. Flagler, A Biography”
(continuing study).
Museum of Florida History, Tallahassee
Robert McNeil (historian)— “Seals of the State of Florida,
Past and Present”; “1985 Revised State Seal of Florida”
(continuing studies).
Dennis Pullen (curator)— “Colonial Times”; “Territory”;
“From Statehood to Secession”; “The Civil War” (continuing studies).
Erik Robinson (historian)— “History of Political Cartooning
in Florida, 1903-1985”; “Reconstruction”; “The Bourbons
Take Power”; “A New Century” (continuing studies).
Lee H. Warner (director)— “Biography of George Proctor”
(book manuscript).
Patricia R. Wickman (senior curator)— “Powder Horns: In
the Southern Tradition” (exhibit catalogue published in
1985); “Osceola’s Legacy: The Man and the Legend” (continuing studies).
Pensacola Junior College
Owen E. Farley, Jr. (faculty)— “Dixie Construction in Northwest Florida” (continuing study).
Dennis Golladay (faculty)— “Factional Politics in Territorial
Pensacola” (continuing study).
Stetson University
James Clark— “J. Ollie Edmunds as County Judge of Duval
County” (master’s thesis in progress).
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Beth Copal— “The Early Years of Zora Neale Hurston”
(master’s thesis in progress).
Gilbert L. Lycan (University Historian)— “A History of the
R.O.T.C. at Stetson” (research in progress).
University of Arizona
George R. Adams— “General William Selby Harney: Frontier Soldier, 1800-1889” (Ph.D. dissertation completed).
University of Central Florida
Thomas D. Greenhaw (faculty)— “Training of the RAF in
Florida, 1941-1945”; “Governor Patrick Tonyn”; “German
Prisoners of War in Florida During World War Two” (continuing studies).
Edmund F. Kallina (faculty)— “Claude Kirk Administration”
(continuing study).
James D. Prahlow— “Lutheranism in Central Florida” (master’s thesis completed).
Jerrell H. Shofner (faculty)— “Naval Stores Industry in
Southeastern United States”; “The Black Press in Florida”
(continuing studies); Jackson County, Florida: A History (published 1985).
Jerrell H. Shofner (faculty) and José B. Fernández (faculty)— “A History of Florida” (continuing study).
University of Florida
Elizabeth Alexander, Bruce Chappell, and Paul Weaver—
“Calendar of the Spanish Holdings of the P. K. Yonge
Library of Florida History” (continuing study).
Jaimey D. Barry— “The Creation and Development of the
Florida State Board of Health, 1889-1940” (master’s thesis
in progress).
John Wallace Bird— “Mayan Refugees at Indiantown: The
Sanctuary” (continuing study).
Bruce Chappell— “A History of the Diego Plains in the Second Spanish Period” (continuing study).
Jeffry Charbonnet— “Reform Politics in Alachua County,
Florida, 1927-1973” (master’s thesis in progress).
William C. Childers (faculty)— “Garth Wilkinson James and
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Robertson James: Abolitionists In Gainesville During Reconstruction” (continuing study).
David Colburn (faculty) — Racial Change and Community Crisis:
St. Augustine, Florida, 1877-1980 (published 1985).
David Colburn (faculty) and Steven Lawson (faculty, University of South Florida)— “The Groveland Rape Case” (continuing study).
Herbert J. Doherty, Jr. (faculty)— “Territorial Florida Historiography”; “Railroads of North Central Florida”; “History of the Florida Historical Society” (continuing studies).
Michael Gannon (faculty)— “A Short History of Florida”;
“Church-State Conflict in the Administration of Governor
Juan Marquez Cabrera, 1680-1687” (continuing studies).
Lawrence Gordon— “Florida Blacks in the Depression Era:
The Case of Palm Beach, Broward, and Dade Counties”
(Ph.D. dissertation in progress).
Patricia C. Griffin— “Tourism and Festivals: St. Augustine,
Florida and Bala, Wales” (Ph.D. dissertation in progress).
E. A. Hammond (faculty, emeritus)— “History of the Medical
Profession in Florida, 1821-1875” (continuing study).
Earl Ronald Hendry— “David Levy Yulee: A Biography of
Florida’s Railroad Pioneer-Politician, 1810-1886” (master’s
thesis in progress).
Helen Hill— “Immigrant Women in Ybor City: 1900” (master’s thesis in progress).
Kenneth P. Johnson— “Archaeological Study of Western
Timucuan Settlement Patterns in the Historic Period”
(Ph.D. dissertation in progress).
Sidney P. Johnston— “100 Years of Fine Printing: A History
of the E. O. Painter Printing Company” (master’s thesis in
progress).
John Paul Jones (faculty)— “History of the Florida Press Association, 1879-1968” (continuing study).
Richard J. Junkins— “‘Beacons of Hope’: The Lighthouses
at Mosquito Inlet, Florida, 1830-1985” (research in progress).
Stephen Kerber— “Park Trammell of Florida, A Political
Biography”; “Ruth Bryan Owen: Florida’s First Congresswoman” (continuing studies).
Jane Landers— “Race Relations in Spanish St. Augustine,
1784-1821” (Ph.D. dissertation in progress).
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Wilma L’Engle— “Biography of Congressman Claude
L’Engle” (master’s thesis in progress).
Murray Laurie— “Historic Preservation in Florida”; “Schools
built by the Freedmens Bureau in Florida” (continuing
studies).
John Max Leader— “Metal Artifacts from Fort Center:
Aboriginal Metal Working in the Southeastern United
States” (master’s thesis completed).
Eugene Lyon (faculty)— “Pedro de Valdes and the Florida
Indian Trade”; “Data from the Third Voyage of Columbus— the Libro de Registros“; “The Enterprise of Florida II”
(continuing studies); “The Hernando de Soto Papers”
(translation in progress).
William H. Marquardt (faculty)— “Archaeology of the Calusa
Indians and their Prehistoric Ancestors” (continuing
study).
William E. McGoun (faculty)— “Archaeology of South Florida, An Overview” (Ph.D. dissertation in progress).
Jerald T. Milanich (faculty)— “Archaeology of the Hernando
de Soto Entrada in Florida” (continuing study).
Jeffrey Mitchem— “Archaeology of the Safety Harbor Culture in the Cove of the Withlacoochee” (Ph.D. dissertation
in progress).
William Nulty— “The 1864 Florida Federal Expedition:
Blundering into Modern Warfare” (Ph.D. dissertation in
progress).
George E. Pozzetta (faculty)— “Ethnicity in the Sun Belt in
the post-World War II Era” (continuing study).
George E. Pozzetta (faculty), with Gary Mormino — Class, Cul—
ture and Community: Italians and the Immigrant World of Ybor
City, 1885-1985 (publication forthcoming).
Samuel Proctor (faculty)— “Florida Slave Interviews”; “History of the University of Florida, 1853-present” (continuing studies).
Catherine Puckett— “Natural History and Folklore of the
Suwannee River” (master’s thesis completed).
Donna Ruhl— “Plant Use by Florida’s Aboriginal Populations” (Ph.D. dissertation in progress).
Michael R. Scanlon— “The Reapportionment of the Florida
Legislature, 1950-1980” (continuing study).
Richard K. Scher (faculty) — Political Culture and the South:
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The Persistence of Regionalism in America (published 1985).
Jeremy Stahl— “Jesuits and the Keys Indians, 1700-1750”
(continuing study).
Eliot D. Ward— “Contraband Commerce in East Florida and
the Atlantic Economy during the Embargo Years, 18061817” (continuing study).
Paul Weaver— “The History of Preservation in St. Augustine” (master’s thesis in progress).
Brent Weisman— “Archaeology of the Seminole Peoples in
Florida” (Ph.D. dissertation in progress).
Arthur O. White (faculty)— “William N. Sheats: A Biography, 1851-1922” (continuing study).
Patricia R. Wickman— “Material Legacy of Osceola” (master’s thesis in progress).
University of Georgia
Charles Hudson (faculty) and Jerald Milanich— “The Hernando de Soto Expedition: The Landing”; “The Hernando de Soto Expedition: From the Landing to
Apalachee” (continuing studies).
Charles Hudson, Marvin Smith, Chester DePratter, and
Emilia Kelly— “The Tristan de Luna Expedition, 15591561” (continuing study).
University of Kentucky
Elvin Holt— “Zora Neale Hurston and the Politics of Race:
A Study of Selected Nonfictional Works” (Ph.D. dissertation completed).
University of Miami
Gregory W. Bush (faculty)— “Beyond Colored Town: An
Examination of Miami’s Voting Rights Drive of 1939”;
“Technology and the Spectacular: Carl Fisher and the Creation of Miami Beach”; “Television and the Public Interest:
The Early History of Miami’s WTVJ”; “Advertising and
the Rise of Miami” (continuing studies).
Paul S. George (faculty) — Visions, Accomplishments, Challenges:
Mount Sinai Medical Center of Greater Miami, 1949-1984
(published 1985); “Florida: Yesterday and Today”; “Brok-
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ers, Binders, and Builders: Greater Miami’s Boom of the
Mid-1920s” (publication forthcoming); “A Guide To Florida Historiography”; “Dr. John Elliott and the Dade
County Blood Bank“.; “Miami and the Ku Klux Klan: The
Depression Decade”; “Florida’s Legislative Leaders in the
Early 1900s”; “Miami and World War I” (continuing
studies).
Ahmad Hojabri-Houtky— “Analysis of Economic and Social
Factors Leading to the 1930 Miami Riot: Contradiction
within Economic Prosperity” (Ph.D. dissertation completed).
Robert M. Levine (faculty)— “Patterns of Ethnic and Racial
Segregation in the Settlement of the City of Miami” (continuing study).
University of New Mexico
Michael Edward Welsh— “The Road to Assimilation: The
Seminoles in Oklahoma, 1839-1936” (Ph.D. dissertation
completed).
University of North Carolina
Mark T. Lucas— “Andrew Lytle and the South” (Ph.D. dissertation completed).
Thomas Walter Taylor— “‘Settling a Colony over a Bottle of
Claret’: Richard Oswald and the British Development of
Florida” (master’s thesis completed).
University of North Florida
James B. Crooks (faculty)— “Jacksonville: Government Response to Urban Growth” (continuing study).
Daniel L. Schafer (faculty)— “History of British East Florida”; “North East Florida’s Slaves and Free Blacks during
the Civil War” (continuing studies).
University of Pittsburgh
Rita Terezinha Schmidt— ”‘With my sword in my hand’:
The Politics of Race and Sex in the Fiction of Zora Neale
Hurston” (Ph.D. dissertation completed).
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University of South Carolina
Michael C. Scardaville (faculty) and Karen Harvey— “St. Augustine Revisited: A New Look at Old Places” (continuing
study).
Stephen R. Wise— “Lifeline of the Confederacy: Blockade
Running during the American Civil War” (Ph.D. dissertation completed).
University of South Florida
Susan Greenbaum (faculty)— “Afro-Cubans in Tampa” (continuing study).
Nancy Hewitt (faculty)— “Women and Work in Tampa”
(continuing study).
Robert Ingalls (faculty)— “Vigilantism in Tampa, 18801940” (continuing study).
Steven Lawson (faculty) with Darryl Paulson and David Colburn— “The Groveland Rape Case” (continuing study).
Gary Mormino (faculty) with George Pozzetta— “Ethnicity in
Tampa” (continuing study).
Bonnie Starke— “The Johns Committee, 1956-1965” (master’s thesis completed).
Robert Taylor— “Cattle and the Confederacy” (master’s
thesis completed).
University of Tampa
James W. Covington (faculty)— “Alexander Arbuthnot: Indian Trader” (continuing study).
University of Texas
Linda D. Vance— May Mann Jennings: Florida’s Genteel Activist
(published 1985).
University of West Florida
William S. Coker (faculty) — Colonial West Florida; Peter Bryan
Bruin: Soldier, Frontiersman and Judge (publication forthcoming);
William S. Coker and Jerome F. Coling — An Atlas of Colonial
West Florida (publication forthcoming).
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William S. Coker and Thomas D. Watson — Indian Traders of
the Southeastern Spanish Borderlands: Panton, Leslie & Company and John Forbes and Company, 1783-1847 (publication
forthcoming).
Dennis Golladay (faculty)— “Factional Politics in Jacksonian
Pensacola” (continuing study).
Francisco de Borja Medina (S.J.), William S. Coker, Lucien
A. Delson, and Everett C. Wilkie, Jr. (trans.) — The Siege of
Pensacola, 1781, Revisited: Battle Orders, Diaries, Troop and
Ship Rosters, POW’s, and Gálvez’s Memoria Sucinta of 1783
(publication forthcoming).
Regina Moreno Kirchoff Mandrell — Our Family— Facts and
Fancies: Including the Byrne, Calder, Mallory, Moreno and
Senac Families (publication forthcoming); Our Family— Facts
and Fancies: Including the Ballard, Cary, Crary, Gallup, Grant,
Lake and Pritchett Families (publication forthcoming).
Virginia Parks— “History of Pensacola” (continuing study).
Valdosta State College
Fred Lamar Pearson, Jr. (faculty)— “Spanish-Indian Relations in Florida” (continuing study).
Consulting and/or Research Historians
Mildred L. Fryman— “Activities, Role of United States Surveyor General for Florida” (continuing study).
John W. Griffin— “A Synthesis of the Archeology of
Everglades National Park” (continuing study).
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Racial Change and Community Crisis: St. Augustine, Florida, 18771980. By David R. Colburn. (New York: Columbia University
Press, 1985. xi, 258 pp. Preface, conclusion, notes, index.
$30.00.)
This book is a valuable contribution to the recent literature
on various aspects of the civil rights movement in the South in
the 1950s and 1960s. Professor Colburn describes and analyzes
the course of race relations in St. Augustine, Florida, from the
end of Reconstruction to the 1980s. St. Augustine gained national attention in the civil rights struggle when the Southern
Christian Leadership Conference led by the Reverend Martin
Luther King, Jr. selected it as a target city in 1964.
Colburn explains why King’s coming to St. Augustine on
June 25, 1964, and the peaceful march he led ended in violence
wreaked by white supremacists on the marchers. In searching
for the origins of such racial tensions, he surveys the history of
St. Augustine. Segregation and economic discrimination, overlaid with black deference and some racial comingling and apparent cordiality between the races, prevailed, as elsewhere in the
South. After the Brown decision, like most of Florida, St. Augustine refused to desegregate its schools. Such events as the
Montgomery bus boycott in 1956 went largely unnoticed in the
city. One or two blacks tried sit-ins at lunch counters in 1961
and 1962, but they were arrested and then released, and no
change took place.
In 1963, when Dr. Robert B. Hayling, who had come to St.
Augustine in 1960 to take over a dental practice, became the
leader of the Youth Council of the NAACP, organized demonstrations began in the city. Whites began to regard Hayling as a
black extremist. Colburn also believes his presence kept moderates, who would have wanted to do something, from coming to
the fore.
Government officials in St. Augustine responded negatively
to the protests and refused to appoint a biracial commission to
find ways to desegregate facilities owned by private businesspersons. As demonstrations and marches grew larger, police vio[329]
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lence against the demonstrators became a problem. Also, armed
white militants increasingly rode at will through black neighborhoods threatening blacks. The mayor finally appealed for a cessation of the violence and got from the governor thirteen state
highway patrol officers to help keep order. But when a grand
jury blamed Dr. Hayling primarily for the confrontations, the
national NAACP had him resign from his post in the local chapter. His leadership continued, however, and the persistent refusal of the city commissioners to set up a biracial commission
prevented any resolution.
In 1964, as more Klan violence began, black leadership decided to seek outside assistance. Martin Luther King, Jr. and the
SCLC decided to intervene in St. Augustine, and mobilization
began for a campaign over Easter weekend, March 28-April 2,
in order to engage northern recruits, including college students
on Easter vacation. When the campaign began, persons such as
Mrs. Malcolm Peabody, a seventy-two year old grandmother,
wife of an Episcopal bishop of Massachusetts, and mother of the
governor of Massachusetts, came to participate. Mrs. Peabody’s
arrest gained national attention to events in St. Augustine.
By April 2, the objective of filling the jails and gaining publicity had been won. SCLC decided to continue the protests and
bring in Dr. King in order to help with the passage of the civil
rights bill which was tied up in the United States Senate. As the
protests escalated, attacks were made on the marchers. King
asked for federal intervention, and on June 11, he was arrested
during a sit-in, but the federal government decided not to intervene until after the civil rights bill was passed. On June 17,
merchants announced their intention to abide by any present
and future laws. But as the demonstrations continued and SCLC
refused to leave, the Klan organized counter-demonstrations.
On July 1, the bill was passed, and on July 2, 1964, President
Johnson signed it into law and businessmen announced they
would comply with the law and desegregate their businesses. In
the meantime, Florida Governor Bryant announced falsely that
a biracial committee would be formed. SCLC withdrew on July
1. The Klan protested the passage of the bill, burning a restaurant that complied with the new law and assaulting and
threatening blacks who tried to get served at motels and restaurants.
Business groups did little to help end the crisis until toward
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its end when the economic toll had become disastrous. They
had to be forced by events and by federal Judge Bryan Simpson,
who acted courageously in dismissing charges against demonstrators and mandating desegregation, to change. The
white churches remained aloof throughout the crisis. They provided no moral or spiritual leadership to address the issue. From
1965-1980, white leadership continued to refuse to address racial problems unless there were demonstrations threatening
economic distress. Physical intimidation by whites also continued
to occur sporadically. Cordiality had receded into the background.
Desegregation of schools and of some other facilities did
take place. The Voting Rights Act brought changes. But neighborhood segregation increased, and little economic change for
blacks took place. Few opportunities in government jobs and
tourism, except low-paying ones, were available, and the civic
leaders made a decision not to recruit new industry because
they did not want to change the character of the town. The
quality of life did not improve much for blacks in St. Augustine.
Colburn’s fine study of the struggle for civil rights in St.
Augustine depicts how difficult it was for blacks to gain their
rights in some places in the South. Colburn believes that given
the absence of leadership from the churches, business, and local
government, the presence of the Klan as a countervailing force,
and the unwillingness of whites to respond to black pleas for
change, militancy as exercised by Hayling and the SCLC offered
the only pressure for reform. More local studies of the type
done by Colburn should help us to understand the progress
made and the continued resistance that has limited the extent
of real change.
Howard University

M ARY F RANCES B ERRY

Six Columns and Fort New Smyrna. By Charles W. Bockelman.
(Daytona Beach: Halifax Historical Society, 1985. xii, 113 pp.
Biographical note, editor’s note, acknowledgments, introduction, notes, bibliography, index, illustrations, maps. $14.95.
Order from the Halifax Historical Society, 252 S. Beach
Street, Daytona Beach, FL 32014.)
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The late historian Charles W. Bockelman has left us with a
compelling story of the importance of Fort New Smyrna which
served as a supply depot from 1837 to 1855 during the Seminole
Indian Wars. As a prelude to those wars, Bockelman begins
with a discussion of the Indian tribes of the eastern half of
North America and traces the descent of the Miccosukee, Muscogee, and other Creeks into Florida from the north. Bockelman
details, with an almost pro-Indian bias, the encroachments of
the white settlers which finally drove the Indians further south
and the eventual removal policy which drove them into war.
The Indian uprising of 1835 began the Second Seminole
War and destroyed virtually all the white civilization on the east
coast of Florida below St. Augustine. The first recovery of importance was made at New Smyrna, and in 1837, the fort was
built there on the ruins of Judge David Dunham’s elegant
manor house, six columns of which remained as mute testimony
to the Indians’ destruction. Fort New Smyrna never suffered
attack, but it was critical to the Indian campaigns as a staging
and supply depot. Eventually, as the war moved south, it would
be replaced by other supply forts, such as Fort Pierce. Nevertheless, it remained garrisoned for most of the Second Seminole
War and also for a period during the Third Seminole War in
the 1850s. Although not garrisoned as a fort during the Civil
War, the remaining buildings of Fort New Smyrna were appropriated by the Confederacy for storing contraband unloaded
from blockade runners who found Mosquito Inlet a convenient
destination from the Bahamas. A small earthworks mounting
two guns was erected on the grounds of the old fort to protect
these warehouses. In March 1862, Union troops were surprised
and scattered when they landed near the old fort to destroy a
saltworks, and in July 1863, the town and old fort site were
bombarded by the Union Navy. Although the blockade was
tightened, swift schooners managed to get through as late as
June 1864.
Relying primarily on first-hand and official accounts, the
book is well-documented and should serve as a landmark work
in the further study of this period in the history of the northeast
coast of Florida. It is, in this sense, a point of beginning rather
than a definitive history. The book is attractively printed and
published by E. O. Painter, one of Florida’s finest printers (also
responsible for printing the Florida Historical Quarterly), and de-
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spite a few errors, the book should whet the interests of the
military historian in particular and be enjoyed by nineteenthcentury enthusiasts as well.
Daytona Beach

T HOMAS W. T AYLOR

Finest Kind: A Celebration of a Florida Fishing Village. By Ben
Green. (Macon: Mercer University Press, 1985. x, 261 pp.
Acknowledgments, prologue, photographs, epilogue, postscript. $19.95.)
Native Floridian Ben Green, one of a vanishing species unrooted by tides of bulldozer change, mutes his sensitive, earthy
celebration of an endangered community, Cortez, in a lyrical
storm raging in unashamed subjectivity.
In addition to his reversal of time, conveying quaint and
charming portraiture of a place and its 500 people located on
Sarasota Bay near Bradenton, Green protests the inevitability of
massive development of high-rise condominiums, the lure of
the lucrative narcotics traffic, and the environmental horrors of
“Mr. Bull Dozer, Mr. Dredge Boat and Mr. Drag Line.”
His ancient imagery and story-telling express his obvious affection for Cortez-“truly a community of kinfolks”— that was
settled in the 1880s by North Carolina fishermen seeking one
thing: mullet. Yet, throughout his nostalgic yearning for the
people and the unspoiled face of a vanished Florida, his editorial
pen swirls fiercely, much like the Gulf storms he wishes for
Florida’s despoilers. Much like novelist-environmentalist John
McDonald, Green dips his pen in acid for those entrepreneurial
interlopers who have invaded his narrow world.
Yet, weathering his no-growth or growth-management message, rays of natural Florida sunlight shine on little Cortez, one
of the last fishing villages on Florida’s Gulf coast. First and
foremost, Green has written a love story, structuring a lively
mosaic of “living histories” of rooted sons and daughters of the
original Carolinians who converted their isolation, communal
closeness, and fishing into a way of life rather than a way of
making a living. He portrays their heartaches and hardships,
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hears their music, feels their fundamental religion, knows their
honest racial relations; he echoes their laughter, their sorrow;
he transforms their love and eloquence and earthy vitality into
a treasure of stories that delight, inform, and preserve the
nuances of a vanished Florida.
Floridians— indeed, Southerners; many Americans— will relate to Green’s yearning to reverse time. His portraiture could
be transported to other American communities under assault by
jolting change and the entrepreneurial whirlwind. Yet, typically,
his vignettes of graying boat captains, aging grandmothers, and
proud descendants of simple fishing folk are laced with a frontier spirit and neighborly humanity that stand enduringly preserved as much Florida history as folklore.
He concludes as strongly as he begins: “though I hope for
no loss of human life, I would glory in the wholesale destruction
of Florida’s coastline, I suspect that Cortez residents, Wyman
Coarsey among them, and many native Floridians would join
me in that celebration. . . . Even now I thrill to hear the news of
an approaching gale, and I spend my days pleading and praying
for the coming of a mighty, cleansing storm.”
His preaching, his yearning, while personal and highly subjective, nonetheless become a part of Florida in transition. His
work must stand as a personal testament, flavored with remembrances of a Florida village that was and sadly will not be again.
Pensacola News Journal

J ESSE E ARLE B OWDEN

Speedway to Sunshine: The Story of the Florida East Coast Railway.
By Seth H. Bramson. (Erin, Ontario: The Boston Mills Press,
1984. 320 pp. Acknowledgments, introduction, bibliography,
illustrations, appendices. $45.00.)
Seth H. Bramson, a life-long devotee of the Florida East
Coast Railway, has provided us with the first comprehensive
history of that important transportation network along the
state’s Gold Coast. Over the years Bramson has collected pictures, postcards, and other memorabilia associated with the
growth and development of the line. In the process, he has
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gained an encyclopedic knowledge of the trains, especially the
different engines which hauled freight and passenger cars from
Jacksonville to Key West.
It is good to see a “railroad buff’attempt to go beyond that
usual concern with engine configurations and delve into the
history of the road. However, in this particular instance, the
effort is marred by the narrative itself. Bramson oscillates from
a pedantic style full of clichés to flourishes full of verbiage. The
most startling flaw is basic: Three sentences begin with Arabic
numerals. Beyond these serious writing weaknesses, Bramson
does an adequate job of chronicling the FEC’s past. Although
he at times gives vent to his emotions, especially when discussing
the labor troubles of the 1960s, his overall impressions give the
reader a good sense of the time and place. He does a commendable job of explaining Ed Ball’s protracted (1930s-1960s) legal
struggle, ultimately successful, to gain control of the road.
Since this book is not a typical history, but rather a pictorial
essay of the FEC, I believe that is the ground upon which the
book should be judged. Except for a few quibbles about the
placement of some of the pictures, I feel that Bramson has succeeded in his primary task. He has done a commendable job,
especially in his depictions of the late-nineteenth century, in
presenting the pictorial history of the road. Everything from
the short lines which were the antecedents of the FEC to the
Key West Extension is pictured in this volume.
Although the pages of charts devoted to the FEC’s engines
and rolling stock is a bit much for me, every railroad buff in
Florida should buy this book— I seriously doubt that it will be
superseded in its portrayal through photographs of the heyday
of the FEC. There is still room for a more objective and comprehensive history of the road itself, but local historians may
wish to peruse this volume while our wait continues.
Mississippi College

EDWARD N. A KIN

Giant Tracking: William Dudley Chipley and other Giants of Men. By
Lillian D. Champion. (Pine Mountain, GA: Lillian D. Champion, 1984. ix, 125 pp. Foreword, prologue, epilogue, biographical note, references. $6.00 plus .69 postage. Order from
Lillian D. Champion, Route 1, Box 20, Pine Mountain, GA
31822.)
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The author informs the reader that her purpose for writing
this thin volume was “to preserve facts of the man, William
Dudley Chipley, and the town in Georgia named in his honor”
(p. vii). To accomplish this undertaking, Champion attempts to
trace Chipley’s life from his birth in Columbus, Georgia, in
1840, until his death in Pensacola, Florida, in 1897. Chipley’s
accomplishments in his fifty-seven-year lifetime, including his
military service— twice wounded and rising from an enlisted
grade to become an officer in the Confederate Army— as a
highly successful railroad builder in the Bourbon South, who
openly defied the Florida Railroad Commission, and as a Florida
politician and state senator, the author claims, reserves a revered
place for him among the giants-of-men.
The content of the book is most accurately characterized as
a collection of genealogical information about relatives of Chipley and others who, Champion believes, in some way possibly
helped mold Chipley’s character. In developing this connection,
however, the author relies more on conjecture than on solid
evidence; thus, it is something less than convincing. Moreover,
the book is marred by Champion’s proclivity to digress, when
developing information on Chipley’s life, and discuss topics
which, in many instances, are not germane to the development
of the author’s stated purpose for writing the volume. Similarly
the foregoing statement applies to Champion’s treatment of the
founding of the town of Chipley, Georgia (circa 1879), and its
subsequent history. Consequently, the work lacks an overall
focus, resulting in tedious reading.
This book illustrates an attempt to accomplish too much in
one volume. If a biography of Chipley is needed, and if facts
about the town in Georgia named in his honor (it was changed
to Pine Mountain in 1958) need to be preserved, they should be
treated in separate works. If, however, as in this instance, they
are treated together the volume needs a title more befitting its
content. One suspects the author lumped them together because
of the scarcity of materials on both topics.
Despite these shortcomings, Champion has provided a service for the general reader who might be interested in the career
of William Dudley Chipley and/or the history of Chipley (Pine
Mountain), Georgia.
Although she has relied heavily on other accounts dealing
with Chipley’s life, her assiduous research has added somewhat
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to our previous knowledge of him. More importantly, however,
she has pulled most of the obviously scarce information about
this man, who she alleges was a giant in his time, together into
one volume. Residents of Chipley (Pine Mountain) will be
treated to many facts about their town’s origin, along the railroad constructed under Chipley’s supervision, and the subsequent history of this Georgia community.
University of West Florida

G EORGE F. P EARCE

Perspectives on Gulf Coast Prehistory. Edited by Dave D. Davis.
(Gainesville: University Presses of Florida, 1984. xi, 379 pp.
Contributors, preface, notes, roundtable discussion, references, index. $24.50.)
This volume is the result of a conference on Gulf coast archeology sponsored by Tulane University and hosted by Mr.
and Mrs. Edward M. Simmons at Avery Island, Louisiana, in
1981. The goal of the fourteen conference participants was to
review the archeology of the Gulf coast as an independent region in response to their growing feeling that coastal sequences
did not correlate well with the baseline derived from interior
alluvial valley data.
Sherwood Gagliano describes the natural geological system
of the shore and relates archeological site locations to coastal
developmental cycles. The chapters by J. Richard Shenkel and
Lawrence Aten deal effectively with the Woodland Period cultures of the coast, while Robert Neuman covers recent physical
anthropological data for this and other cultural periods. The
contributions of Ian Brown, David Brose, Dale Greenwell, and
Dave Davis make extensive use of ceramics in their reviews of
various regional culture periods, sequences, and relationships.
Marco Giardino explores the problems of linking historic Mississippi delta tribes and archeological assemblages through the direct historic approach. Vernon Knight considers prehistoric
adaptive patterns and coastal horticulture in Mobile Bay, while
Jerald T. Milanich (and others) presents a detailed faunal and
ceramic analysis of the prehistoric Calusa at Useppa Island in
Florida.
The major theme running through each of the eleven chap-
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ters is traditional culture historical reconstruction. The papers
by Gagliano, Knight, and Milanich are more typical of post1960s processual archeology. As the participants observed, it is
necessary to control the cultural sequence before meaningful
causal interpretation can be sought. The attention to chronological relationships in this volume is clear testimony that much
remains to be done with the culture history of the Gulf coast
area. This collection of papers represents a major step in that
direction.
The final chapter, the roundtable discussion, was a significant element in the conference but will be more difficult for
non-professional readers to appreciate. This volume was written
by archeologists, for archeologists, and the general reader may
find it hard going. It will, however, repay the effort of both
professionals and non-professionals with a genuine interest in
Gulf coast prehistory. The book is a welcome syntheses of current knowledge in an area where localized cultural diversity is
linked by ceramics and other traits which spread throughout
much of the region. The editor and authors are to be commended for a job well done.
University of South Florida

R OGER T. G RANGE

Forgotten Places and Things: Archaeological Perspectives on American
History. Compiled and edited by Albert E. Ward. (Albuquerque: Center for Anthropological Studies, 1983. xii, 358 pp.
Preface, notes, illustrations, index. $24.00 plus 2.00 postage.)
Forgotten Places and Things is a collection of forty short papers
covering a wide variety of topics in historical archeology. The
papers are a sample of those presented at the thirteenth annual
meeting of the Society for Historical Archeology, held in Albuquerque in 1980. They were compiled and published by the
Center for Anthropological Studies in Albuquerque to commemorate those meetings. That is essentially all that the papers
in the volume have in common, and although much interesting
and occasionally provocative material is included, the book suffers from the lack of coherence inevitable in such a sample of
papers.
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The papers in the volume can be roughly organized into the
following categories: multidisciplinary issues in historical archeological research (six papers); archeological projects in the
western United States (six papers); “ethnic” studies in archeology (four papers); the archeology of western railroad and logging camps (four papers); eastern North American historical
archeological projects (four papers); artifact analyses (four papers); cultural resource management issues (three papers); subsistence analysis (three papers); cemetery studies (two papers);
the keynote speeches given at the conference (two papers); one
methodological paper, and one paper on a Caribbean project.
Overall, there is a strong orientation toward topics relevant
to western United States historical archeology. This feature of
the volume should prove to be a positive one for researchers in
other areas of the country, where it is not always easy to obtain
the reports and insights of archeological projects dealing with
the nineteenth-century American West. Non-archeologists who
read the book to gain an overview of what is happening in historical archeology should be cautioned, however, that the scope
of the volume is restricted in this manner.
It is obviously impossible to review all forty papers included
in Forgotten Places and Things, and so I will instead comment
upon a group of papers that probably has the most direct interest for the readers of the Florida Historical Quarterly. They
deal with the relationships between archeology and history, both
theoretically and methodologically. Three papers by historians
and one by cultural geographers explore these relationships and
point out a number of problems that historians and geographers
have in using archeological data. Although the comments are
insightful and are a highly worthwhile lesson for archeologists,
the overall tenor is somewhat one-sided, since no archeologists
contributed papers on this theme from their perspective.
Historian Paul Hoffman (Louisiana State University) offers
a penetrating look at working relationships between historians
and archeologists based on his participation in multidisciplinary
Spanish colonial projects. The different needs and perspectives
of historians and archeologists are underscored, and Hoffman
offers suggestions whereby these differences might be
minimized. Theodore Karamanski (Loyola) discusses the respective roles and accomplishments of archeology and history in the
study of the American fur trade, and James Whittenburg (Wil-
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liam and Mary) addresses these issues from a colonial Virginia
perspective.
Other contributions to the volume which maybe of special
interest to the Florida Historical Quarterly readership include the
late Jill Loucks’s excellent study of the nature of acculturation
of the Florida Indians brought about by the early seventeenthcentury Spanish missions; a very entertaining paper by Ivor
Noel Hume (one of the keynote addresses) which explores the
questions of who, really, are we doing archeology and history
for, and what real benefits are we producing. Nicholas Honerkamp and Elizabeth Reitz’s study of Anglo-colonial subsistence
practices at Frederica, Georgia, provides a number of undocumented details on that aspect of colonial life in the Southeast during the eighteenth-century.
Forgotten Places and Things, despite the unevenness of the
contributions and the absence of a coherent theme, is an important book for several reasons. It is one of the few easily available
sourcebooks on historical archeology that provides a selection of
current research of a national scope; it is an excellent source for
pursuing the debates and reconciliations among historians and
archeologists; and for those scholars who are interested in westward expansion and economic development in nineteenth-century America, this volume offers some fascinating, and often
undocumented glimpses into the details of those processes.
Florida State Museum

K ATHLEEN D EAGAN

Spanish Sea: The Gulf of Mexico in North American Discovery, 15001485. By Robert S. Weddle. (College Station, TX: Texas A &
M University, 1985. xvi, 457 pp. Acknowledgments, preface,
introduction, illustrations, maps, conclusions, glossary, bibliography, index. $34.50.)
Robert S. Weddle is perhaps best known for his study of the
Spanish search for La Salle (Wilderness Manhunt) and his works
on the Padre Island wrecks of 1554. With this book he begins a
two-volume general history of the Gulf of Mexico, the Spanish
Sea of his title. Written as a work of synthesis, but with conclusions he hopes will stir additional research, the work has the
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style and format of Samuel Elliott Morison’s The European Discovery of America, in particular the use of short essays on sources at
the end of each chapter in place of footnotes. Weddle’s thesis is
that from 1508, and Sebastián de Ocampo’s circumnavigation
of Cuba, “the Gulf [of Mexico] became the conduit for discovery, exploration, and settlement of the [North American] continent, unrivaled as such for years to come— the Atlantic coastal
voyages and search for a northern strait notwithstanding (p.
412).”
This is a story told in four parts and a total of twenty-one
chapters. Parts I and III (West from the Islands; The Continent
of Florida) and chapters 17 and 18 (Land of Angels: Menéndez
and Escalante, 1565-75; The “Tragic Quadrate”: [Luis de] Carvajal and the New Kingdom of Leon, 1567-90) will be of greatest
interest to readers of this journal. The first gives the history of
the earliest exploration of the Gulf, including the voyages of
Juan Ponce de León and Alonso Alvarez de Pineda. Part III
covers the stories of Narváez and Cabeza de Vaca, Soto and
Moscoso, Fray Luis Cancer, and the Luna expedition. The contents of chapters 17 and 18 are indicated by their titles. Carvajal
attempted to follow up on some of Menéndez de Avilés ideas.
The other parts and chapters cover events in Mexico in the
early sixteenth century and from the 1550s to 1685.
Weddle’s thesis seems valid for the years to 1560 if North
America is taken in its more extended meaning to include
Mexico, but fails to be convincing thereafter. Even more certain
to provoke discussion are his conclusions about the locations of
certain events. Ponce de Leon’s landing place is put near the bay
of the same name in extreme southern Florida. Soto’s landing
is taken to be near Charlotte Harbor, the original “Tanpa“
[Tampa]. Alvarez de Pineda’s story is extensively revised to,
among other things, place his forty-day stop on the Panuco
River, not on the River of the Holy Spirit (the Mississippi). Narváez and his men are taken well down the coast of Texas before
they are overwhelmed by disaster.
Unanswered is the question of why the Gulf approach to
North America was preferred. The squabble over Pánuco province, which was motivated by a desire to move in on Mexico
and to extend its mission frontiers, and the Luna expedition’s
objectives seem clear enough. But why did Narváez and then
Soto choose to venture into North America from the west coast
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of Florida? Or is it that the thesis claims too much, implicitly
equating Texas with North America, just as Herbert E. Bolton’s
“epic of greater America” makes California the center of the
history of the Americas? Does the Gulf of Mexico have a history?
In a work of this geographic and chronological scope, it is
inevitable that some errors will appear. Thus the locations given
for Cofitachequi and for Pardo’s route are those of scholarship
as outdated as some that Weddle rightly revises for topics closer
to the center of his interest (Texas). The form of citation for
documents from the Patronato section of the Archive of the
Indies (AGI) is confusing, appearing at first to be the old three
part numbers of pre-1929 vintage, but in fact being a shorthand
for the numeros and ramos which are given for other document
series in the AGI.
Such matters aside, this is an excellent overview of events
around the rim of the Gulf of Mexico during the first half of
the sixteenth century. It is particularly strong in the characterization of the leading personae and in succinct narrative of complex events. Standard secondary sources have been supplemented by documents from the archives; all have been subjected
to a well-trained critical eye. Anyone with an interest in the early
history of Florida or any other Gulf coast state should read this
book.
Louisiana State University

P AUL E. H OFFMAN

Spain and Portugal in the New World, 1492-1700. By Lyle N.
McAlister. (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press,
1984. xxvi, 585 pp. Preface, notes, bibliographical essay,
maps, tables, index. $35.00; $13.95 paper.)
Lyle N. McAlister of the University of Florida has had a long
and distinguished career. As a scholar his seminal book on the
fuero militar in New Spain and his highly perceptive, interpretive
article on Spanish colonial society put him in the front ranks of
Latin American colonial historians. At the same time he has
trained almost three generations of Ph.D. students, for whom
he has set the highest scholarly standards. Now after a quarter
century of research, he has provided us with a brilliant new
synthesis of the Ibero-American world to 1700.
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In his preface McAlister lays out seven themes as the
framework for his book, repeated here because they demonstrate the sophistication of his approach. They are (1) the effects
of vast distances, terrain, and climate on the forms of Hispanic
action in the New World; (2) the great efforts of Spain and
Portugal to colonize their American empires; (3) the elaborate
structures used by the two Iberian nations both to provide good
government and to exploit their colonial subjects; (4) formation
of distinct American societies with their own identities; (5) contradictions and tensions among these several processes; (6) the
archaic nature of American society and imperial systems; and
(7) the durability of these societies and systems. Within this
framework he divides the book into three broad chronological
sections: one on the Old World background; a second on discovery, conquest, and colonization to 1570; and a third on the establishment and formation of Hispanic American empires, 15701700. Chapters within each of the three major parts of the work
are broken up into well-delineated smaller sections. Maps and
tables complement the text, and a fifty-page bibliographical
essay closes out the work. Only a glossary is missing.
This book has so many strengths that it is difficult to pick
out the most salient. First, however, McAlister has given far
greater attention to the Old World background than either the
old or the new syntheses. Because he sees so many continuities
between the medieval history of Spain and Portugal and the
archaic medieval structures established in the New World, he
has attempted to describe these in some detail: the rhythm of
the Reconquest, the importance of the municipio, ideas on race,
and the ordering of society are good examples. Second, as might
be expected, his descriptions and analyses of colonial society are
absolutely brilliant. Chapter 18, “American Societies and American Identities,” can be read profitably by both the seasoned
scholar and most callow undergraduate. Third, particularly for
those of us who teach, are his clear, thoughtful, dispassionate
analyses of some of the major controversies swirling about in
Hispanic American colonial history— the size of the indigenous
population at the time of European contact, the seventeenthcentury depression, dependency theory as applied to colonial
Hispanic America, and the Columbian transfers. McAlister not
only spells out these debates, but he also takes a stand himself
without depreciating or discrediting those with whom he disag-
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rees. Fourth, McAlister’s work integrates both the latest research
and the contributions of earlier generations of scholars, sometimes ignored by the current generation of scholars rushing to
be au courant: McAlister recognizes our debt to these early
pioneers. Fifth, his book is a fount of information for all students of Latin American colonial history with the key names,
dates, places, events, weights, measures, and values all there to
provide a solid historical understanding of the realities of colonial and imperial life. Lastly, his discussion of both the Spanish
and the Portuguese empires has led him into discerning comparisons and contrasts of imperial systems. Although he has
given no attention to colonial culture per se, his judicious use of
quotes from contemporary writers more than compensates for
this lacunae. One might also raise a minor quarrel with his
periodization. In fact McAlister himself makes a good case for
closing out the work at 1660 or 1670 when significant changes
began occurring in the Ibero-American world. These are only
minor criticisms, however. Clearly written, well-organized, and
carefully researched, this book by Lyle N. McAlister is the most
important new synthesis of Latin American colonial history to
appear in the last thirty years, a vitally significant contribution
which will be useful to scholars and students alike at all stages
for a long time to come.
Duke University

J OHN J. T E P ASKE

The Cherokee Ghost Dance: Essays on the Southeastern Indians, 17891861. By William G. McLoughlin, with Walter H. Conser, Jr.,
and Virginia Duffy McLoughlin. (Macon: Mercer University
Press, 1984. xxiv, 512 pp. List of abbreviations, acknowledgments, introduction, maps, tables, notes, index. $34.95.)
An unwary reader should not purchase this book assuming
it contains much information on the Ghost Dance. The wellknown Ghost Dance movement originated with the Paiutes in
1890 and swept over the Great Plains and even to the Pacific
coast. It was messianic, prophetic, pacific, and pan-Indian in
nature. After performing the proper rituals and dances,
perhaps wearing special “ghost shirts,” devotees expected to see
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the resurrection of deceased Indians and the reestablishment of
traditional societies.
Both before and after 1890 prophets, medicine men, and
shamans appeared among diverse Indian peoples advocating
reforms and regeneration. Such “prophets” emerged among the
Cherokees in 1811, and the author had characterized their appeal or movement as a ghost dance. McLoughlin argues that the
Cherokee “prophets” were separate from or not greatly influenced by those prophets who appeared in the Creek country at
approximately the same time. But he does not tell us very much
about these prophets and their message. Were they true
Cherokees, or Shawnee, or Creek refugees, and how did their
message compare with that of the Plains Indians? Though the
author has not answered these questions satisfactorily, neither
has anyone else, and at this late date it may not be possible to
recapture the reforms advocated by 1811 Cherokee prophets.
This work, a collection of articles and essays published in the
post-1974 decade, covers the 1789-1861 years. They concern
not so much the Indians but white attitudes toward Native
Americans, and especially in this regard they have much to
offer. When McLoughlin deals with the Indians he concentrates
on the mestizos and white Indian countrymen and on their role
in the process of acculturation, opposition to removal, and increasing Cherokee nationalism. The author is particularly interested in white missionaries, primarily Baptists and Prebyterians— among whom were his wife’s ancestors— who, in the East
or in Oklahoma, established missions. In telling their story and
interpreting their motives McLoughlin has relied heavily on
documents in the National Archives and to a lesser extent on
those of the Moravians at Winston-Salem.
Another of his interests is the status of Negroes among nonCherokee southern tribes and how missionaries, influenced by
the growing abolitionist movement, dealt with Indian slaveowners. In discussing Indian racial attitudes, McLoughlin
analyzes, as have others, the Seminole (Creek) Neamathla’s observations on Negroes, Indians, and whites.
Assorted documents are reproduced in this work, including
extensive extracts from Cherokee censuses and a Moravian missionary’s second-hand account of the 1811 Ghost Dance movement among the Cherokees. These documents, the treatment of
the missionaries’ motivations, frustrations, and successes, and
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the convenience of having previously-published scholarly and
informative articles brought together in a body— not the Ghost
Dance— are the strengths of this book which can serve as a valuable reference for those interested in Cherokee history.
Florida State University

J. L EITCH W RIGHT , J R .

The Papers of John C. Calhoun, Volume XVI, 1841-1843. Edited by
Clyde N. Wilson. (Columbia: University of South Carolina
Press, 1984. xxxii, 744 pp. Preface, introduction, symbols,
bibliography, index. $34.95.)
Like its predecessor volumes, this one is as complete as it
could be made. It includes letters to and from Calhoun, his
recorded public utterances, and pertinent letters by his close
kinsmen and some close associates. It documents two sessions of
Congress during the presidency of John Tyler during which
efforts were underway to make Calhoun the Democratic party’s
1844 presidential candidate. The volume ends with Calhoun’s
resignation from the United States Senate four years before his
term ended. The editor suggests that there are three important
topics in these papers: significant events of Calhoun’s private
life, his philosophical reflections upon “the American republican federation,” and the unsuccessful maneuverings for the
presidential nomination.
Today’s presidential campaigns would have appeared offensive, undignified, and dishonorable to Calhoun. He was the
product of an age when candidates must appear not to be seeking office. As was the custom, he publicly feigned indifference
and insisted that it was his friends who were pressing his candidacy. Unfortunately, both Calhoun and his friends were inept
in the party politics that were developing in the second quarter
of the nineteenth century. His chief rivals were far more skilled
in the mechanics of party politics. In a sense, Calhoun was a
political antique who was not destined for success in a political
system based on compromise and accommodation; he viewed
issues theoretically and sought solutions in terms of abstract
principles.
There can be no doubt that electioneering was not to Cal-
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houn’s taste. The editor of the volume well summed up Calhoun’s plight in a political system rapidly becoming democratic:
“there was about Calhoun’s effort an old-fashioned amateurishness. His goals and his appeal were no longer in step with the
quotidian realities of politics as it had developed over much of
the Union. Calhoun did not fully understand, or if he did understand, was too proud to adapt adequately to the system that
was emergent. His greatest strength as a candidate was the appeal of his aloofness from practical politics, which was also his
greatest weakness” (p. xxii). He withdrew from the presidential
race late in 1843.
Biography buffs will be interested in nagging problems of
his private life documented here: his wife’s illnesses, his concern
for his disappointing, unambitious children, the alcoholism of
his brother-in-law, and his financial circumstances. (He died intestate and in debt.)
If his papers are any indication, Florida was a subject that
rarely crossed Calhoun’s mind. It was a territory until 1845, and
played no role in presidential politics. In this volume, however,
Florida comes into view several times as Calhoun presents to the
Senate petitions from citizens of several Florida counties seeking
admission to the Union.
The editor and his staff are to be commended for maintaining the high level of editing, compiling, and printing which has
characterized the previous volumes in this series.
University of Florida

H ERBERT J. D OHERTY , J R .

Chattanooga: A Death Grip on the Confederacy. By James Lee
McDonough. (Knoxville: University of Tennessee Press,
1984. xviii, 298 pp. Preface, acknowledgments, illustrations,
notes, appendices, bibliography, index. $19.95.)
Cannoneers in Gray: The Field Artillery of the Army of Tennessee,
1861-1865. By Larry J. Daniel. (University: University of
Alabama Press, 1984. xii, 234 pp. Preface, appendix, notes,
bibliographical eassy, index. $19.95.)
The western theater of operations, extending from the Allegheny Mountains to the Mississippi River, had an importance
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in the Civil War that has never been fully appreciated. The West
protected the very heart of the southern nation. Its loss could—
and did— reduce the Confederacy to a thin and short strip of
land along the eastern seaboard; and then it was but a brief time
to the end.
After the fall of Vicksburg in July 1863, the next strategic
target in the West for both sides became Chattanooga, Tennessee. Vital road junction, railroad hub, supply depot, and veritable gateway to the Deep South, Chattanooga was the key to
future movements by Confederates and Federals. A complicated, two-month campaign for control of the city began in September. The climax came at Thanksgiving time, when General
U. S. Grant’s troops drove Braxton Bragg’s army from the surrounding heights so decisively that the Confederate withdrawal
bordered on a rout.
The military events at Chattanooga have never received indepth and scholarly analysis— until now. James McDonough has
not only told the story well, he has also dispelled a number of
misassumptions and traditional but false conclusions. For example, McDonough carefully shows that the long-held belief (voiced anew by Bruce Catton and other recent writers) of Grant
planning and executing flawlessly the climactic assault at Missionary Ridge is simply not true. Through garbled orders, attacking Federals found themselves entangled in an “awful mess”
at the base of the ridge. It was too dangerous either to remain
in place or to fall back. Hence, the bluecoats continued forward
in a charge (writes McDonough) “born of desperation, anger,
and the instinct of war-wise combat veterans.” The Union generals that day were little more than shocked spectators.
General Bragg, as expected and deserved, is the arch-villain
in this drama, and McDonough finds few redeeming qualities
in that tormented commander. Yet Bragg is not alone with
shortcomings. Burly James Longstreet is guilty of “disastrous
bungling,” in addition to machinations for higher command.
General William T. Sherman, McDonough asserts, left a good
deal to be desired throughout the Chattanooga campaign, and
the impression is clear in this book that Grant once again profited as much from luck as from skill.
A few distractions here interrupt the flow. McDonough’s occasional penchant for discussing imponderables breaks the
chain of thought. The might-have-beens of Chickamauga are
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the first examples. Too often, the author seeks to blend historiography and history. What other writers of late have thought
is not a proper subject of this book, and personal disagreements
or praise belong in footnotes. These quirks notwithstanding,
McDonough has produced the best study ever done on the Chattanooga campaign. Each army receives equal attention and
treatment, and McDonough throughout remains commendably
impartial except to generals who merited strong opinions. Battle
maps, incidentally, are as revealing as the text.
Only Stanley Horn and Thomas Connelly have written detailed works on the Confederate Army of Tennessee. Both authors naturally concentrated on the activities of infantry, which
were the basic fighting component of any army. Overlooked
almost entirely in the handful of books treating of the western
forces has been the artillery. Its role was vital, as Larry Daniel
shows in a pathbreaking work long overdue.
Daniel follows the Army of Tennessee from beginning to
end; yet he reverses the usual approach by zeroing on cannoneers and showing riflemen in supporting roles. For the first
time, battery and battalion commanders such as Thomas Hotchkiss, Llewellyn Hoxton, Felix Robertson, Henry Semple, and
Robert F. Beckham come alive in all of their varying personalities. What the artillery units did and did not do in all of
the major battles of the West is carefully described. The view is
both unique and enlightening. As examples: Daniel shows that
a well-drilled gun crew could fire two rounds per minute, and
because Civil War cannons recoiled so drastically, positioning
and aiming (rather than loading and firing) consumed the most
time.
This volume does not go into the detail found in Jenning C.
Wise’s classic study of Confederate artillery in the East (The Long
Arm of Lee, 2 vols., 1915), and Daniel’s compilation would have
benefitted greatly from just one map showing artillery displacements in a battle. Still, the book is a major breakthrough and a
valuable tool for any future study of the hardluck Army of Tennessee.
Daniel’s conclusion is especially provocative: “It seemed to
be the western artillery’s misfortune to have a series of army
commanders who did not fully appreciate its vital role in combat. Albert Sidney Johnston considered the artillery only as an
after-thought. Braxton Bragg was inflexibly locked into an ap-
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proach that was obsolete by the time of the Civil War. Hood was
essentially a romantic, who was impressed with the infantry
charge, not the artillery barrage. Only one general seemed to
appreciate the long arm: Joseph E. Johnston.”
Virginia Polytechnic Institute
and State University

J AMES I. R OBERTSON

Cotton Fields No More: Southern Agriculture, 1865-1980. By Gilbert
C. Fite. (Lexington: University Press of Kentucky, 1984. xiii,
273 pp. List of tables, preface, appendix, notes, sources,
index, illustrations. $28.00.)
Despite the obvious importance of agriculture in post-Civil
War southern history a comprehensive study equivalent to L. C.
Gray’s monumental History of Agriculture in the Southern United
States to 1860 has been lacking. Fortunately, however, one of the
nation’s leading agricultural historians has finally undertaken
that formidable task. Gilbert C. Fite, past president of both the
Agricultural History Society (1960) and of the Southern Historical Association (1974) and author of several books on American
agriculture and two important articles on mechanization of
southern farms, has filled in the gap in southern historiography
with his Cotton Fields No More: Southern Agriculture, 1865-1980.
Professor Fite believes that over-population and undercapitalization of southern farms were the basic causes of the
poverty that beset the region from the Civil War until World
War II. Because farms generally were too small for mechanization, progress in agricultural science and technology which had
transformed northern agriculture had little effect in the South
until the era of the New Deal. Then federal programs brought
a new prosperity to the larger class of agriculturists, if not to
agricultural workers.
According to Fite, World War II accelerated the agricultural
revolution begun during the late 1930s. High prices enabled
large landowners to reduce or eliminate their indebtedness and
to accumulate capital for mechanization after the conflict was
over. In this period over-population of the rural areas of the
South was reduced significantly when many farm workers left
the land for the cities or the armed forces.
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Fite makes his greatest contribution in his discussion of the
post-World War II era. He describes the mechanization of
southern staple crops without becoming lost in technical details,
and discusses the consequences of the elimination of the system
of sharecropping. Through this mechanization, Fite explains,
successful agriculturists attained a new flexibility which permitted them to turn away from the traditional staple crops when
market conditions changed, and to plant such new crops as soybeans, peanuts, small grains, grasses, or rice. Many abandoned
cotton or tobacco for livestock breeding. Fite also analyzed the
plight of small farmers and sharecroppers displaced by
mechanization and the shift away from the labor-intensive staple
crops, and discussed the sporadic efforts of the federal government to assist these unfortunates. Fite concluded that such relief
efforts were half-hearted because federal experts believed that
these surplus farm workers must eventually seek urban employment.
If they are to be able to understand the history of the South
after the Civil War, historians, teachers, and students must all
familiarize themselves with Fite’s Cotton Fields No More. This is
undoubtedly the most important work in southern economic
history to come from the presses during the last decade.
Florida State University

J OHN H EBRON M OORE

The Two-Party South. By Alexander Lamis. (New York: Oxford
University Press, 1984. x, 317 pp. Preface, maps, tables, appendix, bibliographic note, notes, index. $25.00.)
One of the leading scholars of post-World War II southern
politics, Alexander Heard, posed a challenging question in his
book published in 1952 by The University of North Carolina
Press, A Two Party South? Thirty-two years later another Alexander, Alexander Lamis, has given us a thoughtful and welldocumented answer in the title of his book published by Oxford
University Press, The Two-Party South.
Lamis’s introductory chapters carefully narrate the
emergence of two-party politics in the South. This commentary
is followed by a chapter-by-chapter analysis of party competition
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in each of the eleven former Confederate states as it has evolved
since the end of World War II and a final chapter which discusses the politics of these states in the 1980s and beyond.
The first cross-over from Democratic party to Republican
party by some leading southern politicians was in response to
the Democratic party’s advocacy of civil rights legislation. Lamis
notes the beginning of the shifting during the 1950s. He discusses in detail the most dramatic shifting, which came during the
Goldwater v. Johnson campaign of 1964 and was accelerated by
the passage of both civil rights and voting rights laws.
These laws modified the issue of race, which had been
exploited by the all-white Democratic party and which had been
the linchpin of its dominance of southern politics from post-Reconstruction days into the 1960s. The Republican party was then
able to make inroads into the once solid Democratic South and
to present a challenge to the Democratic party to adjust to new
political realities. Lamis discusses both developments, pointing
out that while some leading southern Democratic party politicians defected to the Republican party beginning in the 1950s
there were still enough southern Democrats who did not defect
to start building a coalition with the black political community.
As a consequence, Republican presidential and United States
senatorial candidates achieved successes, yet the Democratic
party maintained solid control, with few exceptions, at state and
local levels.
Lamis contends, that while each party’s reaction to the issue
of race remains a factor, class has become the more dominant
factor in explaining further two-party development in the
South. He believes that more and more the party competition
in the southern states mirrors national party competition. He
notes, as have other scholars of southern politics, that bona fide
two-party competition already exists in the Rim South states
(Virginia, North Carolina, Florida, Tennessee, and Texas), and
such a trend is measurable in the remaining six states (South
Carolina, Georgia, Alabama, Mississippi, Arkansas, and
Louisiana).
Lamis devotes a complete chapter to each of the eleven
southern states, in which he discusses the political pecularities
that relate to the development of two-party competition. In
these chapters he has provided a wealth of data bringing us
up-to-date on politics in the contemporary South.
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Finally, Lamis raises significant questions concerning the future of two-party competition in the southern states. He puts his
finger on the heart of the matter when he raises the critical
question as to whether those southern citizens who presently
remain without significant influence in the political process (the
“have nots”) will gain a meaningful role in a viable two-party
South. He concludes that the dream of the southern Populists
has not yet been realized, but that changes in the nature of party
competition point to a higher order of probability that they
could.
Florida State University

E LSTON R OADY

The Black Worker since the AFL-CIO Merger, 1955-1980. Edited by
Philip S. Foner, Ronald L. Lewis, and Robert Cvornyek.
(Philadelphia: Temple University Press, 1984. xi, 589 pp. Preface, notes, index. $39.95.)
This final volume in a massive documentary history of the
black worker is quite different from the early volumes. Whereas
they focused on narrow objectives such as the right to organize
and strike, volume VIII focuses on the ideology of race and
class. Here we meet a much more class-conscious black worker.
Also the focus is more national than regional. Little in this volume is distinctly southern. Even the index, which had numerous
references to Florida, Alabama, Georgia, and other southern
states in earlier volumes has none at all in this one. Although
earlier volumes mentioned racism within the labor movement,
the focus was still basically economic. In this one the emphasis
is less on bread-and-butter issues and more on internal conflict
within labor itself.
The major divisions of documents illustrate these generalizations. After an introductory section dealing with the general
racial and economic conditions of black workers, the editors
move to the major focus of the book: the AFL-CIO and civil
rights issues, radical black workers, the Negro-labor alliance,
and Drug and Hospital Employees Local 1199, which provided
the most impressive case study of poor workers aided by the
powerful civil rights establishment.
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The individual documents range from the famous to the
obscure. They include speeches, internal union documents,
propaganda leaflets, AFL-CIO resolutions. Although the theme
of the book is the black experience with unionism, much important biographical information appears in printed form for the
first time. One entire subsection deals with Philip Randolph.
Another contains speeches to the AFL-CIO by Thurgood Marshall, Martin Luther King, Jr., Roy Wilkins, Mary Moultrie, Benjamin Hooks, and Vernon Jordan, Jr. A third subsection is devoted to Bayard Rustin.
Some labor historians may quarrel with the scant attention
paid to individual strikes. The only one treated in some depth
is the 113-day Charleston, South Carolina, hospital workers
strike. Perhaps other better-known strikes (for instance the
Memphis sanitation workers) might have been more appropriate, but the less-familiar Charleston strike certainly demonstrates the interaction between racism, worker indigence, and
the national influence of groups such as the NAACP, the Urban
League, and the Southern Christian Leadership Conference.
Of more general use to labor historians will be documents
pertaining to racial policies and relations within individual unions. Substantial numbers of documents deal with the United
Auto workers, the United Steel workers, and the building trades
(which formed one of the strongest anti-black barriers within
unionism). The editors provide introductions to each section
which briefly summarize the topic and provide important background.
Obviously, any documentary collection will leave a reviewer
wondering why one document which he believes to be marginal
was included, and another more important document omitted.
I see no reason to engage in this sort of second-guessing. This
series of eight volumes has enormously enlarged our understanding of black’s ambivalent relationship with the labor movement in America. The editors deserve credit for a job well done.
Auburn University
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No Place To Hide: The South and Human Rights, Volume I. By
Ralph McGill. (Macon: Mercer University Press, 1984. lviv,
321 pp. Editor’s introduction, acknowledgments, illustrations,
notes.)
No Place to Hide: The South and Human Rights, Volume II. By
Ralph McGill. (Macon: Mercer University Press, 1984. xxiii,
346 pp. Acknowledgments, illustrations, notes, index.
$40.00 for both volumes.)
These volumes constitute the core of Ralph McGill’s writings
on important, social issues in the South over a fifty-year period.
In a series of essays, interviews, book reviews, and statements,
McGill, former reporter, editor, and publisher of the Atlanta
Constitution, assesses and offers his views on racial developments,
the South, Georgia, southern politics, and public education.
Throughout these pages, as editor Calvin M. Logue notes,
McGill provides Southerners with “an alternative to inaction,
hate, violence, and racial discrimination” (p. xliv).
McGill was not only a native Southerner, he also loved the
South and sought to induce it to enter the twentieth century. As
with the followers of Henry Grady, he believed progress in the
South would result from the movement of industry and technology into the region. But he also urged a more progressive racial
policy upon his fellow Southerners, arguing that slavery and
segregation were primary reasons why the South lagged behind
the rest of the nation. While he proved to be a gentle reporter
when trying to convince Southerners to accept new methods
and new directions, he could be an unsparing critic when dealing with reactionary southern political leaders. Commenting on
Lester Maddox, for example, he remarked during a talk show
that “running the state of Georgia is a major business enterprise
. . . [but] I don’t feel he has the competence for the job” (p. 658).
Or, reporting on the leadership of George Wallace, Lester Maddox, and John Bell Williams, he asserted that they know “the
image they create of their region and their country is harmful
and ugly. But their attitude is, ‘Who gives a damn what the rest
of the world thinks!’“ (p. 603).
Calvin Logue has done an excellent job of selecting these
writings and preserving them for the reading public. The first
volume opens with an essay by McGill on “The Southeast,” and
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then proceeds chronologically with his writings on social issues
from 1938 to 1969. Much of the focus is on race relations in the
South, as it should be. Although McGill was often angered and
frustrated by racial developments, he was a realist who understood that racial and social progress would take time. Despite
threats on his life, he never hesitated to speak out against racial
injustice, believing that Southerners needed to know the full
story and that they would respond justly if they knew the truth.
While it is difficult to attach labels to McGill, he remained a
booster of the South throughout his life and believed that
economic, educational, and racial advancement were inextricably linked and essential for the South’s emergence. He took
great pride in the development of Atlanta and frequently
pointed to it as a model for the region.
These two volumes remind us of the great debt the South
owes to individuals like Ralph McGill. Scholars will certainly
profit by these writings, and the general reader will enjoy reexamining the South’s past through the eyes of its leading reporter. Floridians should especially profit from McGill’s assessment
of LeRoy Collins and the leadership he provided the state and
the region in the critical decade of the 1950s.
University of Florida

D AVID R. C OLBURN

Land Growth and Politics. By John M. DeGrove. (Chicago: American Planning Association, 1984. ix, 454 pp. Acknowledgments, introduction, notes, index. $33.95.)
Among the legacies of the 1960s, the American concern for
protecting the environment persists as a powerful public policy
issue. In this impressively-researched book, John M. DeGrove
traces the course of environmental politics as reflected in the
development of land/growth management policies in seven
states during the 1960s and 1970s. As DeGrove puts it, the
major purpose of the book “is to document the political context
of the development and implementation of seven state landand growth-management systems” (p. 7). Given the dramatic
national demographic shifts of recent decades and the
emergence of serious growth-induced problems in Florida and
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other so-called Sun Belt states, DeGrove’s analysis is especially
timely.
DeGrove’s political analysis relies upon examination of four
successive stages in the creation of state environmental policy:
the emergence of the problem; the politics of adoption; the
politics of implementation; and the politics of the future. As
might be expected, the political context and reform agenda of
land-use legislation differed somewhat in each state. In Hawaii,
the first state to adopt land-use controls (1961), environmental
reform stemmed primarily from efforts to preserve agricultural
land from unplanned urban encroachment. Vermont’s 1970
growth-management law sought to impose controls on largescale housing and recreational developments which seemed to
threaten both the state’s environment and its small-town patterns. In California, big oil and land development interests
blocked environmental reform legislation, but a voter initiative
in 1972 produced a comprehensive coastal zone management
law. Despite the varied political context in these states (and in
the others covered by DeGrove: Florida, Colorado, Oregon, and
North Carolina), the success of environmental activist groups
and a widespread popular support for environmental protection
provided some common threads.
The chapter on environmental reform in Florida is the
strongest in the book. This should not be surprising, since DeGrove headed the state task force which developed the key land
management legislation in 1972; from 1983 to 1985, DeGrove
was secretary of the Florida Department of Community Affairs,
the state’s land planning agency. Thus, DeGrove writes not only
with the perspective of the social scientist, but with the knowledge of the political insider as well.
Land management legislation in Florida emerged from a
growing concern about the impact of rapid population growth
and development on the state’s fragile environment. Several issues in the 1960s and early 1970s— including controversies over
the Cross-Florida Barge Canal and the South Florida regional
jetport planned for the Big Cypress Swamp, as well as a water
shortage in the early 1970s that endangered the Everglades— all
raised public consciousness about protecting the state’s land and
water resources from hasty and unplanned development. The
Land Management Act of 1972 (also known as Chapter 380)
represented a far-reaching environmental reform which gave
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government wide authority for planning and regulating land
uses throughout the state. DeGrove provides a detailed analysis
of the law’s genesis and implementation, along with revisions
and modifications over the years since 1972. Although at first
opposed to land management legislation, developers, builders,
and other private-sector groups have mostly come to support
the concept of land-use regulation. Florida will remain among
the fastest growing states through the 1990s but it can depend
on a powerful coalition of interest groups that support growth
management. DeGrove’s only real criticism of the land management process in Florida is the slowness of some local governments to comply with state-mandated planning procedures and
inadequate state funding to insure effective compliance and
monitoring of environmental regulations.
Generally, DeGrove ends on an upbeat note, suggesting that
growth management throughout the nation has come to be accepted by many previously opposed interest groups. Growth is
no longer uniformly accepted as entirely positive, especially
when the alternative can be environmental catastrophe. This
important book informs us about one of the crucial issues of our
time. It also suggests that the give-and-take of the political process can provide us with solutions that we can live with and that
can improve our lives.
Florida Atlantic University
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Tampa: A Pictorial History is the most recent publication by
Hampton Dunn, one of Florida’s best-known history writers.
While recorded history of Tampa begins with the Spanish conquistadores in the sixteenth century, settlement waited until
1824 when the United States Army established Fort Brooke at
the mouth of the Hillsborough River. Pictures of Tampa’s early
pioneers and buildings and places associated with development
in the 1880s and 1890s are in the first part of the book, but the
emphasis naturally is on the twentieth century. There are more
than 350 historic photographs included, most from the author’s
own large collection which he has recently given to the University of South Florida. All of the photographs are identified and
the narrative provides information about Tampa and the
Tampa Bay area. Tampa: A Pictorial History was published by the
Donning Company, Norfolk, Virginia; the paperback price is
$14.95.
In 1948 J. Randall Stanley compiled the data and wrote a
history of Gadsden County. His work was set in type and proof
sheets were made, but it was never published. Only the proof
sheets survived. David A. Avant, Jr., of Tallahassee, reorganized
the material, compiled a name, place, and subject index, and
included more than 100 historical photographs, many in the
index. Mr. Avant has published the History of Gadsden County,
1948. It is an important addition to the growing list of Florida
county histories. It contains important information on the shade
tobacco industry and on pioneer families. Order from L’Avant
Studios, Box 1711, 207 W. Park Avenue, Tallahassee, FL 32302.
The price is $30.00, plus $1.50 for postage and handling.
The second edition of Old Hickory’s Town, An Illustrated Histoy of Jacksonville, by James Robertson Ward in association with
Dena E. Snodgrass, has been published. It includes a new index
and additional text. Old Hickory’s Town was reviewed in the Florida Historical Quarterly, Vol. LXI, April 1983, 463-65. Mr. Ward
received the Rembert W. Patrick Memorial Book Prize in 1983
from the Florida Historical Society for his book. Order from
[359]
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Old Hickory’s Town, Inc., P. O. Drawer 19786, Jacksonville, FL
32247-0786; the price is $39.50.
The Fleming family has played a prominent role in Florida
history for more than two centuries. George Fleming arrived in
St. Augustine from Charleston in 1785, and three years later
married Sophia, the daughter of Francis Philip Fatio. They established a large plantation, Hibernia, on an island in the St.
Johns River across from her father’s property at Little Switzerland. Their grandson, Francis P. Fleming, later governor of
Florida, was the author of A Memoir of Captain C. Seton Fleming,
of the Second Florida Infantry, C.S.A. Seton Fleming was Francis
Fleming’s brother. This Memoir was first published in Jacksonville in 1881. Most of the archival records concerning Florida’s
Confederate forces have not survived, but this book provides
information about the activities of Florida troops in the Army
of Northern Virginia. A facsimile of the Memoir has been published by Stonewall House, Box 19076, Alexandria, Virginia
22320. It includes an interpretative essay by Rodney Dillon, Jr.,
and an index. The volume sells for $22.00.
Oak Hill, Florida (Volusia County), notes as its first settler
George Murray who received a Spanish land grant. After the
War of 1812, live oak cutters, working under government contracts, were in the area. The settlement of Oak Hill, located on
the Indian River, began after the Civil War. Fishing and citrus
were major activities in the area since the nineteenth century. A
history of the community has been compiled by Mary A. Dewees. She used extant records and interviewed many of the oldtimers in the community. History and Memories of Oak Hill, Florida
may be ordered from Mrs. Dewees, 243 Adams Avenue, Oak
Hill, Florida 32759. Her book sells for $10.00.
As part of the thirty-fifth anniversary celebration of Mount
Sinai Medical Center, the largest private hospital in South Florida, the trustees asked Dr. Paul George, vice-president of the
Florida Historical Society, to write a history. Using hospital archives and oral history interviews, Dr. George has compiled a
valuable account of both a medical family and the people who
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were responsible for its organization and development. Mount
Sinai was established in 1949 because of a need for a new hospital in Miami Beach to take care of the rapidly growing Jewish
population in the area. Overt anti-Semitism in the community
allowed other hospitals to limit the service of Jewish physicians
by placing restrictions and quotas on their activities. The
Nautilus Hotel, which had been constructed by Carl Fisher in
1923, was converted into the first Mount Sinai Hospital. Mount
Sinai now occupies a fifty-five acre campus along the edge of
Biscayne Bay. It has achieved a national reputation for patient
care and teaching and research, and provides health care to all
patients without regard to race, religion, or ethnic origins. Visions, Accomplishments, Challenges: Mount Sinai Medical Center of
Greater Miami, 1949-1984 may be ordered from the Miami Sinai
Medical Center, Miami Beach; the price is $12.95.
Historians and genealogists gathering research data on the
early history of Pensacola, Escambia County, and the Florida
panhandle will find Dicy Villar Bowman’s new book The Five
Daughters of Manuel Dominguez, 1779-1985 very useful. There is
interesting and important information on Philippa Wilkins,
Eulalia Villar, Josephine Collins, Irene Touart, and Anita
Parades, the members of their families, and their descendants.
Order from Mrs. Bowman, 2885 Blackshear, Pensacola, FL
32503; the price is $20.00, plus $1.50 postage.
In the 1940s and 1950s, Lola Lee Daniell Bruington, under
the auspices of the Pensacola chapter of the Daughters of the
American Revolution, compiled the records of every known
white cemetery in Escambia County except St. Michael’s and St.
Joseph’s. Onlya few copies of this publication have survived.
Mrs. Bruington and James Clarke Bruington have recopied the
earlier volume and indexed it. Listed are birth and death dates,
and other information such as family relationships and military
designations, if available. There is also specific information on
the location of each cemetery and directions on how to reach it.
Order Rural Cemeteries in Escambia County Florida 1826-1950
from Mrs. Bruington, 520 North 6th Avenue, Pensaoola, FL
32501; the price is $25.00, plus $1.50 postage.
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Important functions of the United Daughters of the Confederacy since it was organized in Nashville, Tennessee, in 1894
have been to preserve historical records and documents relating
to the Civil War, to encourage scholarly research and writing,
and to note important events associated with the war. The Florida Division of the United Daughters of the Confederacy had
its beginnings in Jacksonville in 1896 with the organization of
the chapter known later as Martha Reid Chapter. It was named
for Mary Martha Reid, matron of the Florida Hospital in
Richmond during the Civil War and the wife of Territorial Governor Robert Raymond Reid. Other chapters were quickly organized in Lake City, Ocala, Brooksville, Palatka, and elsewhere
in the state. Mrs. Edwin G. Weed was the first president of the
Florida Division. Cathryn Garth Lancaster has compiled a history of the Florida UDC covering the years 1896-1921, with
biographical information on the women who served as president. Early Years of the Florida Division UDC, 1896-1921, may be
ordered from the author, 1351 Venetian Way, Winter Park, FL
32789. The price is $5.50; make checks payable to Treasurer,
Florida Division UDC.
The Pulse of Saint Paul’s United Methodist Church is the history
of a religious institution that has played an important role in
Eau Gallie since the building was constructed in 1902 and dedicated in 1905. Eau Gallie was likely a mission point before the
turn of the century. Methodist families organized a Sunday
School in 1890, and held church services in available buildings
until the church was constructed on Highland Avenue. Stanley
Eskew compiled The Pulse. It sells for $8.00, plus postage, and
may be ordered from him. The address is 1260 Highland Avenue, Melbourne, FL 32935.
A second edition of Confederate and Southern States Bonds by
Grover C. Criswell is available. The first edition was published
in 1961. In the section on Florida there are pictures and descriptions of bonds beginning with one issued January 1, 1838, signed
by Territorial Governor Richard Keith Call. Three were issued
in Florida during the Civil War, another in 1868, and one, February 1, 1873. Order from Criswell’s, Fort McCoy, Florida
32637; the price is $25.00.
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W. Horace Carter is an outdoor magazine writer and a newspaper editor. In 1952, he won a Pulitzer Prize. His articles on
fishing in Florida have appeared in national journals, and he
has served as president of both the Florida Outdoor Writers
Association and the Southeastern Outdoor Press Association.
His book, Nature’s Masterpiece at Homosassa: Where the Saltgrass
Meets the Sawgrass, is a collection of stories and sketches about
the people and wildlife creatures of the Florida Gulf Coast with
particular emphasis on the Homosassa Springs area. Photographs and an index are also included. The price is $7.95; add
$1.35 for postage and handling. Order from Atlantic Publishing
Company, Box 67, Tabor City, NC 28463.
The P. K. Yonge Library of Florida History, University of
Florida, Gainesville, announces the publication of the microfilm
edition of its Spanish Florida Borderlands collection of documents— the Stetson Collection, the East Florida Papers, and the
Papeles de Cuba pertaining to West and East Florida. The calendars consist of catalogue cards descriptive of the contents of
each document. Information contained in the description of
each document includes: date of document and its location
within the collection; place of origin, author, addressee, and
length of document; and a brief summary in English (a notation)
of its contents noting subject and all proper names. The calendars to the Stetson Collection, East Florida Papers, and Papeles
de Cuba pertaining to West and East Florida are available for
purchase on thirty-five mm. silver halide microfilm produced to
archival standards. The Stetson calendar comprises three reels
of film, the East Florida Papers calendar, eleven reels; and the
Papeles de Cuba calendar, twelve reels. Inquiries should be
directed to the P. K. Yonge Library of Florida History, 4th Floor
Library West, University of Florida, Gainesville, FL 32611.
The Volusia County Genealogical Society has reprinted Register of Deceased Veterans of Florida, Volusia County. It was previously published in 1941 by the Federal Works Agency, Works
Project Administration of Florida. It is a comprehensive record
of all graves of honorably discharged veterans of the United
States including Confederate veterans, found in Volusia
County. Order from Volusia County Genealogical Society. Box
2039, Daytona Beach, FL. 32015; the price is $10.00 per copy.
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North American Indian Lives, by Nancy Oestreich Lurie, is a
collection of fifteen short biographical sketches of Indian leaders. Included is a sketch of Osceola and the Florida Seminoles.
This booklet is published by University of Washington Press,
Seattle, Washington, and it sells for $7.95.
The Encyclopedia of The South, edited by Robert O’Brien, includes short sketches, alphabetically arranged, of people, places,
events, etc., which relate to the South (an eleven-state area).
There are more than 2,500 entries, including several from Florida. There are also articles for each state, and a map and fact
sheet page for each state. It was published by Facts on File,. New
York, and it sells for $29.95.
The University of Georgia, A Bicentennial History, 1785-1985, by
Thomas G. Dyer (he is also editor of the Georgia Historical Quarterly) is a comprehensive history of one of the major educational
institutions in the South and. the nation. The Georgia legislature
approved a charter in 1785 establishing a university and provided it with an endowment of 40,000 acres of land in two new
counties in the northeastern part of the state. By 1801 the school
was in operation; it had a president and a few students. Periodically thwarted by limited resources, the University continued
to grow and change with changing times and conditions. As
early as the 1820s people throughout Georgia were aware of the
role that the University could play in the state. The curriculum
was broadened, new courses of study were introduced, and
there even seemed to be a willingness to experiment with new
programs and subject matter. The need for students learning
French and Spanish was recognized, calculus was added to the
curriculum, and by 1834 modern languages were required of
all students. The emergence of land-grant colleges after the
Civil War affected the University of Georgia as it did all state
universities. Dr. Dyer notes also the coming of intercollegiate
athletics, the admission of women to undergraduate programs,
the rapidly expanding graduate schools, the huge influx of veterans after World War II, and desegregation at Georgia. Dr.
Dyer used available manuscript and primary sources, although
he notes the gaps in the archives particularly for the period
prior to 1900. University of Georgia was published by University
of Georgia Press, and it sells for $35.00.
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Bibliography of Religion in the South was compiled by Charles
H. Lippy of Clemson University, and it was published by Mercer
University Press. The bibliography compliments and supplements Sam S. Hill’s monumental Encyclopedia of Religion in the
South, also published by Mercer University Press (reviewed,
F.H.Q. Vol. LXIII, April 1985, 480). More than 5,000 books,
monographs, essays, articles, dissertations, theses, and recordings have been identified, catalogued, and critically assessed.
They include studies of various religious groups— Protestant,
Catholic, Jewish, sectarian, and the smaller movements. The Encyclopedia also appraises work on the relationship between religion and the social order in the South, and on southern religious
thought and theology. Other subject areas are native American
religions and Indian missions (including Spanish missions in
Florida), the religious experiences of southern blacks, and literature, art, architecture, and music are included. A concluding
chapter speaks to the areas for future research and analysis.
Each chapter is organized in two major sections. The first is
commentary on the secondary literature, noting the major
works in an area, offering critical appraisal of its value, and
suggesting areas for further inquiry; the second is a topically
organized bibliography. This volume sells for $49.95.
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Governor’s Mansion Library
The Governor’s Mansion Foundation is in the process of
establishing a small Florida library in the Governor’s Mansion
in Tallahassee. The collection will consist of quality books, including fiction and non-fiction. The Foundation welcomes gifts
of books, particularly those relating to important personalities
and events in Florida history. A personal inscription is encouraged. Contributions should be sent directly to the Governor’s
Mansion, 700 North Adams Street, Tallahassee, FL 32303.
Awards
The Tampa Historical Society awarded its D. B. McKay
Award for 1985 to former Governor LeRoy Collins at a banquet
in Tampa in November. It recognized Governor Collins’s distinguished contributions to the history, heritage, and culture of
Florida. Governor Collins is the author of Forerunners Courageous, a book on Florida history. The D. B. McKay Award is
named for the former mayor of Tampa who was also publisher
of the Tampa Daily Times.
The Florida Trust for Historic Preservation presented its
Preservationist of the Year Award to J. Earle Bowden at its
annual meeting in Pensacola, September 14, 1985. Mr. Bowden,
editor of Pensacola News Journal, is a member of the Florida
Historical Society board of directors. He is also chairman of the
Pensacola Preservation Board, City of Pensacola Architectural
Review Board, he serves on the Florida Advisory Council on
Historical Preservation, and is president of the Pensacola Historical Society.
In April 1985, the Florida Cabinet recognized Professor E.
L. Roy Hunt, president of the Florida Trust for Historic Preservation, for his contributions to the growth of the preservation
movement in Florida. He was commended for his activities locally and nationally. Professor Hunt implemented the preservation law program at the University of Florida Law Center, and
he has been active in preservation activities in Gainesville. He
[366]
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was also the recipient of the Florida Trust “Distinguished Service Award” in 1982.
Announcements and Activities
The Museum of Florida History, Tallahassee, is planning a
special exhibit on Osceola, and is searching for material relating
to his life and activities in Florida during the Second Seminole
War. “Osceola’s Legacy” is the working title of the exhibit. The
project will focus on artifacts once belonging to Osceola which
may still be in existence. Anyone having information is
asked to write to Patricia Wickman, Senior Curator, Museum of
Florida History, R. A. Gray Building, Tallahassee, FL 32301.
The St. Augustine Historical Society Library has received
from the city of St. Augustine original city papers dating from
1821. These include city council and commission minutes,
municipal court documents, ordinances, tax rolls, licenses, and
city department records. The materials have been assorted and
classified and are available to researchers. The library, under
the direction of Jackie Fretwell, is open Monday through Friday,
9:00 a.m. to noon, and from 1:00 p.m. to 5:00 p.m. The library
includes major manuscript collections relating to St. Augustine
and Florida history from the first Spanish period to the present.
A museum source book is currently in preparation. It is designed to serve historical museums in Florida, outlining types of
sources for developing programs, exhibitions, administration,
research, and collection infomation. It will list products and services which can help museums with general or specific needs.
For further information write Susan Clack, Historic St. Augustine Preservation Board, Box 1987, St. Augustine, FL 32085.
The Gulf Coast Historical Review is a new publication of the
Department of History, University of South Alabama. It will
include scholarly articles, book reviews, and essays relating to
old photographs and historic landmarks, and it will reproduce
important historic documents. The journal invites manuscripts
from both professional and non-professional historians. The
first issue included three articles: “Old Town, Young City: Early
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American Mobile,” by Harriett E. Amos; “The Long Road to
Louisiana: Acadian Exiles and the Britain Incident,” by Carl A.
Brasseaux; and “Gainesville and Its Advocate: A Year in the Life
of a Mississippi Frontier Town,” by Lawrence J. Nelson. Dr.
George Daniels is executive editor; Dr. Michael Thomason,
managing editor; and Patricia G. Harrison, book review editor.
The annual subscription to Gulf Coast Historical Review is $10.00,
and it may be ordered from the Department of History,
Humanities Building 334, University of South Alabama, Mobile,
AL 36688.
The Southern Association for Women Historians announces
two publication prizes for 1987. The Julia Cherry Spruill Publication Prize will be awarded every two years for the best work,
book, or article in southern women’s history published between
January 1, 1985, and December 31, 1986. The prize will be
$500.00. Authors, publishers, and third parties may submit
manuscripts. To be eligible, manuscripts must be written in English, but the competition is not restricted to publications printed
in the United States. No type of historical publication is
excluded from consideration. One copy of each entry must be
sent to each committee member no later than March 1, 1987.
The committee includes Carol Bleser (chair), Department of
History, Clemson University, Clemson, SC 29631; Elizabeth
Jacoway, #4 Dogwood Drive, Newport, AR 72112; and Jo Ann
Carrigan, Department of History, University of Nebraska,
Omaha, NE 68132. All entries must be marked “Spruill Prize
Entry.” The Willie Lee Rose Publication Prize will be awarded
every two years for the best book in southern history authored
by a woman. The winner will receive a $750.00 prize. The
period of eligibility will include works published between January 1, 1985, and December 31, 1986. The same rules pertain to
the Rose Publication Prize as the Spruill Publication Prize and
the committee is the same. All entries must be marked “Rose
Prize Entry,”
The Society for Historians of the Early American Republic
will hold its eighth conference July 24-26, 1986, at the University of Tennessee, Knoxville, TN. For program information
write Dr. Barbara Oberg, Box 348-A, Baruch College, 17
Lexington Avenue, New York, NY 10010. Inquiries about mem-
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bership in SHEAR should be directed to Dr. James H. Broussard, Department of History, Lebanon Valley College, Annville,
PA 17003. Dues are $15.00 annually and include a subscription
to the Journal of the Early Republic.
The Jewish Studies Center, a part of the Southern Highlands
Research Center of the University of North Carolina at
Asheville, will hold a symposium on “Heritage: The Jewish Experience in the South”, at the University on April 9-11, 1986.
Proposals for papers should be sent to Dr. Ileana Grams, Department of Philosophy, University of North Carolina at
Asheville, One University Heights, Asheville, NC 28804.
Production is complete on a thirty-minute video documentary of the folk traditions surrounding Florida’s shrimping industry. The program, produced by the Department of State’s
Bureau of Florida Folklife Programs and WUFT-TV of Gainesville, was funded in part by a grant from the Florida Endowment
for the Humanities. It examines the traditional maritime folk
arts associated with Florida’s commercial shrimping industry,
including boat-building, net-making, and storytelling. Information was gathered in Fernandina Beach, St Augustine,
Springfield, and Port St. Joe. For information about this program and other materials on traditional folk culture in Florida,
write Florida Folklife Programs, Box 265, White Springs, FL
32096.
The annual meeting of the Florida Anthropological Society
will be held in Gainesville on April 10, 11, and 12, 1986. The
meeting will be held in conjunction with the fiftieth annual
meeting of the Florida Academy of Science. The FAS invites
applications for presentation of papers on all aspects of anthropology. Write to: Claudine Payne; Program Chair, 1820
NW 10th Street, Gainesville, FL 32609.
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GREAT EXPECTATIONS. . .
1986
Pensacola, FL

Mar. 6-8

Gulf Coast History
and Humanities
Conference

Mar. 6-8

Florida College Teachers Jacksonville, FL
of History

Apr. 9-12

Organization of
American Historians

Apr. 10-12

Florida Anthropological Gainesville, FL
Society and Florida
Academy of Science

Apr. 30

Society of Florida
Archivists

Bradenton, FL

May 1

Florida Historical
Confederation

Bradenton, FL

May 1-3

FLORIDA
HISTORICAL
SOCIETY— 84th
MEETING

Bradenton, FL

Sept. 30Oct. 3

American Association for Oakland, CA
State and Local History

Oct. 23-25

Oral History
Association

Long Beach, CA

Nov. 7-9

Southern Jewish
Historical Association

Ft. Lauderdale, FL

Nov. 12-15

Southern Historical
Association

Charlotte, NC
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A GIFT OF HISTORY
A

MEMBERSHIP IN THE

F LORIDA H ISTORICAL S OCIETY IS
G RADUATION , OR

AN EXCELLENT GIFT IDEA FOR BIRTHDAYS ,

F O R A N Y O N E I N T E R E S T E D IN T H E R I C H A N D C O L O R F U L

F LORIDA‘S PAST .
A one-year membership costs only $20.00, and it includes
four issues of the Florida Historical Quarterly, the Florida History
Newsletter, as well as all other privileges of membership. A personal letter from the Executive Director of the Society will notify
the recipient of your gift of your generosity and consideration.
Convey your respect for that special person’s dignity and uniqueness. What better way to express your faith in the lessons
of the past and to celebrate old friendships?
STORY OF

Send to: Florida Historical Society
University of South Florida Library
Tampa, Florida 33620
Please send as a special gift:
q
q
q
q
q
q
q

Annual membership— $20.00
Family membership— $25.00
Library membership— $25.00
Contributing membership— $50 and above
Student membership— $15.00
Check or money order enclosed
Cash enclosed

TO

FROM
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THE FLORIDA HISTORICAL SOCIETY
THE HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF FLORIDA, 1856
THE FLORIDA HISTORICAL SOCIETY, successor, 1902
THE FLORIDA HISTORICAL SOCIETY, incorporated, 1905
O FFICERS
R ANDY F. N IMNICHT , president
L UCIUS F. E LLSWORTH , president-elect
PAUL S. G EORGE , vice-president
L INDA K. W ILLIAMS , recording secretary
G ARY R. M ORMINO , executive director
S AMUEL P ROCTOR , editor, The Quarterly
DIRECTORS
J. E ARLE B OWDEN
Pensacola
R ICHARD B ROOKE , J R.
Jacksonville
GREGORY B USH
Miami
DAVID COLBURN
Gainesville
ALVA L. JONES
Clearwater
WRIGHT L ANGLEY
Key West
MARY C. LINEHAN
Lantana
R AYMOND A. M OHL
Boca Raton

OWEN N ORTH
Clearwater
GEORGE F. PEARCE
Pensacola
OLIVE D. P ETERSON , ex-officio
Fort Pierce
L ARRY E. R IVERS
Tallahassee
D ANIEL L. S CHAFER
Jacksonville
MICHAEL SLICKER
St. Petersburg
WILLIAM M. S TRAIGHT
Miami
KYLE S. VANLANDINGHAM
Okeechobee
P ATRICIA W ICKMAN , ex-officio
Tallahassee

The Florida Historical Society supplies the Quarterly to its
members. Annual membership is $20.00; family membership is
$25.00; library membership is $25.00; a contributing membership
is $50.00 and above. In addition, a student membership is $15.00,
but proof of current status must be furnished.
All correspondence relating to membership and subscriptions
should be addressed to Dr. Gary R. Mormino, Executive Director, Florida Historical Society, University of South Florida
Library, Tampa, FL 33620. Inquiries concerning back numbers
of the Quarterly should also be directed to Dr. Mormino.
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